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PART ONE 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION 

• 
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CHAPTER ONE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1.1 Conclusions 

1.11 Major General Conclusions 

l. There have been dozens of att-.empts--some of them local, some 

of them large scale-- to implement soil conservation measures in 

Haiti during the past twenty five years. Though some attempts have 

co~bined reforestation and the building of erosion control structures 

(principally terraces, rock walls, and contour canals), most have 

focused on only one of these two general strategies. 

2. Only a small number of these projects can be said to have 

succeeded. By success here is meant the adoption by farmers, as 

part of their own agrarian practices, of measures designed to combat 

erosion. There are regions where virtually all farmers, even after 

project inputs have ceased, continue to use new techniques which 

successfully combat erosion. 

3. The principal determinant of success or failure is the degree 

to which the new practices are associated with visible increases in 

annual domestic inco,ne for the participating farmers. When such 

increases have become visible, the Haitian peasant has shown himself 

to be extraordinarily swift to alter his traditional techniques 

and to adopt new behaviors. 
' 
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4. Where there are subst;-.1'::ial increases in income? the projects 

have been foun1 to succeed even where there are weak~esses ster:uning 

from the im~lementi~g agencies, the organizational ~odels e~oloyed, 

the choice of specific tec~niques, and the presence of complicating 

sociocultural factors. 1-P-w:-(;. profits ar~ to b,J had, communities have · 

found ways around th<:: weaknesses that would otherwise sabotage 

proj~cts. Conversely~ where farmers hav2 not p0rceiv\O!d any short 

term gains for themr;elveG, evc,.1 well organized projiccts run by 

strong instit~tions using appropriate technologies will tend to fail. 

5. The most impressive successes have been in 'the domain of 

terrace and rock wall building in the Kenscoff/Furcy area. But this 

economically effective use of terracing has occured in com~unities 

whose altitude and whose proximity to Port-au-Prince make them the 

principal vegetable producers for the urban market. In general it 

will be difficult for projects to duplicate these specific conditions 

in most other regions of H,1i.1:i. That is, the monev-?.enerating 

potential of dry walls and terraces would appear to be at best modest 

for most regions. 

5. Host wall building and terrace projects in other. regions have 

attenpted - with little success - to procte<l on the basis of 

traditional crops such as corn and beans. This will :1.ot work, largely 

because the :11inor yieJ -i increases are not !)erc0hred as sufficie:nt 

justification by the peasant for making the invest:JT1ents of time and 

energy requir~d by the 9t:n1ctures. 
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7. Rock wall and terracinr, projects arc more likely to succeed 

if their introduction is combined with the introduction of fertilizer 

and/or compost. The increased yields stemming from the use of these 

inputs arc capable, in certain circumstances, of raising benefits to 

. 
the threshold where new erosion control behaviors can be introduced 

and sustained. 

8. In general development agencies have overemphasized the theme 

of "protecting soil from erosion." Much more success has been 

achieved through the theme of "making more money from your land." 
' 

The Haitian peasant is unlikely to alter his cropping behavior, 

to undertake time-consuming and costly innovations, in order to 

"protect his soil." He will, however, respond rapidly and enthu

siastically to innovations which help him to increase his income, 

even when these innovations demand time, risk taking, and expenditure 

of money. In short, widespread soil conservation will occur in 

Haiti only as a secondary effect of innovations whose primary 

function from the point of view of the fanner is the generation 

of a higher inncdiate income. An intelligently planned project will 

embed soil conservation measures into broader economic schemes 

which simultaneously ex~rt a positive impact on peasant income. 
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9. From the point of view of generatins more income, the most 

~roMising erosion-control s~rategy for Most of II~iti has been found 

in the planting of fast-growing trc~s. That is, as a general 

policy for soil conservation among Haitian peasants, project 

emphasis should be directed toward the r~forestation, rather than 

the wall-building, strategy. 

10. Unlike wall building, tree planting can be mQde worthwhile 

to the p~asant even in the context of tr~ditional cropping, because 

trees provid~ an independen~ source of income in a way that walls 

and terraces do not. 

11. Several tree-planting projects have nade the mistake of 

focusing on valuable but slow-erowing harcwoods, especially mahogany. 

Trees with a quicker rotation are needed to kick-off treG planting 

behavior among peasants. 

12. Out of discouragement with results, some foresters have 

been heard to advocate resettlement of peasants and the growing of 

true forests. But the institutional requirements for such a scheme 

ar~ currently lacking in Haiti. Projects should shy away from 

res~ttlement sch~mes and move toward cash generating tree planting 

schemes to. be impl~rncntcd by th~ fanners thenselv~s. 
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13. Discouraged with results, other technicians have advocated, 

not resettlement, but the planting of trees on agriculturally 

rr~rginal, currently unoccupied lands. Such scheMes would not only 

fail because of the maintenance and vigilance problem, but would also 

leave untouched the problem ~f erosion on farmland nnd the problem 

of searching for ways to generate more incom~ for th~ small culti

vators. Policy should focus at least in the beginning on devising 

schemes to motivate and assist the peasants to plant trees on their 

own land.· 

14. Others have begun to attempt the en~ouragement of tree 

growing by businessMen rather than by peasants. The current market 

for tree products endows these plans with some hope of success, but 

leaves untouched the above-mentioned problems. Development 

agencies whose mandate is to affect positively the economic life of 

the rural masses should probably first attempt to assist the 

peasant - not the peasant's future competitors - to gain a foothold 

in the tree-planting economy. 

15. The major feasible route·to ~hi~ objective would Sppear to 

i1e in the concept of cash-generating agroforestation, a type of 

reforestation in which trees are chosen and planted in such a way 

that they mesh with, rather than interfere with, the pre-existing 

agrarian economy. 
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1(,. t!any s0il conse'!:"~•at:'r> .... projec':s have im·olved tree planting. 

But thus far n0ne has ,;arefi.·l:y plam..,_r:d tr 0~e-g::.owi:1.g in a way that 

\Jould make it a central part of <:1'.e pe~sa~!: cash econo· ;y. Rather, 

tre8s arc fer the mc-st pnrt present:ed as a resot1.rce w:tth certain 

marginal benefits (shade, n·.•.trition~ pcrh~,s a li tt:!.e C<'S~ in th.e 

producing cash for <:he R...,_itian r.eesa~+;, e•r2r.. t~o~,fh the .ivailnbility 

model now feasible. 

17. Some plant:J.ng of ~.eucaena and other fast-growing trees '"---~ 

been attempted by sev2ral projects, But the focus has up till now 

be~n on the technical problems such a~ selecting th~ best varieties 

rather tha~ on the economic pro½len of timing and spacing the trees 

in such a way that they will mesh with traditional cultivation and 

produce cash for the ~ea~Rnt. 

Peasants in dtffe:i:ent regions hav2 therase~v..-:,s bep.•m to 

demonstrate t!-!e feasibility of crn~tinui~g tracational cultivation 

on plots that have recent~-Y "!,oen plant:E!d in tre2s. 'T'l-ie strategy 
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19. In assessing the success and failure of projects, it should 

be remembered that these are not categories into which an entire 

project can be globally lumped. Many projects which are not totally 

successful--i.e. in which the farraers do not spontan~ously adopt 

as their own the behaviors brought in by project oqmnizers--none

th~lcss have partial success~s. Farmers nay make sorae efforts to 

protect the trees that have been plar.ted, expr~ss the desire to have 

more trees, demonstrate an awareness of the utility of trees and 

erosion control structure. Such changes in orientation constitute 

partial successes even though the project may not have produced 

sel-sustaining erosion control behavior. 

1.12 Organizational, Hotivaticnal, and Educational Considerations. 

20. Most projects have already found pre-existing community groups, 

but the larger projects have tended to override these groups to form 

other action units. 

21. The most common type of unit to appear is the ekip~ the 

work-gang. These are ephemeral groups, frequently containing 

outsiders, organized solely for the purpose of uage labor, dissolved 

after the task is done. 

22. The ekip is convenient from the point of view of the 

disburscnent of food or money. But it is not an adequate organiza

tional baGe for sustained development. In the case of soil 

conservation projects, which will entail a long maintenance phase 

after the hillsides have been treated, the ekip lacks both the conti

nuity and shared interest in common land which must serve as the 

base for the organization of soil conservation. 



23. The traditional Community Council is also i~c.p~ro~ri~~~ 

in n:::ny asp cc ts. Many were founded principally ns collector

distributor groups to attract and disburse outside r~lief resources. 

In addition tr.ey tend to be too large and dominated by wealthy 

leaders whose occupational status frequently rlaces then in a 

sep~rat,; socio-econor.-,ic cntcgory from the pf!asant. 

24. There is no one orgtmizational t10dul whi'ch has been 

proven superior, but soil conservation app~ars to call for groups 

which are based on common residential or landowning interest, 

small in size, endowed with some operational decision making power, 

abl2 to carry out multiple functions, and stable through time. 
' 

25. The vast majority of projects have used some sort of 

systematic reimbursement for project participation. Rt?imbursement 

of administrators and technicians is, of course, in cash. Reimbur

sement of community members, including in some cases foremen, is 

generally in Food for Work. 

26. The issue of ,,hether to reinburse or not is still hotly 

debated. The conclusion of this study, supported by argunents in 

the body of the r8port, is that systematic r~nuneration nay be 

necessary, need not be counterproductive if done correctly, and 

need not take the forn of simple wages. Certain projects have 

devised alternative formulas for payment. 
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27. Cash would be a better form of remunerntion than foods 

especially in view of the fact that the vast majority of the food is 

converted by its recipients into cash anyway. But if resource 

constraints impose a choice between food or no pnynent at nll, then 

the food can continue to be U$ed. 

28. Neither payment nor t~e use of a particular group 3tructure 

are sufficient by themselves to insure pro9ect suc~ess. The prime 

determinant of success is the presence of profit-gcn~rating project 

objectives. Payment should be conceptualized as an interim 

~aasure designed to usher risk-taking comnunities ~hrough the first 

one or two rotations of fast growing trees. The case of the Furey 

vegetable growers (to be discussed in the body) illustrates that 

once a practice has been proven profitable, the Haitian peasant needs 

no outside assistance to continue the practice. 

29. Some projects have attempted to rush too quickly into tree 

planting and wall building, without informing the community of the 

project's purpose. The result has been, in several regions, 

openly expressed concern on the part of many peasants that the 

government or the foreigners were going to plant their own trees 

on the peasants' land. There had been widespreaci fears expressed, 

in at least three projects visited, that the entire reforestation 

scheme l'laY have been a simple prelude to eventual expropriatiou. 
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30. One of the most effective initial educ.:itional strategies 

is to bring peasants from one region to view positive results of 

soil conservation in other regions. This not only fncilitntes the 

diffusion of technical skills, but also defuses possible worries 

about eventual loss of land. 

31. It is possible to observe the degeneration of many 

projects through time. Lacking viable long-ters objectives, the 

projects turn into simple wage-labor bus)7\1ork, abandoning in some 

cases the planting of trees to do less threatening tasks such as 

ro11d repair or river damming, tasks which bear little relation 

to soil cons~rvation. It is in this type of simple wage-labor 

project that one tends to see crumbling walls and the vestiges of 

destroyed reforestation efforts. 
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J..13 Technical and Operational Considerat~ 

34. The most effective fonn of physicnl erosion-control structure 

is the bench terrace. Several have been built by different projects 

in different parts of Haiti. But they have not, and prob~bly will 

not, catch on. 

35. The bench terrace should ideally be built on the best agricul

tural land. But most bench terraces have been built on a denonstration 

basis by projects which have depended on peasants lending or renting 

land to build the terrace. P-ut peasants have generally aiven projects 

the worst parts of their holdings for these "strange" experiments, with 

the result that most land in bench terraces is land that is good only 

for the grazing of livestock. One peasant even built his house on a 

bench terrace which a project had constructed. It is not seen as a par

ticularly valuable aqricultural strategy. 

36. Questioning of peasants indicated that, whereas the sale value of 

land skyrockets after trees have been planted, the presence of terraces 

and walls does not substantially raise the value of the land in their eyes. 

37. As indicated earlier, terraces take on value only when built as a 

central element in a complex of innovations which jnvolves, in addition to 

the earthworks, profit-~enerating changes in the local agrarian economy. 

38. Manuals on erosion control provide fonnulas for spacing walls and 

tress based on topographic or botanical considerations. But in rural 
• 

Haiti the spacing of trees and structures must be done first and farer.est 

in the light of having the innovations ~esh with the local agrarian economy, 

leaving peasants space for their traditional pursuits. 
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39. The principal cause of the destruc~ion of trees and walls stems 

from their interference with the local livestock cconoriy. Phen trees 

~re planted on ~cod agricultural land and are intcrcropped with gardens, 

th.:.:ir survival rate is very hig-h. Fben they are planted--as is t:'!cre 

often the case··· on agriculturall:'./ marginal qrazina lane., the liveo.tod: 

destroy them. 

40. The most effective solution to this diler.1!".'c> has been the planting 

of several rows of trees toqcther to present a visually ir:pressivc unit 

which tho peasant uill be reluctant to destroy, but to space these s~all 

lots at a great enouqh distance as to permit tying of animals. 

41. In the case of rock walls, survival is made more probable if the 

walls are so high as to discourage animals from attemptina to ascend or 

descend them. SMall rock barriers are generally destroyed, whereas higher 

walls last longer. 

42. The timing of nurseries has frequently been poor. The seedlin~s 

have freauently reached a dancerously advanced state before the coninru

nities have been organized to accept and plant them. This has lee to 

pressure from project directors on field technicians, and the result has 

on occasion been smple invasion of land by projects in a hurry to trans-

plant maturing se,:;dlings. The more cor:irnon result, however, has beGn the 

simple: destruction of tens of thousands of seeclinas for "~hich there have 

simply boen no local takers. 

:.1.a Land Tenure Considerations 

43. The above nentionc~ oeneral f8ar of exproprietion at the be9inning 

of reforestation projects stems fror. a general insecurity cf the Baitian 

peasant vis-·a-vis the long range intentions of public or outsic~ institu-
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tions, not from. the "deedless •· land t(:mure situation of r..any plots. 

reasants were every bit as concern~d about th~ir deeded plots as their 

undeeded plots. These general fears eventually subsided as projects 

renained in regions a:id peasants beqan thinnina the newly planted ,.,oodlots, 

perceiving thus that they were the true owners of the trees. 

44. The land shortage which afflicts many household is principally with 

respect to good croppinq ground. Probably most households, however, have 

tracts of agriculturally marginal land that could be planted in trees. 

That is, there is enough land in rural Haiti under the control of peasant 

kin groups to render agroforestation feasible from a land tenure point of 

45. Land tenure issues are not the major stumbling block to soil conser

vation. Despite general wariness, peasants are secure enough in the ope

ration of the present land tenure system to make substantial investments 

in land. The ~ost dramatic manifestation of this is the local land market. 

Peasants regularly disburse hundreds of dollars to acquire new plots of 

land. Project organizers may safely assume that, if profit-aenerating 

obiectives are convincingly presented by the project, peasants will make 

the necessary long-term investments on plots which they own and operate 

ther!'!selves. 

46. Paradoxically, absentee landlordisrn is in sorn~ cases associated 

with better environmental protection. Many absentee ow:;crs of mountain 

lands, especially those in the Xenscoff/Furcy area, profcr to keep their 11 

land in trees and to plant woodlots where trees have been cut dovm, than 

to turn their land over to peasant cultivators. 
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47. •~here are three major instances of land tenure arrnnge~ents in 

which peasants are not •·owner operators'' and ..-•hich th.as present so!l1e cor-

9licatin0 factors for soil cc::servation projects~ Stats lane, ter.ants of 

private. owners, and undivided inheritance lane.~ 

48. Peasants croppinq state land as tenants will in soMa rcc;icn5 be re'.'"· 

luctant to plant tr0Gs, beina unsure that the profits fro!"', t..he trees \.'7ill 

accru,3 to then, or fearing that th2 presence of trE.GS r:'.ay incr<:.)ase the 

rent. But even this r,teneralization r,:ust be oualified. The coffee growers 

of P.aptiste/Belladcre---all of whose holdinas are on St.~te lane-- appeared 

perfectly confident that they would continu~ to have access to the land 

~nd were in nany cases undertaking expensive expansions of their coffee 

holdings. 

49. In the case of the tenants of private land, or manaoers of private 

land who have cropping ri~hts to the land, there is an additional disin-

centive to planting trees •. In many cases tenants or ~anagers will be 

~iven first riqhts to purchase if the owner has to sell land. But the 

pu!"chase price will be substantially hiqher if there are trees on t.'1e 

land. There is thus a built-in reluctance against increasins the value 

of land. 

50. ~1uch agriculturally margint?.l lancl, good only :for grazir.g .· will be 

left undivic.ad by kin grou_l?s. Rather than divide the 1.:>.nd up into _sepa·· 

rnte blocks, they will maintain it as an unit and siMply she.re coxmon 

ara.zinq rights. When trees are planted on such land, under currer.t oro-

' 
ject orerations t~1e ownurship of E:ach tree is also sharc-<d. But this 

creates c. ~:i_sincentive against :>.llrnf'inc:' the tree; to ::-:c1tur,:;, os an indivi-
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dunl nny atteMpt to ~ake at least some money from the tree before his 

siblings or cousins do. In this case projects Must specify the o~mcrship 

of the trees clearly • .. 
51. In general t~ees that have been planted on land that is owned and 

operAtcd by a single owner--especially lnnd th?t hc>.s bc2n ourchased by 

that owncr--havc a substantially higher survival rate than trees on lar.d 

with diffuse ownership. 

1.15 Institutional Consinerations 

52. Five distinct types of institutions have b~en found participatincr in 

soil conservation projects: Haitian Governr:,ent agcnci2s, international 

funding agencies, international and local relief aqencies, local missionary 

groups, and U.S. bas0d contract institutions, both academic and commercial. 

53. Most projects of a large scale have involved the cooperation of more 

than one institution. In certain cases there has been arr~iguity in defin-

inq spheres of responsibility and lines of authority. 

54. In some instances the interrelationship among cooperating institutions 

produces top-heavy, cumbersome structures, as for exrunple when an interna

tional funding agency contracts with a private fim which subcontracts with 

free-lancing technicians who work with Darrien technicians who give instruc-

tions to community based forenen who finally direct the connnunitv groups 

which actually ir.,plei"ent the soil conservation projects. 

55. The impracticality of such arranaernents is perceived by many indi1i

duals within the funding agencies, but thev fine theI!lselves institutionally 

constrained fro~ fieldino more creative and nore direct ir.terventions. 
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56. At present there is no effective, soil conservation unit functionina 

within the Ministry of A~riculture. 

57. Nonetheless Danien field technicians have bc-:,n found t? b-2 playing 

active ar..d ir-.'l")o~tant roles in several past and ."")resent soiJ. conservation 

projc,cts. They have plugged into projects supported. not • -, t:-<::: r:inh>-

try per se, but by one or anoth2r internationnl or private a0ency, ano 

hwve shown themselves capable of ~e,bilizin<: cor,:::nunit~· action in areas 

where foreign technicians, unfardliar with the ltinguaqe a--:.c. cul turc, hc1.~.re 

not functioned as effectively. 

58. The availahility of these privately funded soil c0nserv~tion projects 

has provided ~n excellent trainin~ ground for the Darden techn~cians in

volved. That is, there is no incompatibility between the ohjective of 

strengthening govern.~ental institutions and the supporting of PVO projects. 

In Haiti the latter have been found in several cases to pro,•ice E". trair.ir.o 

?round for government technicians. 

59. The peasants perceive that the overall oualitv of Damien technicians 

has declined. The Agronomes of the late 1940 1 s and early 1950 1 s are r2m0~ 

berea as giants of folk-heroes ,;,,hose inte,:-ventions--·terrocc buiJ -'ling, the 

introduction of the plow, irrigation systens--hc,lpec. tr:insfor.c entire re-

gions. Current tC::chnicians, even active ones, arc ['fcrr.,:::ived by the pecsnr:ts 

as knowing less ane i& ~encr~l ~scaring less than their prE~ecessors. 

60. USAID has be~n .. in•,01~.,~t1.; c1.t ::_'",;_ft-~ indirectly, i.n coze:n.s of local soil 

conserv~tion efforts by virtue of the support it qives to a~encics such ~s 

EACHO, CAR~, a-1s, CP.S, and. 0 the rs •. 

61. µSAID h~s not in ~eneral zxercis~cl its de-facto power to encourage 

better soil conservation planning by recipient ngencies perhaps beca~se 
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USJ\Ir' i tr-:elf has r.'-'t as yet develo:ned a c-,h,.c.rent policy on the r:atter. 

It is hoped that the concept of ~.:::i.sh--oenerating _ noroforestation can 

prnvic.e on,2 of th~ concr2_ot,1al co=-nerstones needed to fc-~·-,r,late « cohe-

rent approach. ~ 

62. ':'he r,ri va·;:e rs1.ief c:.gencies ha,..e h~d. t'h'3ir c.t':".c:11-'::~ .n c i •·,,rtcd frc- · 

tion of food frc.'T, cil:-roa1. 

cerned what they perceived to be: USAID is b'.lrd-?.:1r -~·: P"'~er:-1~:-::(: rsquire:-i~nts. 

functioninq co!TI!tunity groups and seen wiliinq to involve th'.:!nselves more 

active::ly in refo-::estation. ::-·:t th•:;:y lack. both r·.::sou::-ccs and ideas. ThP.i::: 

/ reforestation idA.~s tend to be lirr,i ted to t;-i:: l"':,r.::ept o: helpin? p~as~nts 

plant a fct-; fruit trees. If a more syste-,,atic anc cv::ie.'"1ic general r,odcl 

can be deuis0-:l, USAID could supply thE.se s--:-:01.,ps with b-:-1th cor;c2!")ts and 

resources -':o be(!in imple::tonting cr,2:ative fl(1-rof,:,r3st?t.i-:n 'Jr•:)"i0cts in t-;:~ys 

65. The cu!'.'re?;tly prev2iling system cf cor.tr'lc-':ir.,.. ,7it·1 pr.i.vatS: TJ .s. 

firms, though it c:::mld th0.o~~t.::":icc>.lly involv"' the r.r2•~ cf U.S. nriv"lte entr:r-

ing into c'. simple cr:iployF!ent agc:1cy for :} . f-,. te..:.:1::-:.ici-· : 1s ~:- ~ cons:.11 til.11ts 

proc-!",".'!"l rla.nnc!"s shouJ.d bG: 11s c~ntious :-tnd. c.c'."'.lc>11dinr· in -':'.w,i.:: choicr. of 

technicians 'lnd c:dvisors ns a:.rP- e"'lplovern in th~ priv'lte s,,-:':o':'. 
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Recoccencations 

The preceding summary and the body of the report contain a large 

number of specific .recommendations. This sunm1ary of recom;nendations 

will re~trict itself to the major points, distinguishing ar:i.ong general_ 

reco:;,.,.,endations, operational reco::rr:1ent&tions, and project desigr. reco~

r:i.enda~ions. 

General Recom.~endations 

1. The problems of erosi,?n control and reforestation should be 

given highest priority in the agenda of the Agricultural Development 

Off ice of the TJSAID mission in Haiti. 

2. General program planning should make provisions for both tree 

planting and other erosion control structures, but a special e.i-nphasis 

should be placed on the former as being more likely to resul~ in cash 

payoffs for participating peasant communities than is true of wall 

or terrace building. 

3. In approaching reforestation, projects should for the present 

shy away from schemes which would entail planti::ig trees on unused 

public land and to turn rather to•.,ard programs which motivate peasants 

to begin incorpor~ting tree planting as part of their m-m economic 

strategy on their own land. Host projects up till now have in fact 

followed this approach. 
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4. The cornerstone of erosion control in Haiti s~ould be the 

con ept of cgroforcstation, and USAID should make this concept the 

central axis of it3 program and research plans. ~odels should be 

d~vised in which the use of fast growing tre€ species makes it 

possible even for the sl'lmll cultivator to incorporat-3 trees into 

his traditional i::!Conony. The agroforestnU.on nocL•l d.::vised s11ould 

contain separate provisions for tvo fundamentally different 

arrange;:,1ents: the plnnting of trees on good cropr,ing l.:md and the 

planting of tre(;!s on privately ownE::d but agriculturally n:--.rginal 

land used principally for livestock grazing. USAID should support 

the design of models which calculate inputs nnd returns, in precise 

dollars and cents figures~ for each of these situations. Such a 

model would be subst3ntially more systematic than anything which any 

project has thus far attempted. 

5. USAID sh0uld encourage its client agencies, both GOH and 

private, to inprove their existing soil conservntion programs and to 

undertake new progrqns based on carefully thought-out agroforestation 

models. They should be sensitized to the supc;riority of the theme of 

increased profits over the less cogent theme of protecting soil. 

6. Client agencies should in addition be strong]_:Y. encouraged to 

move beyond a perspective which tnkes into acc;)unt only the technical 

problems of erosion control into a more rc!alistic perspE:ctive which 

views the organizatior.nl, r:iotivntional, and E,<lucational tasks as 

equally if not more problemtic. In concreta ~2rns this means that 

project proposals, to be acceptable, must dcnonstrate specific insir,hts 

into the economy nnc social organization of the p~asant corn.~unities in 

the intended project region and must be quite s~ccific about the IlU'..nner 

in which mainten.:mce: of th(; tri:!es will be assure<l. 
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7. By the sai.~e token USAID should encourage Danicn to include, as 

part of its trainir.g to its soil conservationists, training in th~ 

economic and social organization of th~ mountain peasant c9mmunity. 

Operational Recommendations 

8. The educational/motivationai phase of projects should not be 

skimped over. Projects should anticipate s:ispicio:. a!lc f•2ar of eventual 

expropriation on the part of peasants in the early stae~s, and the 

£ducational messages at the early st~ges of projects should deal ~ith 

these matters. 

9. Where possible, peasants should be brought to other regions of 

Haiti where projects have been in operation. 

10. Projects should give heavy emphasis to wall building or terrace 

building only where these innovations are being introduced in the conteXt 

of new crops or fertilizer which make increased profits possible. Other

wise these engineering structures are unlikely to catch on. 

11. Even in the absence of profit-generating inputs, projects 

should still emphasize the building of check-dams in ravines, as these 

have been found to produce dramatic changes in the agricultural potential 

of the ravines, changes which consistently inpress cultivators. 

12. Detailed inventories should be preparec of the advantages of 

trees--soil improvement, nitrogen fixation, fodder, shade, and others,

but the central message should 1:,e that the trees can l:-c conv,2-rted into 

a cash crop on the one hand and triple and quadruple the sale value of 

the land on the other. 
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13. The tree ;:il.:mt:tng s!10·.1ld b-= v~_ewed ns tl"-·::. func•:ion of a 

p,roup, n::,t a:1 indi·n..dual. But the landowaer shoaJ.d nlwavs be invol

ved, should r~.c:r b~ a passive ol,s2rver of a work gnnd i..,_vading his 

land. Ard th~ ~.n.;.C:o·.mer sho1.1:d in acEiticn 1'l).'7 P. ~ or:1~ orgoniza tion::il 

r.::sp,:-nsi:>ilit::· f'):: ':l ·::. plaPtir..g, ir. sv.ch ::i mn:~":12r t1-at tc vill be an 

14. Tho•.i~h th~::,- nrc ple!lted hy a group; tr:! -:'."'.'c·~s sho·1ld b.:: aGsigncd 

.:is th..: !)roperty cf the ir.divid•:n: lc>.~cowncr. Prc.!<~ct-:: ·1 --,·•lJ ayoid 

r~fe~ring to the tr~es aP th~ treas of the Stcte or the traes of the 

forci~r.ers. 

15. The g,:-oups ttat are formed shouJ.d not 98 si;J'?~.e wor1c.-1~n~s 

but should hav8 the perr.,;:inence and other charact.::,r:l'.stics discussed 

in the body of the report. 

16. P2asants should be consulted as to the sp~c~es of trees that 

will be planted. Projects shou:d b~ aware, however, that the major 

profits will be made from wood trees, but that the planting of such 

tn.:es is alien to the traditions of rura:!. Haiti and peasm•.ts wlll not 

spontaneously request them. Projects sr.oulc be det2:::-min~d, t~er~=ore, 

to educ:ite cornrmnities o.s to the value of ':his new prnc':ice, and to 

make wood tre-=s the cc:itral eleT11ent in ':l-2 ars,,-aal of t':lE.. 2.grof0res

totion schene. In this sense the pr0~1:::tq :'.lU~t go 1''·a:·-,.,d tr-e 

11 COmBUnity dcv~lcp111en~ 11 01)jcctiv~ of sinr ly rrr~:,t~.n~ tr.c IIJ!~lt UA.F;ds" 

of the comm'l.mity. 

17. Nurserie:.s sho11ld not h2 plant,?.d bcf0re t1'e cor,,rr11tn:i.ti,.:!s have 

becarn"" to sot:12 ckgrt:.c comr.itt:e<l tc, t}ie rro~cc':. I'r.:.:r.:::rt"r.~l7 pl2-=1t~c1 

n 1.1rscries ha•,.::; led to ci.the~· t'l-ic dcst;ruction. nf .!.ar-,..<;! ni.1iii"> .• rs of trees 

• 
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18. Trees and walls should be spaced in such a fashior. that arn?le 

room is left for animal grazing, if this was the prioe use of the lanJ 

before tree plantin~. In the case of newly plantec garden.land, such 

spaces need not be left, as the trees (if ci1ey are fast growing) uill 

be large enough and out of danger by the t~ne anllnals are adr-itted. 

19. Strategies of renuneration should be e~ployed during the 

organizational and plar.ting stages of the project. If possible, noney 

should be used, rather than food; and where possible "contract" 

systeDs--based on the number of surviving trees--should be used rather 

than flat day labor for:nulas. The remuneration should be presented, 

not as wages for a daiiy djob, but as a bonus for a group that is 

carrying out an i.I!lportant developoent task. 

20. The practice of planting trees and 2bandoning them to hazard 

should be immediately stopped. Projects must start incorporating 

a maintenance phase into the project plan. If at all programmatically 

possible, cash inputs should be funneled into participating groups, to 

be withheld if the trees and other structures are not being taken care 

of during the maintenance phase. The maintenance inc~ntives must be 

large enough to outweigh any advantages the peasc:nt could receive by 

neglecting--or pern:itting the destruction--of young trees. 

21. Projects should begin keeping records of whose land the trees 

were planted on, and project directors should ce.-ise le,'.!ving land tenure 

questions in the hands of subordinates, and at least begin to familiarize 

themselves with the question of whose land the trees are being planted on. 
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Proiect Design Reconncnd2tions 

22. USAID should set itself a very specific planning goal: that of 

having helped to u~her at least a dozen peasant ccr.li:lunitics in dif

ferent parts of the country throug~ one rotation of such agroforestation 

by the year 1985, This would entail im.:.'.lediate planr.i1:g now, as tht::: 

tre2s would have to be [-'lanted by the October rains of 1981. The con

nunities would hav.: had to have bc2n organized by then, a!"ld the nurs.-::rics 

pr(;:pared. 

23. These pilot communities should then be used as the node! communities 

to which peasants fro~ a ouch lar?er nur.ber of conmanities will sub

sequently be brought in an effort to expand the program into a ouch larger 

project. But in the beginning, it i3 absolutely critical that USAID 

focus its attention on the successful introduction of agroforestation 

into a suall nunber of carefully monitored coE'.!'!lunities. Ovcra~bitious 

planning will sabotage the program as surely as the initial PDAI project 

was sabotaged. If there is pressure to move great deals of r.:1oney, then 

ways should be sought in which project focus is not sacrificed. Planners 

should view this as merely the first phase of a lar~er process, a phase 

whose objective is to initiate tree-planting activities in cor.munitics 

which will serve as Models for other co:rrraunitics. 

24. In choosing ioplementing agencies, for this project, it would b~ 

unwise to lay all eggs in one basket. Some of the co:,1,.,iunitics could b:.? 

handl.:!d by a buttressed Soil Conservstion l:nit at Da:-c1ien. But funds 

should also be made available for the particip~tion of one or more PVO's 
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Hith n solid track record in lbiti. The outcome of those projects is 

too important to subject it to possible failure bec3use of extraneous 

factors associated with the weakn0ss of a single iMplementing agency. 

Like the peasant cultivator, USAID should diversify for such an effort, 

spreading it away several agencies. 

25. ?fany agroforesta':ion activities could be carried out as part 

of the support currently being planned for D::micn. Ilut i.n addition, 

large sums of money could usefully be set -=iside in the form of a special 

fund or project? E:ar:inrke,~, specifically for agroforestation which cauld 

be administered by either USAID or one of the registered r,~lief agencies, 

and to which other local PVO's could submit funding proposals as well. 

Thes8 proposals would have to adhere in general to the guidelines of 

the recommended ngroforestation model to receive funding under this 

project. 

26. If current planning is realized, Damien will soon receive a tean 

0f soil conservation technicians under contract from the U.S. But in 

addition, USAID could put together another tean to serve as agroforestation 

advisors to PVO's who would apply for finan~ial and technical assistance. 

This team could be composed at least partially of individuals who have 

already been living in Haiti for many y~ars and have b2en directly 

involved in erosion control ~nd reforestation ~ctivities. They would 

in 2ffect be R nobil8 team which would assess the fe~sibility of 

proposals, assist in their inplE.cientation, and act ns uonitors for 

the progress of local agroforestation projects. 

27. Mission m~nagement should move speedily on this matter. If a 

positiv.:! decision is n:ach.::d, se•,cral months del~y could set the 

project back a year or--even worse--lead to th1:; planting of trees 

out of synchrony wit~ the autumn rains of 1981. 



CFl\P'1."F:R T\-D 

or.JT.CTIVF.S N!r.' rT.'::'EOr<)UkY' 

2.1 r!esearch Objectives 

The cresent re:rort has heen canr.-issioned 1'y US.Ain/i'!ai ti as a.'1. 

2.:!:tanpt to rrovice a conceptual ov1--::rview of tr.e soil conse.rvc:.tion 

projects tlat rave been operating i11 Paiti dur:i.n; the pe.st two arr. a 

half decades. Recent sb..ldies ccrniscionec. !-y US.'\In have ref erred in 

a. convincing rut. se.".1.er:!.l way t.o the central role wJ~ich deforestation 

am soil erosion rlay in the conte.1pC>rc:ry L~roverishnent of the rural 

oconany, arrl few persons wa.1ld dh,1)Ute tbe contention that refores

tation a.I1(1 general ooil conservation constib.lte a sine qua~ for 

any serious rural developnent in a country whicr ras nearly 80% 

of its surface in the form of slopes. 

Put no coherent stance or p:,licy toward these r.ia tters has as 

yet coalescErl in the Haiti mission. On the contrary, one sen.~s the 

presence of bewildennent arrl hopelessness in the face of what gives 

every appearan=e of beinJ a rapidly deterioratirXJ ecological situa

tion. Is there any useful assistance wbich a ~-,erful f-u.rrlin3' 

ar:;-ency can give that \aild stand a cr.ance of having sane rositive 

impact? 

II 
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T~c rerul ts of t.ris resrerc°r' arc opti."'."i:::;tic, not cl-o_it tl•.e 

current ocol~i~al crisis,, rut ::r.X:A.lt the !'()SsiH.litie::: of mar.i.ng 

meanjngful finarici:::.1 inves1:Tle'1tc. in projects th.?t will arrest am 
i,, ' 

re-"erse +-..he process of ecolOJical de:;racat.ion' in parH cipatin-; 

ccrrrr, .. mities. The stategy for tris research ran haen to e'{ar:\i.ne as 

::-an:· soil conservation project.£ as possLrile in tt""!.e tine a~r3.ilabJ.e, 

to distingu::.sh the successful elenent, frcr1 the failures, arr! to 

generate a series of.: concrete p!:oposition8 arout tLe c.cterminants 

of success and failure in •t.'1-\ese soil conse:rvation projects. 

At first there was sane sk.eptici~ arout whet.l-i.er any successe:: 

,-aild be found. ~his skepticisn, though urrlerstancable, proved 

unfa..urled. As will be discusse::3. in the follCMin] chapter, under 

certain corrlitions the Haitian peasant has 1-e:.m fourrl to adopt 

behu.viors which do arrest arrl control erosion. ":'hese coocitions are 

not yet widespread. Put fundinc_; a.rrl implanenting agencies coold be 

instrumental in providing the inputs which wa.1ld 1(:.ad to these 

changes. 

Tre majority of projects examined in this research fall closer 

to the failure p:)le than to the success pole, incluri:i.ng rnan:1 of 

those in which USAID ha.s been invclvro. :Gut there are very clear 

indications as to the nature of the false steps that ,iere Mae1e, 

steps which could in t~e future be avoide:1
• 
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2. 2 The Variables Investigated 

the success or failure of e-: forts to prot:.."!Ct ar:!! ref0:r.:-est 1-,ilJ.sic~0s 

t•'CUld not t,e unilaterally de-terninErl ly one simple -':actor. P.uilt 

into t.he ver:1 s:::o::-e of vJOr~ prepared by the l::C w&s a series of· 

cc::rrr,lener~.ta:ry hypo-thesis paving the way for tJ- c: ir.vesti<]ation of 

r::1Ul tip le factors anr1 tYe c.ete:c:tlnc.tion! at lear;t in an ~lora.-tory 

fashion_. of t.1--..e r:-ianncr in whic."1 t.hesc separate factors intcractcx1 

to determine the outcane of given projects. For r,urr_x,r.3es of this 

re[X)rt, I will organize the hypotheses into four major grrupirY-Js 

institutional, organizationalr technical, arrl scx:iocul-t:ural. 

To begin with institutional hypotheses, it is re.."'lsonable to 

assume that the success or failure of projects is heavily ~lucncerl 

by the stren:Jt.~s and v~nesses of the agencies which fund a,i<-Vor 

frnple:nent the projects. All oe:cr tr.irgs beinJ ecr..1al, one 0-NOUld 

expect, for example, that a vJell organize:!. institution which delivers 

require::1 materials on time, which maintains its ve-,icles in t:orking 

order, which prOV'ides regular supervision to ongoin:" activities, 

·will he much P10re successful in its projects thari ap agenc:1 whic.11 

is weak on t..~e points mentionoc above. Could it be "t:Y'At t~e nJ.ti,,.,ate 

success or failure of projects soil conservation c::fortE r-as rir.gcc' 

principally or. these institutional variables? 
• 



An alternative set of rypothencs would looJ·. ::a.f.-_~cr, to or;:-:.·

r1i7,ational f.eab.rrcs of t1'.c project ":rcr.lsclves. ?crhaps success is 

deterrrunErl less b<J t...lie charactcri sties of institution.:: t.~ J:y the 

::ic.rticular grouping :1!":L,ciplcs which are user. to crsra.niz:: cmnmiticc 

into action units, the e::'!ucational input.s wr.fr:1: arc 0iven to par

ticipatin:J units ~fcrc ~ during trc project iriplO;lcntation; 

am"-rnost i~1port.c1.ntly--·th.e r.10tivational strategics l;;hid1 are usm to 

clici t and sust2.in .L.wolvEr.lent in tl"'e project. To what de:Jree rave 

factors such as tbcse--wh.ich I will lump under the ruhric "organiza-· 

tional variables" --1::ee.."1 the principle detenni.11ants of success or 

failure in soil conservation ef.forts in Faiti? 

Perhaps in focusinJ on institutions and on organizational n::x:iels, 

we may be missing the roat. Perhaps success or failure is rat."1cr 

detenn.inoo by a third sort of factor-the tecJ-,nical factor. -Perhaps 

tlle principal element which governs the outc<nc of: efforts to plant 

trees and b.lild strucrures is rather the sir.iple question of v:rhethcr 

the trees are propP..rly ch::>se.11 arrl plant.Gd i.ri view of prevailin:J 

cliratic or a'hph.ic corrlitions, and \vJ-•etlv_rr- tr.2 walls or terraces 

are designed with a tec'.hnically correct assesmcnt of local tor-o

graphy an::1 are conf;tructErl in c: tochnically correct manner '\.•Tl' ic.~ 

pE:rmits then to carry out their soil-retaining function anJ to 

withstand for as long as possible the ravage:;s of ti.'Tic. Perhaps W::! 

shoold look to these technicul factors a<:; tr:;: principal cctcr.ninants 

of success or failure in Haitian soil co:13crvation efforts. 

• 
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But social scie."1tists 1 especially those with an cthno:Jraphic 

tent, may i."'lcline to yet a fourt.'1 typa of hyr.othesis, one ·wr.ic11 

cculd perhaps hcst be labele:! ;·sociocultural'' • ~crhaps ~ tl-ie long 
.... 

run the success or failure of soil conservation projects ms tcc:n 

most heavily detenninoo, not by institutional, organizational, or 

technical factct"s, hut rat.1icr h.t cx::oncr.1ic, social, arr c:ulti-1.ral 

factors inheJ:"ent in tl-:e carm . .mitiGs t.l-iertSGlves. :2crhaps the very 

nature of the local ac,raria..ri eccnarrJ itself bas cont:::-i.hltdl to, 

or militated against, the success of efforts to plant trees and 

1:uild structures. Of particular importance, perhaps the very charac

ter of lccal land tenure is the overriding ela'.\cnt <letcrmininJ tl"C 

willingness of indivi·1uals to participate; in projects or not. Or is 

th.ere perhaps scrnet.11iIB in the local valuo systm, c.g. in sane 

cultural feature wl·•ich affects 'Nillingness to r.:ia.kc lorq-term 

investments, '¼hlch is the principle ,}etE"..rminant of project si1ccess 

or failure. To what degree, then,. do such sociocultural factors 

influence the outcane of projects so strongly as to ren<ler any 

institutional, or technical considc-ation of seconc:ary irnport-;:ncc? 

These alternative factors were milt into tl-c scope of work 

prepared by US.AID/Haiti, not as I!Ulb.ially exclusive hyrothescs, rut 

as canplanentary variables which arc prob.ably exerting sirrul taneous 

impact on the course of soil conservation intervc.'1tions. It. "6s 
• 
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realizoo. fran the ootset that not only time constraints, rut th€' 

very ccrnplex character of the variables thanselves, as \-.~11 as the 

::mall l".l!..ln'UJPr of discrete projects that W2re available for· examina

tion, would preclude resolution of the J-iypcthesc~"; in 2ny statistical 

sCTisc. The factcrs have been fc::::rnulatcrl as "hyr;otb:s--::s", !'X)t as a 

prelude to statistic.:al in•,cstigation, rut as a means of id-~t.ifyin] 

a.n:'l sc:parat.i.n:J di!:-crctc i~-;~.12s, aw. of i."t'J:uing the irnrcsti9ation 

with sufficiently precise QUestions so as to e..iSl.lrc t11.at t.l-ie 

descriptive iI'£orr-ation gathered is relevant enough to provide 

USA,-r:D and GOH praJrarn planners with concrete insigrts jnto the most 

pranisin:J rootes to follow in future soil cons0xvation projects. 

2. 3 :Iet.1icx:1ol?:J: ical F-,pproach 

Havim clarified sane of the major questions to be posed, the 

task was to select the specific projects that ,ve:uld be examined. As 

a preliminary to the \o.Urk, a t.J1orough review was I112.re of the rele

vant literature available in Haiti. (A bibliography is providE:d at 

the end of t.rie report). In conjtm::tion with the A..i)Q, I c.clocted the 

re;;ions tllat ~e to re v:isite::J ard the projects whose progress 

arrl/or outca-nes v~ld re cxarninoo. It was considere::1 csscr1tial to 

include several past projects wr.icl:. included soil conservation 

measures rut which have nav: en:100. Success arrl failure of project.s, 

after all, is rest J.Ss0sscd when the project itself ras long since 

stow.Ei!. But it was felt to 1:e unnecessarily rcstrir.ti~x, arrl ccu."1tcr

prcrluctive to limit investigation only to projc>cts of a distant past, 
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w!1crc infom.ation on the projc..--ct itself '½Ould he strictly retro--~ 

spE:Ctive. f'ane cf the ~ost prmisin:J soil conservation cFforts are 

still i.'1 prOJress; and tha.lgh the succet'"s or falltrrc o': t;J,cG() 

ef:ort.E is still a root roint tr.e strcn]tl-.s an:,. vr"_,-ir;r,csses ').c 

c0rtain project features can r-c :9°.::r8eivcc. ever. .. r~c'n e~e rr0jc:ct is 

still in prcgrcss, Tho infornntion on ccr-:.Zin ;:-,rojc-c7..r ••r,::,z- to re 

::airl:_1 thorouqh: inclt1ii!'lg Gevcral d.J.ys r0sir1 r:?ncc in villctc·cs '\'t--E.rc 

t.'"'n rrojects to:)J, r,lacc. Infomation on other rro~cctr. re~ to l:x? 

wore etrrsory ir, nature, restricta1 to interviews uit± persons in

volve:1 in the project. The co!lClusions drai.m in t.1-iis paper nten 

fran inforr:iation gatherer. on a total of ni.!"letc:.'01 projects; fifteen 

of which I was able to vi!;it ?(:;Xsonally. This field·,,:,rk phase of'. the 

re.search lasto-3. frO:'.\ early July to mic1 sert.Enl~ of 1979. 

Info:rrr.aticn ·was gathcrc::1 on the folloving projectE' (not in the 

order lista:1.) : 

In the Kcnocoff Area 

1. An erosion control project in r-urcy wri~'h bf:gan jn t:'e l<'ll0' s 

tu'lder the direction of: a Paitian agre,n:ni:::-t \·D.r:}:i_n;; ont of ::'amiEm. 

':'he proj~t cnph.:;.sizo:'! the use of sna.11 tcrrach-li:<·c structures in 

conjt:netion uit.~ vegetable pk:.:i.ting. 

2. A rcforei:tation project nm. ry tho U.N. in Fure:·. Tl-ie projc'<"'t 

consisted mostly of the pl.or.ting of t\.D cxpermc>ntal ~o::e. lots to 

ca:1parc the suitability of different varieties of cuc&lyptus and 

ot110.r 1~ trees. 

" 
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3. 'JI. rcfcrcsta. tion rroje:::": c-,rrrcntl y hea0oc ry b..o DaIT1J.cn agro

nanists opcr.::ti.'1g out of Ycnscoff: wto use T'c:x::r. for t•crk s-1:n;:1:1.icrl 

by C:l'.J"IE an: \.ro receive most of t},2ir seedlings fran trc private 

~r-tist ~~ission nursery at Ferm.a.tr., n:..'1 ry i:alJz .. c:_ r.:".~rr:h.111, Jr. 

4. 'T'crracL'1<; arr~ re-forest.at.ion activi tic.:s v!-ic;> hEry,m i.'1 e-,c r--ort 

J2.~cs area in trtc 0-'TI"l~/ fif tics. Special attc.'1tion '.Tcl.S sivcn to 

assess.in:_: the role of Focx:l for Pork, nucl~ o:: whic~ ,;,-as supp lie, hy 

Church Tvo:r-ld Service. 

5. Reforestation activities done voluntarily J-:y tric Ccmnunity 

Cruncil of Madlen, a camunity across tJ;e ridge frcr1 t?,e Paptist 

tlission at Fermath. 

In the aux caycs Area 

6. A general soil conservation project run by the U.N .am 

the FNJ in the liills between 1'!aniche arc. Lah:>rc1e. T!"ic project en•

taila:1 the planting of several varieties of l::ot.r: Lumber am fr.1it 

trees arrl the construction of a broad variety of 0.rosion control 

sturctures. 

7. Reforestation activities supp:,rtc.d t-y Cat'!,olic Relic~ Service, 

administerEd by an Oblate missionary priest ir. a,ix cayes. 

1. The USAI.I" supporte:1 restoration of t11e Acul -watersr.cd atove 

Ducis, involving the collaboration of in:'l~critly contrar::tcd 

foreign te::hnicians and tre ;.1a-:\ien-h:.--..so:.'1 ?roj,2t c'Je; f'evclo~t 

Agricole Integre. 
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In the Li.robe Area 

9. The reforestation activities of Ronald Sm.th, who op0ratea a 

nursery on the ground.s of the Popital Eon Samaritain, am. who has 

dcvise:1 a schane fo::::- selling seo:Uin:Js at subsidizc:0 prices to intc·

restcd local landCM11.crs. 

10. A gc"leral rcforcst.2.tion am erosion control rrojc'Ct suprx:,rter 

by Fl\.O in the Lim"'c area invclving an ~jncntal farm for tre 

du:1onstr""tion of diffcre.'"lt erof'ion control structure~. In its 

earlier phases tl-)is project El!lphasizcd the construction of VaJeta

tive l::arriers. 

11. A proj0et superviscrl b<j the Oriental Mission Society outside 

of Cap Hai tien, involving the establislu.ng of contractual relation

ships betv1ecn pe..asants arv. a cOOPf>..rative for planting arrl naintai

ning trees on wr.at is in effcet a sharecropping basis. 

In the Bellaiicre Area 

12. The a:Jricultural colony that 'Wa.S c8tablisho:i by presidential 

decree in t.l-ie late 40' s an.1 i,,;hich involved sane tree planting an:1 

erosion control. 

13. An on:;oim IO. coffee project involving the 1-1se of credit 

and fertilizer, one of wmsE' objectives is tr.e motivation of p:?asants 

to ex:parrl their coffee farms usi.ng rncdC?rn tecrniques. 

14. An irrigation project in the Croix <le Fer area, visiterl in 

order to observe the operation of a contract syst01'\ of lul:or, dif

ferent fran the more conventional daily wage systans. 
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In tJ:e Mor~t 

1:3. ;.-. now (:cfunct reforestation projc.ct in the caw.unity of 

na-P-0uj (hcyorrl Jean Rabel) whose central element c:,"ltailccl tl--·'.":' 

es':.a.½lislncnt o~ a ccrrl',mity based nursery. , 

1f, Tr.2 I::JOYO q::onsorm rc:f:>rcstation and erosion control acti

uiti1.}s in a"1·: aroun( ,Jca.--i RabeL (Tre r~a-i«)Uj projc,ct 'M'l.s an 

earli0r pr:ar;e of tris project) • 

17. A rr .. :rrnbcr of I-'!i\CHO w&ll huilc.inJ 3ctivitics outside of 

C',onaive and in an::1 around Anse I''°1.lge. 

18 ,. '.:'he reforestation proje-cts operated. by t."1e G0.n,an fun::krl 

?onds Agricoles in tJ,c !Jor~st. 

19. In adc.i tio:1, informa.tion was also gathera:1 on the Pilot 

project of t1arbial1 in the rilOt.Ultains of tr.c so--1t."1 near Jaauel. Thi[j was 

ono of t~1c first cteveloµncnt project func1cd hy the U .r:. 

(UNESCO) in Eai ti am entaikrl l:oth reforestation arrl erosion 

control. 

To pennit both frecdan of movanent an:1 accessibility to ham-

to-reach areas, I rcnte:! a four-wheel drive vci1iclc. In each of the 

areas of ~rrcy, nellarlere, an0 aux cayes I was able f-..o SI)0.n:.'l 

several days living in rural carmmitics coin:} brief: village ":iE.;hl

work a.'rong farmers involva'! ir: tr'c !~·:r-ojc:cts, in ce.~ition to t'be 

standard. intervicwinJ ·which I did of project t2ehni-:=ians aril ad

rr1inistrators. In the Porth I staya:1 in C,ap Haiticr1 am. in the 

Jean Rabel area stayed with foreign technician£ involve:! in I~ 

projects. But in every r0:jion I attc.~te:,. mt cnly to visit the 

sites that had been rclorest~ an,:1_ te...rr2.ca1, but also to intci:v5.cw 

" 
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i.rrlividuals at both the "delivery" arrl the ''reccivi.."lJ'' errl of 

project interventions. 7\n attar-pt was made, i..r1 short, to view 

projects wt only fran the vanta'._Je point of the proj0et techni

cians, rut also fran the perspective of the partici~ti.n; farmers 

arrl their local a:rrarian cconany. 
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f- 2,4 Guiding Hypothesis of the Presentation 

The basic hypothesis of this presentation posits the operation of 

an energetic profit-""!lotive that has governed the behavior of Haitian 

:Jeasants with respcc t to their ~articipation, in soil conservation 

activities, nnd indeed in most other developr-12ntal activities. The 

tenacity and depth of this profit motive must be vi2wcd in the: dual 

context, firstly, of a profound. historically derived market orientation 

which has characterized i.i:aitian peasant society frou its lSth century 

inception and, secondly, fro~ the unpar~lleled material poverty which 

continues to afflict the vast majority of Haitian p~asant households. 

The success or failure of soil conservation efforts has hinged largely 

on the manner in which these projects have intertwined with, Beshed with, 

and addressed themselves to this profit motive .• 

But there are two major ways in which this profit-motive has been 

able to work itself out in the context of reforestation and terracing 

activities, In the case of a small-number of spectacular success stories, 

in which the projects have provided them with the O?portunity to subs

tantially increase their cash incor.ie, the pensrmts have incorporated in.,o•-:: ·--· 

and dramatically effective erosion control rn.easures into their econoI!lic 

repertoire. But in other projects which have atter:1pted to peddle measures 

of little irmnediate economic value to the peasants, the profit motive 

has expressed itself in a fundamentally differc~t, substantially less 

productive fashion. In this latter type of project the peasants have• 

participated for the sole purpose of plugging into the flow of Food for 

Work and cash wages that foreign development agencies have been pumping 

into Haiti since the late forties and early fifties. In these caseG, 
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tree planting .::nd wall building have been performed out of ... cchanical 

cor:iplLmc'° to the: conditions of tempor:1ry e.i!ployment, but have in no 

way become incorporated into the t:conomic rei:)C!rteoire of the pe:>.saJ.~ts. 

Ey argument ~:ill be this: the Haitian peasant is too i."lpoverished 

to ~fforcl the luxury of being seriously concerned with ''soil cor.serv:1tio.1" 

:1s a long tern obj cc tive. So::..l conscrva t:ton is possibl•2 ?.nd h-is been 

achievec--but only as a secondary result of innovative activities whose 

primary function from the peasant's point of view is the generation of 

a higher cash inco~e. 
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~.5 Structure of the Presentation 

The presentation will be structured as follows. Chapter three will 

identify and describe the factors which have led to self-sustained 

erosion control behavior among the peasants of a particularly favorable 

region of Haiti. Chapte:= Four, in contrast, will trace the evolut:l.on, 

transforr:i.ation, and c!egeneration of certain less S;JCCcssful projects 

into collective charades whose prime function is the collecting of 

fooci and cash fro::i the ubiquitous foreign develo?:'1.ent agencies. 

The following three chapters will focus in on specific aspects 

of projects. Chapter Five will examine the institutions which have 

played a role in soil conservation and will identify the p:>ints at which 

their interventions have been weak. Chapter Six will deal with questions 

of the organization and motivation of the comnunity groups which actually 

carry out the projects. Chapter Seven will examine a uu~ber of technical 

decisions which each project has confronted, with a view to choosing 

those alternatives which have seemed more successful. 

The final two chapters will deal with certain key aspects of the 

economy and culture of the Haitian peasant. Chapter Eif;ht will deal 

with the role which land tenure factors have played in th~ success or 

failure of soil conservation efforts. And Chapter 1··ane will examine 

briefly certain dimensions of the cultural underpinninGs of Haitiar.. 

peasant life as they relate to the participation of the peasant in soil 

• 
conservation projects. 

A guidi0t; th~e which will inform the entire report is the conclusion 

that the failure of oany soil conservation projects stems fDo~ the failure 
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of project planners to demonstrate convincingly and to exploit the 

economic potential of certain fast growing tree species, fram their 

failur~ to devise detailed microeconomic models of a transfor.:ie<l 

p..:asant econoil'.y bast.!d on aeroforcstction, the int::.,gr.'.!tion of 

profit-gcne;rnting tree pla:1ting with traditional cultivntion. 

I:-1 line with this general conclusion, tuo appendic-.:::s }rnve been 

included, discussing the costs and benefits of various project ~lter

natives. The task is seen as devising and iraplementing 3n approach 

to reforestation which departs from the conventional prcject 

stance thnt defines trees as a useful but minor supplement to the 

peasant economy. Wh~t will be called for, rather, is a reconceptua-

lizatioa of trees as a central weapon in the economic strategy of the 

Bountain peasant capable of doubling and tripling not only the 

annual income generated by a given plot but also the cash value of 

the plot itself. It is envisioned here that the objective of 

"soil conservation projects 11 could be redefined as th2t of creating 

for the first time in Haitian history communiti,;,;s of p;.::a-wots who._ 

nrc 1:1a.king {!.....Irr.Qfit from t_'l:1£..lllantin~ <as opposed to the simple 

cutting) of treei, 

• 
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PART TWO 

CASE STUDIES 

' 
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GL"\PI'J:R TJ-lR·.!E 

l'Nl.TO,W OF A SUCC8SS 

The history of soil conservation projo::t.s rcarls like the history 

of de.relopucnt projects in general a depressing list o:: well inten

tioned schemes that for the most part J,.ave not ·..iorko::L !Jut the 

dynamics of failure starrl more clearly outlined. when viewed in 

juxtapositio!1 to trosc rare projects to which the tmtativc label o:: 

"overall success" can be applied. There have bc8!1 a s:na.11 ntr.lber of 

such soil conservation projc::ts in rural Eaiti. The project to be 

described here ended over twenty years ago, rut its central erosion 

control leBsons },ave been incoq.orata:I. into, have r.ecane a permanent 

part of, the agrarian tecrmolO:JY of the ccmnunities "vmcrc the project 

functionE:rl. 

On the road lea.ding fran Kenscoff to Furey, there is a cross

roods at "vmich the road to Furey swings briefly westward. A 

vehiclE: which ignores the turn and continues southward will firrl 

itself on a recently constructed penetration r.~ 3. that for several 

kilancters follows the crest of a ridge affording overviews of th: 

hills arrl valleys to the east and the west. Tre contrast hctwcen 

the view on the right arrl the view on the left provit:'l.ec one: of t~c 

most dramatic srudics in canr:arative erosion control visihle: in 

Faiti. 
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On the rigrt is a valley that could have lJEx,n ma-Jele::1 frcr1 a 

r.rochure on maintain croE'.ion control. ~iont of tr.c J;i.llsidcs arc 

lined and covercrl wi tJ-1 rows of t£rracc~ liJrn st.riJ.cturcs orviousl y 

ruilt to resist tJ,c effects of rci.infall on c.11+-..ivatro plot' e--c1.t in · 

sane case!: have slopes of over fifty C0Jre2S. ':':'he mountain crests 

are larr:;E,ly covero:1 ·wit'h st:a.nd.s o-F pine. 0!1 the left, in contrast, 

one SEoES the c'!cr·u-10" !T':'.Jlmt.ains of traditiorcal Faiti. Pith t'!;c e:x-

ception of ari occasionti.l ter:::-a.ce-liJ-:e structure, or tJ,_e rcna:Lris of 

such a structure, the cultivation in this ,..;est<'..rn valley is c:1.one 

without the aid of erosion-resistin} earthvor:·.:s. The land ratJ,sr 

is simply cleare::l of its vegetation arrl t'l-ie corn and lxans are sown 

dira::tly into the grourrl. The I')aTIOrama is one of l.:m:1. c'l.evast."lto:!. by 

e;rosion. The contrast between the two valleys is viE"".ially striJdng. 

And the student of soil conservation practices finds himself chal

len:_rcd to explain why the cultivators of the ~stern valley protect 

their la.rrl while their n8igr-J-ors in the valley cast of tr,e roac1 

do not. 

?.l Mountain Ve:Jetable Gardcnincr an:1 Erosion Control 

I livErl for several days in the house of a cnl tiwtto!'." on t11c 

eastern slope, familiarizirB eysclf witl--i local a~rc?rian techrn

lCXJY arrl the history of any rl.i:vclopment rrojc--ct 'ttlid1 nay have 

help(;).:'. shape this tochnolo::;y. To achieve t.'"lis latt2r objective, I 

talkcrl with as niany older cultivator~ as ::x,ssible. 
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Seen frar. close up, the prote::::tE.'d.! wcr-tcrn '\'alley b0:]an to looJ-: 

sancwr.at diff 0.:-ent. In the first place, tl-.crc is r-,anc c1ltivation 

occurin::r therG ·without the aid of any tcrrac1.:-,l.::JT' protect-ion. A 

sharp dichota;r,; exists betwe8Il. tochnolcryy usm in tr-c cu.lti'vation 

of vc;;et.cJ:les ( the major species being ca1:1::agc an:l rotatocs in this 

ca:munity) and that tf-ic~ is employo:-~ in t-""0 cult5_vation of more 

tr a.di tional crcps si.;.ch as ccrn arr: be;;:ns. The terrace--~_ikc struc ~ 

ture:s 1,-rerc usa:'l only fer the formere The latter crops continue 

to re cultivatm in t.lieir traditional rnan..ncr. If the hills in trJ.s 

valley are covere:l wit.1-i protective carth'°rksr it is simply h?causE", 

most of t.'11e land there ic allocatcrl to VOJctablcs. The eastern 

valley lacked the soil conservation r1easurcsp not rccause the 

people were different, rut be-cause the general ca.stern exp::>sure of 

the valley creatcxl less favorable moisture conditions (called by 

the peasants ''hot land'') um.er which vegetables faik.d there wit]-, 

higher frEqUency. 

Sec:onc.ly; it bccar:ic clear that for the vegcta..~lc c-concrr,y there 

are h~ quite distinct types of earth structurEcs being EITiploycrl, 

each with its o,m r,istory c.n:1 function. l\nd t},in:~.ly it turno::1 out 

e-.at neitJ1ex of these structures can properly be callEX! "terraces" 

or "r:ti.ni· terraces". 
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The most prevalent structure is t.l-ic o::ic on which t.1"-: cab:Jagc 

am potatoes are circ::::tly plantoo. It is this strucb.rre, rcf c-rre:'! 

to as a tra..'11 by the: cultivators of ti~e region, whicl~ visually 

daninates t.'1c valley an:: \lhich accounts for Most ot t'!-\c lan-1 surface 

there. The tram is in fact a lonq; ext(?l"ll:3_a1 :rnound ·w•1ich, despite 

occasional departures frcr;1 cont-_ntrr r in general follows th 0. contour 

o.l;:_ the hill on whicr it is con.c;"b.-1.1ctED. "espite initic.l impressions, 

it is not a terra~c or mini-terrace; its ck,sign r1rinciple is furc.a

:;nentally diffe:re._rit. Ratr.er than havinJ a flat surface-the c1efinin:J 

criterion of the true terrace--the tram is purroscly constructoo with 

a co~,cx surface. I\ tcrracE:: 5'Jstm \IOUlo :::,ro3.ucc a series of 

descerrlin:f "steps" • The trar!l s<Jsten instead prcduccs a series of 

descendll'B structures more similar to the letter "S" . Each unit in 

the structure has u..o canponents~ thG elevated convex part which 

the peasants call the bit (mourn) , arrl the lower; concave part, 

fonne:l where t.he desccn::iinJ :front o:: one tram rnec.t.c:; the descendinJ 

back of the tr~ iTTI:1cdiatcly below it, to form a ditch (called 

the k:anal) which serves to capture: the water and-if the trarn is 

slightly off contour~to comuct the water off to the side of the 

garden. I shall rc£er to the trrl!T'. henceforth as a "contour roourr1'' 

since it is, as will be shown, an a<laptation arr elaroration of the 

traditional rxurrl on which the peasants of tl-ic region rave always 

grown sweet-potatoes. 
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~he sc'COnd type o~ structure faun:! on the protxta1 ~illsiccs i£ 

siP1ilar to a terrace, in that its sur~acc is fl2t. Fnt the surface 

unlike most terrace surfacec:=: .. is constructcrl on a rn.a.rkffl downward 

incline, not as sharp as the incline o~ the slope on wric~ it is 

J.ccat~; h1t certa.inly on a ·greatc~ incline th,:m tr.at of the stan

dard terrace or r:uni-tcrrace. Th-:: i.'11-.abitc.""lntc call tJ1is struc'b.1ro 

l:y t..h.e tcri. plat-1:ann ('1 flat strip'') , Tr.e: :rilat-rann is also ur-~ 

onl:,' in co:-ijunction wit.l-i. the vegetable cconcmy. Its rnjor function 

in the research ccr:r:uri.ity is tr.at of see:IbGds. Cahtage is fir~t 

sc,..,111, for exa"n.ple, on a plat-b--:mn. Only at transplanting will it 

he transferrE:rl to the larger -::::ontour mrurr.1. Ot"1er VQJ'et.ablcs, for 

example carrots, are restricta:1 in t.l-icir ,-;11tire cycle to the 

plat-bannr an:1 nre thus nE:Ver transplanted onto contour mourns. 

'!'he all pervad~ presence of the cor.t..our mounc. am the plat

bann, their universal adoption hy t'l-\e cultivators--cven the px,rer 

cultivators-·-in the, rcsearchc:'1 cOT.1Unity, is an ir".lpn,ssive p:1e

nancnon in vie-1 of. the substantial L-wcstmcnts of time, la_1--or, a.'1.d/ 

or money whidi IT0..1St be made t.o construct than. ~.e cont.our moumn, 

in the days follCMing" their canplE:tion, arc quite lar0c. Imivi

cual cultivators vary in their tcdmiques, but the vertical distance 

fran the top of a. rr1rurrl to t11e cana.l bchinc it nay 1-x::: a foot. ':'ho 

width of t."1e convex part of the mound mc.y re two feet. But most 

i.rnprcssi vcl y the drop fran the top of a r.ourrl to tl:c totta:l of the 

canal belonging to the ma.ind ir.nErliately bcla.-1 it may 1:x:, as great 

as three fc."Ct. These Etructurcs arc l:uilt entirely with the hoe. 
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I. i;::ic}: may be usa~ initially to loosen tre eartl- on lan:l. ti-at is 

particularly difficult, rut the stnlcturcs thmsclvcs arc3 given 

tJ-.cir final shape wi.tr trc tradition2ll long-rarr:101, hoci a pr:cess 

trat cnteils trc• cxp,.:.'1aiturc of a grret r-cal of l.::u::or. 

To re JTOre ;;,:rccisc, usfr10 "'}'.:' t.h: 12nc1 u.ri.it a ruartcr or. o. 

car:-r0 ... "l.t1, which ,nul1~ 1~ slightly l,rrryu t.h:u-1 ':1 c:r.:artcr of a 

hecuu2, cultiv.:.tc:rs cstir-"'~tc~ that it ta.k:s 2. tc.:im of six FK.n 21-xJut 

b.-x:) ,.•1.;G.'ks to ra.isec tho coi,tcu.r :":".O..T,t~f.: on cl plot (t:1<::: wor~ 0 wed· 

havin::f six days). ':'his '½OUld be, larr.. that has no trGe3 or brur,l---

on it, rut t.l-at merely has gr2.s~. or lo.-; scrub. 'Tb clear th., sane 

plot of grourrl for the traditional rl:mti.ng of beans or millet, the 

saF.te \~rk team of six men \\DUld t..c'l.Y.C less than two days, ary} might 

E.VGTI finish it in a day. The us0 of erosion control measures is 

thus extrsnoly expc.Tlsivo in ccrnparir:on with traditional tcchnolcgy 

·which does not use these mea.sures. 

But th(, roz.ttc.r bccancs even more startlin:J ·when it is rointE:d 

out that these erosion control structures rrust be crcatcc ane:w at 

the 1:ioJirming of 01c:1 croppin;J cycle. 'Ire pro:::ess o-f harvcsti:rJ<J the 

V03"etables entails trc r1estnlction of tho mounr1s (J.-razc 1-:it) . But 

more importantly, vcgctablo garc.en:irr; itself entail::, a ricer 

turning up of the earth for each ne<.v' cr0ppi.n::r c~,rclc, a procc.ss 

which t,he peasants r,~fcr to as rrlh:iurc tc 1 to di£:;tinguisr it fran 

the lighter ground prq:aration af'fc.cting onl"J t,-,c- first fa;,, inches 

of soil necGssary for traditional grains. (This letter is 
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callErl ~.akle t~-literally ''W12€d" the cartr-.. i.'1 the case of 

moontain agriculture, since the ?rdii,ary tool is c. long_ curvErl 
' 

knife callee the J.--outo digo). ':'ret is, tre erosion control men•· 

sure::: practiced 1:y t.1-icse a.iltiuators arc not si.'7'.plc onc-s~ot in-

vestments wl~ich f"..irscquEntly nee:: only ocec,:::;ional r.aintc..riance;; 

they ratrer enta.il a time-conSt...c"'11irg t.ocrnolo:;y in v'!--ich t.rc L,vest

ment r.ust J"18 rencwoJ each crcp:,ing cycle. 

Tv.o soil conservation technicians who visiteJ the rc;yion in 

connc.ction with this rcsearch--Robcrt Flannery c.n:1 ~ ".ichael Stapleton 

--coocluded that tJ-,c ccntour mourns wilt bJ &,e peasants had an 

atcvc-average "erosion control efficiency'', i,hen canparec, with tr-e 

rock walls w'b.ic!' have been prcr::-.ote.0 as soil cons0..rv~ tion dGVices 

in other cormrunities of this rcgior: am. in other p?.rts of the 

country. Rut even thou:Jh t:r.ey are efficient from the point of view 

of erosion control, could m·. hig!·_cr efficiency be achicNm in 

terms of investr.icnts if more ~er::nancnt structures could re h.!ilt? 

'"':'b.is is an important question, one ,;..~icJ-, will he toucho1. up:m 

·when bcn::::h terraces are discrn:SE'c'<.~ --~1t it is t'l-ie type of tf:.--crJ'.ical 

question which diverts attention fra:1 the critical issue •,,;hid1 

is: what ras lee the peasant.!::. of tri[: re::;ion to incorporate these 

costly erosion-control measures into their agrarian tcchn:>loqy? 

• 
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::;::nc;_)cn(_~c-.t i_rifo~tion 9at.1:ercc fran ~eroPs r,e2:.sc1rts in th<? 

ro:::rion P.'\3.Y.e.s it cloar that tb'.~sc erosion cc,::--.+.-rol r1:!'.'2.ctir:-c:· ·:-ir£"t 

ro.('l£ fr.cir aprc ~ancc fa.,1cr t2-..-in twcr.t:;· five ~,c.:-us :1,:ro. Pe 2..re 

c1C£lin:r t'1en \-1ith an analytically critical ca.sc of tl:c nr:reci<l of 

cffr,ctivc £'.oil oon::~c_rvation practic<?s ar.ion:r sn..~11 cul tiv:1tors. Is 

there any rc~licai.'-:-:c ·, sCCTet" wrich ot..her r,rojc=cts :'T'.i'..'ht latt~ on 

to? 

3. ;'. :Sar lier I'cvclo;::x:lGnt Proja::ts 

The oldGr cultivators have very precise rccollECtions of the 

arrival of developnent activities in the re:Jion. SCT'lc versions of 

events---iocluding sane published reportE--\..ould rave it tr.at the 

dE.Velopnent of the entire region ·was spearhea<kd by tre now well 

clocument.Erl transforrna.tion of t.1ce Fort-Jacc:ues/FE-::rrnatr rtr2a durin:y 

the fifties. SpurrErl hy the d'3Dagcs of Purricane Pazel, ::.iissionary 

groups arrl relief agen::::ies bE:gan i::xmring in new types of assist..~ce, 

includDB t:J,c serrling of tEChnici.clns to teach new productior. nm 

f:oil conservation tEChni'JUGS. 7hE:se techni~es, carria-1 0~1t L11 trc 

context of a gcx:c read to Port-a1.1--Prince, a c.l.in,.te favorahlr~ to 

grCMinJ vcget,..,hles, am a ready n:rrl-'.ct ,.,uitirr:; for these ·Je--:<;c

tables, CTJ.nght on 1 srroa<l, anc •::vcnbnlly transfor.noi certain 

aspects of tl"c local agr::rrian econr:ny. 
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The older cultivators of the F'llrcy n.ryion have mEnOrics thclt go 

'-:a.cl: even furtrcr, however. In this rEgion the fir!:"t stirrinc-rs 0£ 

chan:Je carnc lonJ hcfore Purric;:,...nc Hazel, pcrh::.ps 10 years curlier. 

The chan]es arc associ?.tcn "rith the nane of a T:aiti.~n a0I'onanist 

v.orking out of Darden, Agroncme Ro;rer Victor, <'-'1C1 uitl:- that of 

}·is assistant, Pierre r-ils, whose activities in t,_,c rOJion go }'ad~ 

to the presidency of Lescot i.11 the forties. 

Agroncme Victor arrivo:1 in t..hc region ,'m proccccaJ to orgrmizc 

a "cooperative". Ee gatherErl a groop of the leading farmers, r0.ntm 

land fran one of the more praninent arnon:; the~,, aoc. h:>gan a dcm::>ns

tration farm. San€ reports claim that potatoes ano other veget.ahles 

were introduced via Fort---0"aCXJUes in the fifties. mris is not 

true. Potatoes had already been grCMn in the Furey ro:;:i.on, having 

been first introducerl by the American cx:cupation forces. But 

1':.gron::rne Victor intro1ucErl a superior variety of potato, as well 

as other vegetables th.at r.ad not yet lY~0n grown in tJ,c~ region. He 

also intrcrluccrl the concept of. the scafred anc. of transplantinJ, 

techniques tret were as yet alien to the rc,?ertoirc of local 

cultivators. 

But rrost imp'.)rtantly he intrcrluccc the concept of soil conser

vation. The peasants of course had aJ·,.1o.ys kno-m trot ·water 'I--E3 

washin:J d~ soil (dlo,-a konn ::we tc) . Mc-my peas..mts belicvro

an::'1 still believe--tha t tJ--,2 prcser.ce of :norc rocks in tr.cir land 

in recent years st.e-:\2 f.rcn the fact th:t rocks can grey.; (roe~ 

konn grarrli) c1.I1c even ha.v2 children (rcch Y.onn f~~ pitit). Bnt at 

the ScL1c time they were aW:tre of tlie ~os:!vc eff,.:cts of water. 
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!n local tGrr:".s ff.ri lontan dlo-a konn 13.ve grcs t~a. "Even wa~• 

r:ack water us~ to wBsh down the rest part of tte so:LJ.." rut they 

h2.d never l:::ee.'1 ex1-osed to ideas or practices v:rh.ic:' wciuld rave per

m,itte:l sr.ia.11 cuJtivators to resist this proces::. Ac;ronc:T1e •victor's 

solution ~ias to ir:.troiucc the construction of i:lat hillsiae bE:rls-

tLe nlat-renn descritcd a.hove. Fe urs;Erl the reasants to m::e than 

not only t,"'icir seo:'Ihe:is, hut al!""oO for tr:0 ve:getablcs thcrr .. ::elves 

v!hn tliesc ..,~0 ready for tran_9:11a.'1ti...li':J. Fe ir1troonced t"'c use ot 

the A-frame,, urging pmsants t.o take tre time to stal:e out the 

contours of their hillsf th.Is insuring tJiat the horizontal axis of 

the beds \'°'-Ild be as lE:Vcl as possible. 

'When he and his project left the region, the danonstratior.. fann 

reverta:i to its owner, and the cooperative quietly disbame:1. Put 

a han:lful of the better off farmers b€gan planting r as part of their 

rE::gUlar cropping cycle, the .il!lproved variety of potatoes c'l¥1 the 

cabbage arrl other Ve:Jet.ables wrich the Agroncmc hac introduc..:rl into 

the region. They kept the plat-bann, but they aban:lonm the A--frame, 

preferring the shortcut of trusting their 0\;711 ~yes over the more 

time-consuming proce:::lure of st.akin:] out 'the contour wit.h string. Put 

tl-le yields of the VEXJctables w2re not yet imprcssiv0 rnoogh to 

have this v9Jctable gar:1cnin:J hx:ane a central !)art of t.'he lo::al 

o.:::oncmy. The idea; the varieties, and t.'1e erosion control tc--chniques 

had been introouccd. Rut a critical stimulus was still lacking. 
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?rxtilizcr arr. the: r:vol1-1tion of !:graria.n 'Tocr::iolcgy 

The stimulus car.:2 in thG forr., o~ can".lcrcial -f:crt.:J.i '"'.er. 'Ihe 

corrlitions of its earliest introouction into trc ::~2n~,cof~ rOJion 

ar..:: st.ill not clc-ar. Put it lxgar1 b<.:inJ used on a l2.r00. scale l::.y the 

reasants of the ?ur~· rOJion :i_n the late l':5r' s. The use of this 

i...'1?-J.t r.riplel an:1 <JUacrurlo.:! tpc yiclc:s of vcgctar :.cG, more th-·.m 

c:mply justifying the investment that t.he funner had to I:1akG. rJnliYe 

12.ter projects, the fertilizer here Wc.S not subsidize-1. .,.,casant.s 

b::lught it on the :markGt at going prices, rut thC'J oought it 

willi.n:Jly :tccausc of tJ,e increascl yields; and the entire carrnunity 
' 

turnetl to the tull-scale grow:i.n:J of Ve:JCtables, relagating their 

traditional crops to the less favorable land which cculd not proouce 

tJ-;ese profitarle new cash crops, for wrich there was a growing, and 

apparently inexhaustible, near by url"an dcmarrl. 

But sane to:h'1ical problems quickly arose. The plnt-bann, in~

troduce:l by the Agronanc, was suitable for the seEXTheds arrl 

for" etiall ~ vegetables .: · · · such as carrots. Put for the 

planting of larger VEgetables, tre plat-bann pravcc unsuitable as 

a final resting place. Its downward slant Wfls [;C--c:n as only a minor 

rrobla:1. More ~rtantly its : bec1 was too s:1..1ll0\l1 to give the 

vegetables t.he der,th of soil ncroed. 
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Tr.e peasants began rurnin:; to a traditional ~~tructrrc whic~..,_ they 

hart learned frc:m their fat.""1.crs and gran.1fatr,.ers~ t.~e },it rx·t.1.t, t,-.e 

sw2ct·-potato i':O\.lIXl. !:'or grains such as corn arrl b<-Jc?.1"'"'.s, [lGf:S?nts have 

:had xen usfrl to hlilding sna.11 ncurx'is, se:rar:itcrl frcr:1 ead: other r 

creatc::1 :0.J a deeper turning orcr. of t!"·c roil w.i..tl '.:he• hoco Th2se 

t.'1-ie growin;J of r,otcttocs and t..l-ie pL.nting of cal-h:lgc :'l.ftc-.= the sec:;J:xrl 

stage. 

But at this :i;::oint a disastrous process set in. '".:'hose fru:me:r.s who 

used tr.e ernall ma1rrl lJcJan seeing their dearly purcr:3.Scrl fatilizer 

slowly wash down the slopes, wipin:J a.it a suMtaYJ.tit-.1 part of what 

for than was an unusual new type cf heavy cash investment. '!'he res

p:,nse "-''aS rapid, and it spre<.7d like wildfire. 

Sane unkrx)wn peasant or peasants in the re::rion rit upon an 

iroprove::1 f orrn of ma..u"id, one which was deeper; but-most imporb.~tly-

\o.BS constructed, not as a series of discrete ~oonr;s \o:it1: intervals 

permitting th€ escape of fertilizer, b.1t ·was constructed r:.c:.-::-oss thr.? 

hillsidG as one cloncratm furrow. The mourn-like c!csi9n was retai.'1cd6 

rut tl°'e connc~ting of the mourr.1s into thf2 fonn of a lon:r furrow 

create::1 in effe:::::t r.:. ditch rehirrl the mourd ,.,.frtic!-• sto:-:::pcd or slowed 

the flow of dcsc.::nding \>:::ttcr o The vegetables ancl tr.cir fertilizer 

·11~re plant€rl on tr,c higher inside :portion of the no.1rrl. Pit!' this 

structural innov.1.tion, the nmoff of tlie CX[>"'...n~ive write p:,.rlcr v11"'-S 

effectively halto:1. 
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This new structure is, cf co.rrsc .. e-2 countour 11.oun::;; tJ'!s 

:cx::ally deviso:l tr~, dcscrihc::~ in a prccc<ling s2ed.on of this 

chapter. It is tlius a local innovation. ,,.,~oo.c::_rl· c,l~cr i:'£or::"k-1.ntn 

rcmanber v,iell t.hc Agron.CT:1es ~,1J:x:- intrcilucu-:1 tl"'lc rl.:,t-ba .. '1..'1.i notci'y 

could reec.11 \.rl"ich loc3.l cu.ltiv2.tor had firs~.: c..~)C'.riI1r:~ntcd with the 

Ins been lost in :11.i.story. Put his invention sprcao rapi<"ll:t, c!S 

peasants of tre reg ion began copying ead: othc>rs oarth-l:uilding 

tcchniqu£s, until . the process has hecan2 fairly starrlardizg:i arrl 

deeply anbe::lde:1 in the repertoire of local cultivntors as a nonnal 

prc::.ctia:; ·which fathers now teach to their sons. 

But paradoxically the peasants have adopted this effective 

(".rosion control device, oot to protECt their soil, cut to protect 

t..rieir investment in fertilizer. l\.nd they have don2 it in a fas'b.ion 

·which has entailro the selective acceptan::c of SCT'.1C techniques and 

practices intrcrluced by project, the rejection c4.: others, ana t,t,e 

el.al:oration am. irrprOITcrnent of techniques ~,~ich have always been 

part of their own agrarian repertoire. 
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..,_ . 4 SUITtnary of Strength arrl ~·?eaknessee' 

In labelliIB the Furey case a "su<Xcss, ·• no :L"':'lr,lir,.a tion is mE.-ant 

that the mst p:,ssi.hlc techniquecs wr::rE- cr:-rpl~1E"'d or -::h"lt life's 

pro::le,s have heen solved for thE peasc::mts of t.'10 reJion. ;"ucccss is 

bc:i.n:; definc:1 here in a very ~pccific sense: tl:e incorporation into 

'.:he: re?CJ=toire of ? p::2.Sant ca:r:mnity o-: t~hniqu8S \Jhich effec

tively can!-"--<:1t soil erosion. In t.l-ii2 sc.ise trc case o.c Furey presents 

a i'.lUl ti-~_iincnsiorml s..iccess st,')cy. 

1. The erosion control is relatively effective on tr<?atcd plots. 

2. The techniques have been CCII'.pletely incoqx:,r~te:: into t!1e 

camn.mity's bebavior. 

3. There is no artificial depcr.dence on outside inputs. That is, 

notx::rly is payin;J the peasants either cash or Foo:.'l for rork to hlild 

the contoor rnc:urrls. They do it on their own out of cconaaic self:.. 

intr.xcst. They even purchase the fertilizer on tbe op0n market; 

unlike the coffee farmers of Be::lladere -who receive t.11eir fertilizer 

at subsidizerl prices arrl with crcrlit as ·well. 
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4. The inn::>vation has spread to all levels of t.re ccrrmunity. 

?he -well-to-do of course use f ertilizcr, anri ray others to IX)nstruct 

their contrur noJ.nds and plat-,ha.'1."1. But the r.oorcr sc,ctors also grow 

at lE.aSt small quantities of vegetables, a.,yJ. vJi~c.11 tricy do sc ttey 

also ?JrChase fertilizer and .construc-t. contour rnc:urr.s. Paradoxic1.lly, 

or perhaps not sc :r..eradoxically, thuy will use the monc:.-· t":~/ ~'='1'.":-1 

r.uilcl.L")'.J m::,ur,~s for otl~crs to purchase the f0.rtilizor 'li.nich they 

-i.Ji.E use on tJ1E:;ir am fields. 

5. The innovation is consistent with, filrl in fact riartially 

arose fran, pre-ex:ist.in:J ct1ltural traits. l'i£ was !)()intro out, the 

contour-ma.irrl is basically an elaboratior.. of the traditional bit 

patato Several peasants proudly indic."1ted the fact th:-:t the 

contour rncurrl was of their own iraking. {'J'ram-r1an soti nan lido. pa 

noo) 

6. The handful of "heroes" are Paiti.un, not foreign. Phen 

peasant.s talk of the agronanes of th€ fortiQs arr.. fi:::tiee t.1-icy 

talk of lEgeirlary giants whose presence helpoo t.ransfonn a rc;1ion. 

'I'r,is is diffcrc.>1t frcrn what I ohsc..rvei, for ex~lc, in the 

t:iorthwcst, where peasants sing the r,raises o~ PJ\r.HO arc. do1J.!'t t.."'c 

capuci ty of trE:: Haitian government to duplicate the aCT'icvO"',ents of 

what they perceive to h2 a fon .. ign or,cration. t·•ith t.1-ie c;:ccption 

of "MonsiCllr Wynn," an American who has huilt terraces ar:rl has 

operated a fertilizer arrl scxrl stor0 in the region, t-J-:.0 blan ar8 

generally absc:nt frm. this particular erosion-control drcI:1a in Furey. 
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~.lt l:y the same token, t.he results of tr.is projE:ct contain many 

weaknesses. 

1. There has heer: crca to:-1 a total depen:.'l.encc on ca:mercfa.l 

f crtilizer ·which at least scnc observers '1;,,UJ.ld ccnsirlcr 1arrycrous. 

2. The soil conservation tc-£!'JU("llles have in general not in:::J.nc161 

the replanting of trees. It is onl:/ i..--i th€: r..::st fcv years tt-2.t .:: fe1•1 

l:-etter-of~ ::a:rr.i.ers revc strrte:~ plantin:J orch3~r"s L...,tcrcro:'rxx} ,;.~it,._ 

fielr:!s where ti•cy plcnt vegetr1.rles. It ranains to 0e sec,-cn wh2thE"r 

this pranisinJ i.ri.J101.ration will re prof itahlc e."'lOU.Jh for it to catch 

on. 

3. In accE.pting certain typ"2s of irnxivations, the r:arrnunity r.as 

jcttisoncrl other developnental innovation:::. considered Gesiru.hle by 

project organizers. Trcrc have bc-<m, for cxa!:!plc, no special groor1s 

arisinJ in Furey arcund the issue of the contour rnourrs. 'I'r.e early 

cooperative, which C:.Tltailo:1 scr:e rope~ of collsctive fa_rming arrl 

colloctive marl~eting, has totally cisar:ro-:.r'.:Y3. rrihc peasants have 

retained, not only t.hcir own private cro:,pirq sys tan, rut also 

":.he traditional mar1:ct systcr.1 :L1 '\rT.ich t~r, pri.'ic actcr is, not the 

cooperative, rut the trachtiorol ~&-,_rn sara. Tho na.7 nc.velormGnt..al 

movenents in the rLJJion--thc Carr:unity Councils am rlevclopnentr"\l 

organization called Af.c !:EXJ Yorrit--rave m-iscn crourrl :natters 

t.--xtranco..1s to the erosion control :iJ,_rnvations. 
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This simply means that there is roan for much norc dcvclopnc....T'lt 

in t.'1-ic rEgion, that erosion control i~ I".\crcly a. start; not t.'.E: final 

~- But in Paiti it v0..1ln appear to r~ a nccesf'ary start \,>i."tl-out 

which most other de\Tclo[r:'lental .innCV'atic•"."lS r:c~J.ally those of an 

a(Jricultural n.-=-ctnre, lack ult;:re.tc rrtEa.ni.n.J. 

The major lesson to 1x:: drm,m f'l".'cn ttc Furs• project is cr.::uia

tisally tL.'1dcrlino::l ~• the p,-::.radoxical fcY.;t tha-~-- t>c costly t.re: conta..:.r 

rnoorrls are b.1.:.lt to conserve, not the. soil, r.1-t:. e·i.c fertilizer. 

Stated more abstractly, it would appear to illti_stra::c tr.at ero::ion 

control ta2..s ocarr<.rl as the so::ondary result of an innovation whoso 

pri.-narv function, fran the pcaS"'....nt' s viewpoint, is the imncdiatc 

cnh::ncanc:nt of trcir cash profits. 

This is a critical dimension of the whole process. Most of the 

proj~ts examined in this research have unnuccessfully attanptcd to 

teach the construction of terraces or walls in tre contGXt of tradi

tional crops. Put the erosion-control innovations of i:-..rrcy have 

arisrn and spread only in the context of a trGns-for:nr-Jl croppim 

~0nany offering fonnerly unavailable' levGls of profits to the 

peasants. This may sou.r.d. likG a depressing cooclusion, since it 

r:1c.ans tr.at prcjects nust not only provide technically sa.inj soil 

conservation msasurcs, tut r:n.;.st si.-r.::ltaneously o:,cn up convincing 

avenues of new profits if the measures arc EVer to t:c aaoptcrl. 
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Ent there is no reason for t.his to be taken as c. repressing 

cc-nclusion. It is true that ti"lc 2.h;cricc:: c-"' ro,ids ;:,_p.:1 -:1isttrc::; fran 

m:rrJ:c:ts will hinc.•:::r the devclopnr-"1t of tr.c l:'tJre;, r1rcTlcl in r.,cst other 

rG:_!ions of T-Taiti. 01Jt r,xrnt dE:Inonstrations a.rr1 c.xpc::-i.-icnt.s h"r:c 

shown that there is a new type of cas~ crop which could trans-1:or.n 

rural Haiti, a o-J.sh crop whos0 pranotion vd.ll require :-r-.or0 institu

ti.onal su;port, but 'Whose, successful pro:=x-1.g.~tion couL .... directly 

ct"fcct the cconanic life of even isol-~t~. r..ountai:::i peasant,::,, a1"'0 . 

...,nose plm1tirg \\O.lld substantially 2.llevia te t.he erosion control 

problem in project regions. I ar:1 rcf 0.rring naw to the introduction 

of :East-gr~ trees as a cash crop, trees whieh waild pc.rmi t tl1e 

continuation of cultivation during tho first few years. 

It is in the darain of trcesr rather thc:m terrace or -wall-mil.ding, 

that the rrost pranising avern.ie of gencral erosion control will he 

foon::1 thrcughalt Haiti. For this re:ason, it will re important: at 

this p:,int to examine the fate of sa.111? projects which have trioc 

to pranote the plantirg of trees. 
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CHA:"TER r'OUR 

A co:-1?0:.=r.·E FAILURE 

If the ?urc~_r anrl 7ort-Jacques eXT>erie'1C!;S constit-..1i:e exa!".lp1es of 

encoura~inf: suc::ess, I !lave .1.isc 2ncou::.tcr2d other ?roj ccts which ms 1lt 

qualify as ::encral. fa:_lure:1. Rather than j"",rovide a 'h•1t1drum account 

of s0veral diff,~n .. nt nroj ects which ran inco diff,::rent sorts of 

technical anri organizational pro'l::1-:,!Ils, I will rresent a composite 

picture in the form of a single project reconstructed from the details 

of several projects. Each of the events described in this composite 

was actually found to have occured on one or another project. The 

important dynamics concern, not t~rraces, but trees. 

A Project Begins 

The foreign technicians contracted by the Or?,anization arrive in 

country. In addition to a general administrator gnd field chief of 

project, there is a soils sp2ci~list, an agronomist, a livestock 

specialist, a nursery and forestry sprcialist, 0nd a soil conservation 

specialist. At the sane tine .'1 search is beini:: n.sc:k for a community 

developm2nt sp8cialist. The tLam is ch~rp.e<l 9ith th2 task of collabo-

rating with ~Un:.stry of Agriculture counter~nrt3 on ;-_ p.;eneral rural 

development project in the ReGion, placir:g sriecial c-.~,;::.'.1sis on the 

problem of soil cons,-,rvation in the wat,~rshed surroundi1~£ the river that 

• 
irrigates th~ Plain. 
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The fi~st qucstio~ to be res0lv~J con~srns the lo~ging of the 

forci~n tE:-ir:. It \,.-as part of their workscope that t:1t.:y should live, 

not in Pert-au-Prince, but i:1 the Region \lhsre tlw '.:)raj e:ct will 

oc~ur. Apart f:::-on this stipulation, they srs :"r.~c to choose their 

own lodging arrangements. 

Th2 proj cc t is tn occur in the rur::il ar2.:-::t;; of a sn,:ill town sone 

2J l:ilo:racters £rm:: .'l lar12r provincial capital. The two oost logic.:il 

choices of residence; from the point of vi2w of project efficiency, 

would be to live either in one of the major rural cot'1!11unities to be 

serviced by the project, or to live in the small town which is the 

administrative center for those rural regions. But other factors 

intrude, including the question of general living stnndnrds. The 

team of foreign technicians agree th'lt they should live in close 

proximity to each other. But two of them hav~ their familic!S with 

them, including small children; and one of the ~ivcs, on seeing the 

tmm, flatly declares that she refust:s to live there. Thus the 

decision is tilted toward residence, ncitht:r in th~ town, nor in any 

of the project villages, but in the provi~ci~l capit~l. 

But their Hnitian counterpnrt.s h,1d be:en i:nstruct.:.:::': t:.1 the !anistry 

of Agriculture th~t they were to live, not in the ~rov!ncial capital, 

but in the proj,~ct to•,m. Thus a spiit livi:1£'. 2.rr'l'"fcmLnt occurs, in 

which the Haitian tcc:':micians arc living in the proj(;:ct com.-r;,.unity 

and the foreign technicians are cor..muting 2very day fro,-! the rrovincial 

capital. 
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A project offic.::: h~c1 been st~t up in th.:: town. But th'-'- rcs:i_dence 

of the foreign t2c~nicinns in th~ provincial c~ritai m~k~s it 

convcni.;.;nt for th~ proj 2ct to h,'.!V2 (~I1 office t'.1l!r.:C: as well. At 

first th.: t~iwn office: was the ce:-itral office, the c;:,pital office a 

subsidiflry. !!ithin 1.-lnlf c. 
0

yl<ar; ho-;..•2.ver, the weight :.::d shiftec.. 

Thie! office located :i.n the provincial capitc1.l now bec.'.l1:1e the centr11l 

office of the project. 

In the meantime the project begins. Several activities are 

undertaken si~ultancously: demonstration plots, livestock improvement, 
\ 

nurs~ry planting, and soil conservation. 

The Question of Payment 

For all of these projects the question arises as to how coop0ration 

will bt elicit8d and sustained among the rural population. But a 

prograr.1 decision had already been tak2n long befor"' the arrival of the 

foreign experts end their Haitian counterp~rts· huge quantiti0s of 

food would b12 mad8 available. 

The salaries of the foreign technicians cam2, of course~ in the 

form, not of food, but of dollars. The H;,_itian technicians were 

paid monthly checks which made their w-:iy thrcugh s2v,:;r::ll Ministries. 

A snall amount of funding would be raad2 available to p~y occasional 

sal~ries of field nssistants 1s the need arose. But in orinciple th8 

labor provided by the peasants was to be p~id in the forn of food. 
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Everyone concerned rGalizcd that the peasants would Gi~ply convert this 

food into r1oncy 5 a.nd some of the foreign technicians -wond.:::re<l whether 

it night not be si~pler, and certainly l~ss de~caning, to pay in the 

form of cash u3.gcs. But the decision to irr.;"'ort !TI:!ssiv..:! qu:1ntities of 

food £or work 11s rc,:nun8rati0n wo.s on-:2 uhich w1s ;r,n,·L ct hi~h2-r 

:1C:.r:1inistr~tiv8. lt::vels b,c:yond thec reach of the -::.ontrc.ctcd technici::ms 

and und8r the i!n:-,als.:.: of cv~rseas pressures c,-.J l~bbi...;s nf u}iich thE! 

proj€:ct personnel h:"!d only th0 dir1r:-,cst mrar-::cn:..:ss. The t0an ,ms pre

sented with a fait acco~pli: peasant wages were to be pnid in food. 

A few of the foreign technicians had had origin~l 1nisgivings about 

paying any wages to the pensnnts for their p1.rtici!)ntion in this sort 

of development proj12ct. Th2 project was for th0.ir own benefit, The. 

payment of wages was in strict violation of the volunt3ristic, self

help community develcpnent principles which they h'ld le.:irn-~d about 

in their own devclopmcnt3l trainin8, But th~ir Haitian counterparts, 

at le.:ist some of whore. had been working for D~rnicn on ot~er projects, 

nssured then that the Haitian peasant woulci r8.spond o~ly under th~ 

stimulus of some such in~entive. As to the issu~ of wheth~r the use 

of food might not be demeaning; it wns pointi::d cut thnt-- nlth::rngh 

there would be virtually unanimous pre:f(;;:r.:::nce for cash w,,ges--th;; 

poverty of the countrysi::le ,ms such that ,:.nny pec<1s-:1Ets w0uld vie for 

the privilege of working ev.::.n for a few pcunds of ccrn:-:ie2.l and a
0
bit 

of cooking oil Lvery day. Donvt worry: the food for wort will 

elicit the necessary cooper~tion. 
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fstablishinr Initial Contact 

The initial contacts bctweE:n proj2ct personr,E:l and pensants were, 

at least superficially, cordial in char.~ct.:,r. Since! noni2 of the 

forLigners yet spoke Crecl2, the initial contCtcts were nnd2 by the 

Da1,,ien technici.::ms; who explaim,d tc the peasants that a large 

foreign organiz~tion had chos~n their region as n t~rgct for severnl 

types of help. In th-:ir conversations with p2P.sants of tlw mountain 

comr.iunities of the watershed, the technicians explained that the :nain 

problem that the: p_lan were concern~d about was. th2 problem of soil 

erosion. All the trees had been cut down, explained the technicians, 

and as a result rich soil had been washed downstrear.: into the river, 

causing nroblems in thC: lowlaad irrigation system. What the bl::n 

want2d to do now was to :1elp the peasants fill the hillsid,~s with 

trees a~ain and t~ show them how to build walls on th2ir land which 

would prevent the soil fror;o washing down in the future. 

The peasar,ts were courteous. They were well avare of the d-2cline 

in soil fertility which had come ov2r the decadccs and wcere not totally 

un.:1ware of the fact that this decline w.,s not unr,2lated to the water 

11washing' 1 soil down the slopes. In response to their explanations, 

the project technicians would invariably receive: a coerteous,collective 

"Sc' sa. Lap bon anpil" fron their peasant audience. ("Th:it's fine. 

It's a great idea.") But in their conversations among themselves, 

many of the peasants expressed deen concern about the notion of the 

blan coming to plant trees on th~ir land. 'This particular region hnd 

had not so pleasant (;Xperienc.:;s with an American-run SHAD!. rubber 

project back in the forties. Stated in a blunt fashing, there was 
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Haitian Gov2rnment, r:,"'_pJ1t h,1vc. ac their fina1. ·bj..:.-:tiv,:;: th ,:.N~:.:tv"ll 

the tr~es was s~cn ~s E p0ssijlc first stip ir t~~ a v~rtion nf 

proprietary Tishts. 

' oe 

ti:::i1e and labor, genuine cnchusiasm began to be felt for the project. 

The situation ,3.ppcaTcci. to !:,2 imbued witlt nmbiv~len-:e. On the -::me hand 

was th0 suspicion s ... rrouading outsiders bearing gifts of trees: on 

the oth8r hand, thi::re was fear that, by rcsis~ing, tn..; co1:"JJ.unities 

in the region might drive :::.way thE: project~ cnusinr: the Food for 

Work benefits to go to som~ other re[;ion, 

Hhat is inrortant, howzver, and what w.2.s to d:~tcrmin~ the course of 

the project, •-ms the fact that the peas.:t!1ts s,iw as tJ,.2 p-r.:i_ncipal benefit 

not th•2 content of th2 project itself but the fo,:;d wl-iich would b2 

paid as an incic(;ntal arijur.ct to the project. It is this ch.::ir.x!:eristic 

which pav1;;c the Hc>.y for project disast~r. 

harl as pnrt of their ~andnts th~ cstahlishin~ G~ ~en:~ctratinn card~ns 
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area, uhich hc.d taught pe.:isants to grou new c.:,.s~ cro::s, th-.-, ?roj t:Ct 

here emphasized the extraction of greater yiLlds fron their traditional 

crops. 

The first task wc.s to id£:ntify a body of peasants uho coulc be said 

tc be ;xirt of th~ project. Those willin;,~ to coopcr:itL: uere forr.ed into 

a groupmn agrikol. As has so often ho.ppcncd, th,:; bett0r 0ff far.:1ers 

t8nc2d to be the ones who took t~c risk: cf participat~nZ,. Th2 n~xt 

task was to s.:.::cur.:; lnnd whe'!.".:: the gardens could be grown. In one 

community a number of farners with contiguous plots co~bined oart of 

their plots into a tc.nporary "cornnunal garden." 

th2 project had to rent land. 

In another co!!rnunity, 

The experimental corn gardens did not fare very well. The young 

Haiti~n ?.gronomist in charge had actually had very little field 

experience. HC! was the son of -'.l well-to-do I'ort-:m-Prince family 

who had originally wanted to be :1 physician but who, on being unable 

to enter medical school, took advantage of a fav0r and cnt~red Damien 

to pursue the career of agronomy, though he had nev~r held a hoe in 

his life. The book learning which formed the basis of the counsels 

which he an<l his foreign counterpart ?,ave. to the p·2n·3:mts was based 

for the most part on l0wland agriculture in industrialized nettings. 

In addition to introducing f~rtilizer, they trierl to t~ach the peasants 

two other "improvements. 1' One was to plant the corn on the top of 

furrows, rather than beneath ground level, as thC; mountain peasants fc. 

The second w.:!s to discontinue int-..:rc.ropping th .. sir corn with other 

crops and to brow inst2ad pure stands of corn. 
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Th~ results of these "improvements" introduced by the experts 

earned for then the stifled laughter of l'lany of the pe~sants behin~ 

their backs. The hillside corn grown on furrows suffered frori lack 

of moisture. On irri1:;~ted lowlands, it W1kes sense to rais2 th2 

corn to prevent exposure to excessive moisture. But on nuuntc1.ii'l slopes 

the problem is the O!')positc: w2ter quickly drcins off, a~<l the task 

is to pla~t the corn ~slow as possible to secure fer it the maximtllil 

amount of quickly v:::mishing moisture. And as f~)r mon')cropping the 

peasants continue to b2 correctly convinced that the benefits they 

extract from a: garden where corn, millet, manioc~ sweet potatoes, 

and congo peas ar2 intercropped far exceeds the income and food they 

can g~nerate from ,3. 1.1onocropped corn plot. As for the fer-ttlizer, the 

ea rs of corn WC:<re larger. But th12 tC:!chnici.:ms had neglected sol'le 

sinple calculations which the peasants implicitly m~ke in deciding 

whether to invest in fertilizer or not. Only in certain very special 

cash crops--such as vegetables or coffee--will t~~ income from 

fl',rtilizer-augmented yields justify th.:: investnent. In a traditional 

crop such as corn, incrensed local yields will shiply p-roduce a post

harvest glut which knocks the bottom out of th-2 rr:arket, making it 

difficult for the peasant to recoup his invest~ent. The demonstration 

plots merely demonstrated to thC= peasants that not all agrono,n 

wcrs so clever after all. Within a short time the communal gardens 

were disbanded, the groupman agrikol ceased to function, and the en

tire matter passed into silent oblivion. 
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The Building of Walls 

Not so the soil conservation 1.:lcment of the project. As in the 

case of agricultural extensions the soil conservationists first had to 

t0ach the techniques, and the teaching was to be Jone in th~ context 

of n denonstration field. The first task, after forming a groupman 

of local pecs::::its intertcsted in .pp.rticipntinl!,, was to s.2cure a plot 

of ground on uhich they could erect bench t2rraces, retaining walls, 

contour canals, ::1ini~terraces, vegetal barriers, ravine check-dams, 

and other elements in the armament of soil cons0rvationists. 

(Reforestation w~s to come only later.) But rrobody was willing at 

first to subject any of their plots of ground to these bizarre, 

probably irreversible manipulations. The technicians were chagrined. 

Their understanding was that they were offering free l~nd-improvement 

services and that peasants would vie with each other for the privilege 

of having their land treated. The peasants viewed it quite differently. 

They were exposing their land to risks. They were eager for the 

project--with its Food for Work and ite promise of other inputs-- to 

favor and focus upon their communities; but they would have preferred 

th2t it be done without directly risking their land. 

Eventually the president of the groupr:-,::m, a relatively well-to-do 

farmer, acc0ded to the wish2s of the project technicians and turned 

over a plot of agricultur.:illy mnrginal ground to be treated with 

bench terraces, rniniterraces, vegetal barri~rs, and other erosion 

control devices. This followed a parr1d0xic:.1l p::ittern that was to 

dominate numcrous soil crmservation projects. T!w protoe:ctive structures 
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should logically be plac~d on land· that is still worth protectin?--i.e. 

on the best agcicultural land. But bQcnuse early treatments tend to 

be done on land reluctantly granted by pc□snnts, these treatments will 

be given to parts of what ar~ the worst land in'the cor;rr;iunity, ?roviding 

an eloquent syubol of the gap between proj-:::ct rh(;!tori.c and project 

reality. 

The work began. The first task was to construct bench terraces 

and dry w~lls. i;obody in this region b□d ever seen or heard cf such 

structures. But after the second or third <lay, a devastatinR secret 

(embarrassing or hilarious, depending on one's point of viet1) was 

revealed. None of the technicians, H.:1itia.1 or foreign, knew rmything 

ubout terrace or wall building either. It wns at this point that the 

Haitian conservation specialist, eager to learn, found out that his 

foreign counterpart was in fact a Sociologist, with a degree from 

the Sorbonne, who couldn't tell a terrace from a sand dune. The 

walls were falling down as soon as they were put up. 

Th~ project director, when infomed of this fact, hastily organized 

an ~xpedition to th~ Fort-Jacques area. The technicians and about 

r: half dozen local peasant le:.1ders sp0nt several weceks learning soil 

conservation techniques frow the now proficieat peasant wall builders 

of Fort Jacques. Or.. returning to their home r(.;gion, they resur.:ic.d 

the terracing, now with a great deal mor0 t~~hn~cal competence. 
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There were r,otivatirm.:11 prc,bL:ns '!'i~:'1t fron the. ot.,!:sc.:-::. I:1 

thi2ory different r,roups of pensants from <'urrounding cor:nnunities 

uoultl rotate their l::it-or, ~nximizing th..:o traininr f;,:p1::rience 

throughout the rezrion. But :it this point the f or,2it;n pr') j ~ct <li rec t.:-rs 

wcr2 peil'lg very parsimonious in the qu:mtitics of food that tliey 

were giving for participc1tion. The peasants, in c'!lculating the 

worth of the rew1rd, coi!lputed the market value of their daily food 

ration. At the t~1.0n prev.<1iling p:=iyment rate~ they would be r~ceivinP, 

less than two gourdes a day--a not attractive sum even for rural 

Haiti. Furthermore, the Food for Work option is attractive to the 

peasant only if he is allowed to work in month long stretches, at 

the end of which he will receive perhaps 100 pounds of wheat or 

cornmeal and a large quantity of oil and sardines. But the practice 

of rotating labor on these early demonstration plots combined with 

the already low daily rate to seriously reduce the attractiveness of 

the entire endeavour to the peasant narticipants. The result was a 

discouraging absenteeism rate. 

Once again we see a gap between the technician 7 s focus :1nd that 

of the peasants. The project technicinns S3W thcnselves as bringing 

a needed message of soil conservation; t~e community saw them as 

bringing Food for Work, and--at lt::ast initblly--wns willing to 

tolerate the messages and the strange le[;,sons to see where all this 

might lead to in terms of project inputs. 
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The Un~antcd Grass 

Eventually the time for demonstr~tions had c~ased, and the tin8 

for serious action on thG region's hillsides b8f,an. Vifferent 

comnunities were subject:~d to diffE:rent types of :f.nterventions. Of 

?articular interest is the sequence of ev~nts th~t unfolded in the 

comnunity thct had bc~n earnarkeJ for covLrage by vegetctive barri~rs. 

This coi:im.un::..ty was cli:1rnctcrize<l by thi2 a!;.s,.mce: of roc1:s, r~ndering it 

unsuitalbe for wall-building treatments. For reasons that are now 

buried in an unr1:=tri12vable past (the decision-making technicians 

have now dC.!parted), the project decidE:d to covc.r the hillsides of 

this rE.gion with carefully spaced rows of citron:.el~ an oil producing 

grass~ as barriers ag11inst soil erosion. 

The peasants of the co~munity, as far as can be dctcrmi~ed through 

retrospective interviE.ws, had 3.bsolutcly no s3y in this matter. Few 

or thcCT hnd ever even heard of citronel and ~ven fewer knew of its 

comr.1ercial use. The technicL:ms assured the pGasants that citronel 

w~s n popular source of manufacturing oil for airplane lubrication-

all that was needed was a factory in the region~ an<l they would have 

a r2ady ~nrket for t~1e grass that was now to be placed on their land. 

The sequence of events that followed is one of the more disturbing 

patterns that was found to occur in several -

projects studied during this research. 

. soil conservation 
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The project began by asking permission of the local residents to 

begin th~ planting. In the beginning the project orgRnizers ~et with 

flat re:fusals. Eventually they found a few willing households in 

one cor:m1unity • and the work begnn. Now the task was to organize the 

planting itself. In these matters th~ foreign technicians w1.;re for 

the most pnrt h~lpless and h.'.ld to tu~n n~tt~rs over to th2ir fuitian 

counterparts. But cv2n the Haitian technicians themselves w~re out-

sid~rs to the connunitiesj with no real insir,hts into local social 

organization. 

One would have thought that the question of the organization of 

the project would have been considered essentiRl, that efforts would 

have been made to create coherent local groups on the basis of some 

c.omnunity principle, E!ither common residence or contiguous landholdings, 

or sane such. But the time-consuming steps necessary to achieve this 

were never t.'.lken. The, project rather opted for the form.:i.tion of 

simple work-gangs (ekip). 

The coMposition of the work gangs was one of the most resented 

aspects of the proj£ct. Though li~ service wns Biven to th8 principle 

of employing community labor, in fnct a substantial percfc!ntage of 

each work gang was composed of total outsiders who had manage~ to 

work ther.iselves onto the payroll. In a large nuTiber of cases the 

very peasant whose land was being covered by the undesir~blc citronel 

was refused employnent. A.~d we are left then with the following 
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vip112tte of coran:unity d~vel0pmLnt in its most bizc.rre form: the: 

picture of ar. angry p2asant ,-;ratching a ganR of paid outsid(!rs invading 

his land to pl ·mt a grass of whos~ mc.rketability he was justifiably 

dubious and toward whose erosion-control utility he was both skeptical 

and indifferent. 

The t8n.l "invade': is by no means an overstatement. The principle 

of asking pernission was quickly abandoned as the work got under way 

and the food started flowing. Early project timidity about offending 

peasants was quickly abandoned, and local foremen began walking and 

speaking as though bolstered by the authority of the State, threatening 

imprisonment to any farmer who attempted to prevent the planting of 

his land in citronel, and threatening with fines the farmer who pulled 

it up, burnt it off, or let his animals consume it. In the face of 

a massive flow of Food for Work and the commitment of enthusiastic 

laborers who would hav~ been willing to plant the entire nation in 

citronel, the peasant was helpless to object. 

Not all of the peasants wanted to resist; m::my r,:;portedly saw the 

value of the citronol, at le:ist in terms of its erosion control function. 

But the important point is that this was irrelevant to the progress of 

the project. Once matters got rolling and the payrolls collec~ed, the 

project lost any pretenc.l! of being a c0Mr.1u..'1ity devclop!":l.ent project. 

It was more in the nature of a public works project m,:mdated by State 

authority. 
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To this day many peasants in the region still r~fer to the grass 

~s citroncl leta (the Government's citronel) or citror.el blan 

(the foreigner's citronel). llany, probably most, h:we by now lost 

their fear thr.it the::: foreigners wi!.l comeih and tnke nw:iy the land. 

But reoarks I ovcrh12.ard indicate that at lenst scr.:'.:; ne.asantu still 

suspuct that o~e day 2n airplane oil f3ctory will be set up in the 

region and th.:: bl.:m will come back .:1t long last to claim and hnrv,!St 

their now flouris~dng citronel. 

Here the foreign tf::chnicians aware of the. coercive nature of much 

of what wns occuring, or of the land tenure m.1xieties which dominated 

the conversations of many of the peasants? I seriously doubt it. 

Hy impression is that, with a number of fortunate exceptions, the 

average foreign technician or administrator in Haiti generally remains 

unaware of such dynnmcs, is content rather to restrict his attention 

to the technical matter at hnnd--e.g. finding the best variety of 

citronel--le:-:ving these !!lessy social and organiz:itional problems in 

the hands of his Haiti~n subordinntes. The success of his work in 

Haiti will be judged first :1:1.d foremost by the nunber of linear 

kilometers of citronel which he h:is planted. As long as the citronel 

continues to bo plantGd, there will be an undcrstancfable tendency on 

his part to not probe too deeply into the organizational tcctics 

being employed to achieve this end. 
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Enter the Trees 

Other communities in the Region hnd been earmarked for a differ~nt 

treatment, one uhose principal el~ment was the pl.-1nting~ not of 

vegetative barriers, but of different species of tre2s, in combination 

with dry W'.\lls (in the case of rocky land) or mini-terraces of on~ 

meter's breadth (in the case of land with no rocks) 

As the project was originally conceived, the trc~ planting element 

of the project would be the shared responsibility of both the forester, 

who would be r~sponsible for the nursery, and the community development 

specialist, who would be responsible for preparing the community for 

the reception of the trees. But the community development speci3.list 

was more than six months late in his arrival. 

The late arrival of his colleas;ue did not in the least deter the 

forester, whose scope of work indicated that he was to prepare a 

nursery. Soon after his arrival in Haiti, the nursery was underway. 

~oads up into the w.:itershed were either poor or non-existent and the 

programmatically most sensible procedur2 would have been to locate the 

nurser:, in as close a proximity as possibl8 to the watershed where 

they were eventually to be planted, reducing thus the transportation 

problem. But in this matter the forester's hands were tied. A 

decision had been t3kcn to locate the nursery on a governmentally 

0\<med farr.1 that was several hours awny from the watershed itself. 
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Thc forester did not make too much of a fuss about this. l!is task 

was to produce a good nursery, this could be done just as easily on 

the govern.~2nt farm es on a plot of ground ~ere convenient to the 

watershed. The ;;roblcm of tr~nsportation would b~ somebody else's. 

His task was to get a nursery started, and th.:1t's wh:it he would do. 

He vas also uncc.nc2.rned ab0ut the absence of his conmunity 

devt:::lopment colle:agu-=! who was sup;)Osed to be org;.-mizing the communiti""s 

for the reception of the trees. His job as a forest2r was to produce 

a nurs8ry, The organization of the comrnunity was somebody else's 

responsibility. He himself had been brought to Haiti to produce a 

nursery, end that I s what he ,;muld do. 

An that's what he did. Within two years after his arrival in 

Haiti, his well organized nursery had over 100,000 s~cdlings, most 

of them fruit trc2s,. most of them planted in bags. His choice of 

species had been detcrnined very casually. Sine,:; his task was the 

nursery, his visits to the. watershed wc:rc rar(:: and his knovledge of 

local c:griculture~ local and tenur-::, e.nd eviJn lccal tree prGf1-.:rences 

was at best spotty. 

By the time the comraunity development specinllst arrived, the 

nursery vas already advanced, and the trees would soon have to 

be pl~nted. The newly arrived technician quickly l~arncd Creole and 

spent most of his time in the watershed, trying to familiarize 

himself with local peasant ag~iculture~ and trying to pr~parc the way 

for the imr.1ine;nt planting of th(.:: trees. Thl! pe,:isants showed a 
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courteous int8rest when hearing of the trees, but the technician 

nervously suspected that he nnd his colleague wer~ going to have 

trouble unloading 100,000 trees. 

But he had not anticipnted th(;! extent of th.:.: riifficulty. A date 

was s~t for the delivery of the first batch of trees. The president 

of a previously forned local Community Council tms asked to call a 

me:etinp. for that day. The two t,.;:chnicians would 1l3ve se,,.:,ral thousand 

trees transported into the watershed and would give demonstrations 

as to the proper techniques for planting the~. 

On the appointed day, the trees and technicians arrived; ·But the 

audience consisted of some half dozen peasants, at least three of 

whom had been nervously collared by the presidont at the last minute to 

show up at the meeting. Stifling any disappointment they might have 

felt, the technicians gave their demonstr~tion. The young trees, still 

in their sscks, were deposited by the roadsid.:::. After the demonstration, 

one of the technicians~ with a gesture of his an:1, said to the peasants, 

"Theyire all yours now. You and your neighbors can take them and 

plant them wherever you want." The peasants thanked them, waved 

goodbye as the t~chnicians drove off, and retur~ed to their homes. 

The community development technician returned to the comniunity 

several weeks later. (Th~ forest2~ never returned to see the fate 

of nis trees. His job had be1:-n to grow theT'l in the nursery. It was 

someone else's job to sec that they W(:!re planted.) The technician 
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h2d not expected a mad rush on th2 trees. B~t hG w2s crushed to 

learn that virtually all of the trees ~~re still by the roadside 

exactly where he had left them. The roots of nany of the plants had 

r,lrcady start~<l to burst through the sacks. Sor11c•,111a.t fluster8d '-1e:: 

asked some bystanders why they hadn't planted th~ trees. The man 

h2mme~ and hawed, pointing out that thG farners were waiting for 

further instructions, weren't really interested in these varieties 

of trees, did~'t really need that many trees, CTaybe just one or two 

per household, and in general couldn't afford to fill their cropping 

land with trees. The denouement to this was the ultimate destruction 

of some 60,000 nursery trees which were soon to pass the stages of 

possible transplanting. 

The Systematization of Tree Pushing 

In the context of Haitian soil conservation projects, this situation 

--that of a nursery filled with trees whose ultimate d~stination is 

somewhat in question--was distressingly common. But the strategy 

employed here by this project to move the trees--that of simply 

leaving it up to individual peasants to come and tnke trees as they 

wished reforestation--was sonewhat unusual. The v.:i.st majority of 

rcforestntion programs in rural Haiti have nade trc2 planting the 

responsibility~ not of individual farm~rs, but of org~niz~d 

community groups. 
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In y:f..ew of tha "60Unding failure to move %he trQeS by offering 

them to individual farmers, the Project quickly changed its tactics. 

Trees would henceforth be planted by teams of paid workers. The 

wages, of course, would be in the form of the Food for Work that 

had already made possible certain earlier phases of the project. 

The offer of Food for Work, as was to be expected, elicited 

the enthusiastic approval of hundreds of local peasants,quite eager 

to labor for a marketable commodity which they would, with little 

trouble, be able to convert into cash. Some of the peasants commented 

among themselves that they would rather be paid in cash--and indeed 

it was reported that another community in the region, in the context 

of another project, had insisted that payment be made, not in food, 

but in ~ney, But no such movement caught hold among these peasants. 
\ 

Project ttchnicians appointed certain local leaders as foremen, 

responsible for organizing the teams. 

Unlike the teams that had been formed for the planti~g of the 

citronel, these teams tended to be composed only of local residents, 

the main concession being that, for training purposes, members of 

other communities that would eventually be in1Polved in the project 

could send one or two individuals to participate in the work. 

An unusual feature of this project was the tactic of systematically 

combining of tree planting with the building of walls, terraces, and 

other structures. Most earlier projects had separated the two 

nctivities. Much of the tree planting being done in Haiti involves 

simply that, with no systematic attempt to treat the reforested 
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hillsides with other types of erosion control structures. And 

convers~ly, the fa~ous terrace-building projects of Fort-Jacques 

restricted treatment of land to these earth works. The small bit 

of reforestation ·that was done there was done on a separate block 

of State land. The Project here, howev~r, would carry out both 

types of activities more or less simultaneously, depending of course 

on the availability of rain and the availability of trees from the 

nursery. 

4.S The Problem of Reluctant Land Owners 

The promise of Food for Work completely removed the problem of 

finding labor to plant the trees. But the question of where the trees 

would be planted had still not been solved. Even individuals who 

were willing to work in the teams would have preferred that the trees 

be planted on land other than their own. Certain apparently contra~. 

dictory messages they were receiving from project animators made them 

uneasy about the entire endeavour. For example the farmers were told, 

on the one hand, that the trees were theirs, to use as they wished. 

But they were warned on the other hand to protect the trees, to 

avoid tying animals near the trees, under pain of having the animal 

impounded to ~be rescued only on payment of a fine. An ambiguous 

arrangement such as this created the impression in the minds of at 

least some farmers that in fact the trees were not theirs, that they 

belonged to, and would continue to belong to, the Project, and that 

the entire project might conceivably be a mere prelude to a plan 
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on the part of the blan and the State to eventually take the land 

away from the peasants. 

In the course of my research, I was impressed at the frequency with 

which I heard this fear in different parts of the country. The 

genuineness of the fear is supported by another pattern--the practice 

of referring to the development organization as the Company. It would 

have surprised at least some of the idealistic foreign technicians 

to learn that the peasants taxonomically lumped their development 

organization into the same category with private, profit-ranking 

companies. This simple but revealing linguistic pattern buttresses 

the frequently expressed fears of the peasants about eventually losing 

their land. Certain peasants who were willing to cooperate with the 

blan in the beginning of the tree planting activities came under 

verbal attack from some of their neighbors. Pinga ou mete blan nan 

peyi-a. Kounyea yo mande~ou. Min pi ta yo anik mache-pran. Don't 

help the foreigners get a foothold here. Now they're asking your 

permission~ Later on they'll just take what they want. 

But local community leaders, who had been placed in various 

leadership positions within the project, assuaged the fears of their 

more timorous n~ighbors, and the project proceeded. 

To play it safe, the first trees were planted, not on private 

property, but along the roads and paths. The survival rate of the 

trees was virtually zero; roadsides and pathways are the only place 
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that peasants with little land to spare can pasture their livestock. 

But since the Food for Work was given on the basis, not of trees 

that survive, but of trees that nre planted, the work went on. 

But the cnp.'.lcity of the roadsides to c1bsorb trees is very low; 

the forester running the nursery was urging the project director to 

order the planting of more trees; and the soil conserv~tion conponent 

of the prograt"l was lagging. The demonstration plot had been filL.:d 

with bench terraces, rock walls, contour canals, vegetative barriers, 

and mini-terraces. It was tioe to begin passing from demonstration 

to action. 

Thus a number of strong executive directives came down ordering 

quicker progress. By this time the Haitian field technicians were 

in effective charge of the project, the foreign technicians restric

ting their involvement to occasional site visits. The order to move 

more quickly came from the foreign project director. The Haitian 

technicians were puzzled as to how to proceed, since com.~unity 

members, though generally eager to participate in the Food for ~fork 

activities, were on the whole reluctant to have their own land 

treated by the project. The project director had no practical 

suggestions to make on the matter; this was the problem of the 

field technicians. 

As might be expected the problem was solved in a manner not unlike 

that of the citronel affair: the technicians simply pointed to a 
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block of land and the work teams moved in. Most of the landowners 

eventually capitulated, since most of them were eDployed on the 

project. One landowner who tried to obstruct entry into his land 

was actually brought before a judge. The prevailing project stance 

was: this is a government project for the coruaon good and no 

individual has the right to block it. 

As a result the walls were built and the trees w0re planted. 

The project employed local watch~en (gadyin) to patrol the treated 

hillsides and to report on any cases of animals being allowed to 

destroy the walls or trees. Their work was not effective against 

the pressure created by the need to pasture livestock. And in fact 

no farmer was prosecuted for the destruction of walls or trees. 

The economic logic of this is patent. Farmers who refused initial 

entry into their fields were in effect partially blocking the flow 

of Food for Work. Hence the stimulus for strong action. But there 

were no collective payoffs arranged to preserve the trees or 

structures. The group payoffs were for constructing and planting, 

not for maintaining. Thus the hiring of a handful of watchmen proved 

to be an ineffective measure, within several months the walls had 

succumbed to the livestock and the hillsides of certain communities 

were as treeless as they had been before the project ever started. 
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.', .10 The Root of the Failure 

Few developmental professionals would hesitate in describing 

the above project as a failure. Disagreement would arise, however, 

as to the precise nature of the malady. Some individuals with 

whom I have discussed these projects interpret the failure as a 

dramatic illustration of the disasters created by using ~age labor or 

Food for Work as the basis for development projects. 

This is not a straw argument; many concerned professionals would 

adhere to it. But I must vigorously disagree. The project described 

above is ridden with a number of defects; but its most devastating 

weakness is not the presence of remuneration but the absence of 

I 

project objectives from which the peasants perceive a genuine short-

term economic payoff for themselves. The problem of fear of expropria

tion adds a complicating element. But I have seen projects founder 

even where I found no evidence of this particular fear. The major 

weakness in this project, the central difference between this fiasco 

and the successful erosion control innovations of the Furey farmers, 

hinges around the presence or absence of self-sustaining profit 

generating opportunities in the project 1 s offerings. 

The project described above emphasized the goal. of "protecting 

soil." Even the trees wer2 conceptualized in th:it light. The 

economic utility of the trees to the farmers was pointed out, but 

it was clearly a secondary the~e in a concert domin~ted by the theme 

of preventing erosion as the central project objective. But this 

theme has simply not proven sufficiently cogent to elicit and sustain 
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profound, long term changes in the peasant's economic behavior. The 

case of Furey demonstrates that the l~itinn peasant is fully capable 

of such changes--but further suggests thnt it takeG the incentive of 

profits to motivate the requisite investments of time, labor, and 

money. 

I will discuss the pro's and con's of payment in a lat8r section 

of the report. Here it will suffice to point out thr._t the absence 

of payment in the above project would certainly not have made the 

project succeed. On the contrary, a case can be made to the effect 

that under certain circumstances payment can help convert what would 

otherwise be total fiascoes into at least modest successes. 

To illustrate, it should be recalled that the above project was 

a reconGtructed composite of several projects studied during the 

research. One of the actual projects was fortunate in having the 

services of a dynamic Haitian animator, skilled in both agronomy 

and soil conservation techniques, uho had been a longstanding resident 

of the rural area where he was eventually employed by the project. 

The project in question followed the outlir,,~ of the project 

described here, including initial coercion, fear of expropriation, and 

Food for Hork. But the animator in question experinented an~ 

persisted in a way th~t his counterparts in other projects did not. 

Of particular importance, he introduced into the project a number 

cf fast growing wood trees su~h as b~a blan, bv1n ple, nnd tcha tcha 
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already known to the peasants as handy sources of cash to the proprietor 

fortunate enough to have a few growing wild on his land. He further

more--behind the back of the project director--start~d a local nursery 

of these trees, reducing dependence on the project nursery. And most 

importantly, he experimented with several differe~t spacin? strategies, 

eventually hitting on one w~ich made tree planting compatible with 

simultaneous livestock grazing on:a plot of ground. All of this was 

done on his own. 

The result was that some seven or eight years after the project 

has initiated, while it was still in progress, the wood trees were 

getting impressively large, a handful of peasants had started making 

money on them, and other communities in the area asked him to begin 

the project in their area as well. Resistance to trees had virtually 

disappeared in the area. The project was not a total success. That 

is, the peasants are still not independently planting trees on their 

own as a cash crop, and the invitation from the other community had 

a large element of Food for Work interest involved in addition to 

interest in trees. But the changed attitude toward trees and the 

new openness of the peasants toward participation in the project must 

be counted as a partial success. In fact some of the Most vehement 

early resistors are now among the most vehement advocates of a return 

of the project. 

It must be pointed out that, this partial success occurred only 

because the project first barreled in cajoling and paying its way 

to completion. But the lesson from this is not that initial coercion 
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might be justifiable--! will su .. est below that there are better 

ways of beginning--but that even a poorly run project will have some 

hopes of success if the peasants are convinced that they will make a 

profit from learning the behaviors (in this case tree planting) which 

the project is teaching. 

The remainder of the report will thus assume that the ~ajar 

determinant of the success or failure of soil conservation is the 

presence or absence of convincing profit incentives, not in terms 

of the project wages or Food for Uork, but in terns of the very 

behaviors which the project seeks to impart. The report will further 

attempt to argue that, with proper planning of a.type that no 

oroject in Haiti has yet done, the trees themselves can serve as 

the required source of impressive short-term profits. But it 

would be a gross oversimplification to let the matter rest there. 

The profit dimension is the major determinant of success or failure. 

But by no means is it the sole d~terminant. We still have to assess 

the impact of the institution~l, organizational, technic~l» and 

sociocultural factors alluded to in the introduction to this report. 

The following fo\:r sections of this report will discuss, in as 

succinct a fashion as possible, the r:ianner in which each of t~ese 

four types of variables exerts its own impact on the outcome of 

soil conservation efforts. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES 

The preceding two chapt~rs have presented descrir,~ive accounts 

of successes and failures in erosion control pro:ects. The next 

chapters 'Will be more analytic in nature, each featuring upon one 

particular dimension of projects or one asnect of cotununity reality. 

The present chapter will examine th~ institutional context in which 

'.1rojects unfold. In the best of all worlds• this chapter would not be 

necessary. That is, communities would spontaneously organize them

selves, take measures to supply themselves with the necessary tools, 

seedlings, and other materials, and simply go about the tasks of 

planting and protecting trees, and building and maintaining erosion 

control structures. But because this is not the best of worlds, this 

sequence of events simply never (or virtually never) occurs. It is 

for this very reason that development organizations come into existence. 

There are a nu~ber of specific, identifiable support services without 

which communities cannot or will not carry out projects. 

But the successful provision of these services in turn presupposes 

certain institutional capacities on the part of the implementing 

agencies. But it takes but brief exposure to a handful of development 

projects to sensitize the observer to weaknesses in the development 

agencies themselves which prevent them from effectively providing the 

services which they are mandated to supply. 

Rather than launch into a series of rando~, hlt-and-miss criticisms, 

I will attempt in this chapter, first, to m~ke a systematic inventory of the 

types of agencies which have been, and will probably continue to be,involvcd 
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in soil conservation projects, in liaiti; secondly, to specify in logical and 

chronological order the principal services which these agencies--rarticularly 

the implementing agcncies--should provide to connnunity groups to s::>il consenn.t::., · 

projects; and thirdly, to discuss the major weaknesses which research hac ~-'.

covered in the delivery of each of these servic~s. 

5.1 ~~stitutions and Soil Conservation Projects. 

Office discussion and even some written reports make a dichotoraous dis

tinction between large governmental development agency on the one hand, and 

the "PVO's," the Private Voluntary Organizations, on the other. This dis

tinction, however, is merely a first approximation and masks a number of im

portant internal distinctions. For purposes of the analysis of past and 

present soil conservation practices, we can distinguish among five types of 

development organizations that are above the level of, and provide various 

types of inputs to the individuals or the local connnunity groups that 

actually execute the projects. 

5.1.1 The Ministries of Agriculti.;re and Education of the GOH. 

Within the government of Haiti, the most important organ of recent 

soil conservation activity has been the Department d'Agriculture, des 

Ressources Naturelles, et du Developpement Rural, popularly called by 

the place name of its host community, Da~ien. Danien has had some sort of 

formal institutional involvement in a number of the more important recent 

projects investigated in the course of this study. It has generally not been 

an autonomous, self-sufficient agent; its agents have rather plugged into 

one or another component of projects funded or otherwise supported by one 

of the other agencies to be discussed. For exanple, the two ~amien forest 
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asents currently involved in reforesting the Xenscoff areas depend on one 

PVO--the Baptist Mission at Fermath--for the najority of their trees, anc. 

on another PVO--CARE--for the supply of Food for Work with which they raotivat~ 

t:i,~ communities to participate. Damien technici,:im: are also playing leadinf 

organizational and technical roles in the context of the m:/?f.,.O project cur

rently in action in and around Lfr.:be. 

In addition to Da".c.ien, however, ONAAC (Office ~fa tional, d 'Alphabetisation 

et d 1 Action Cor.'munautaire), lodged within the Ministry of Education, has 

21s0 been involved in soil conservation activities. Some of the rock wall 

building in and around Anse Rouge, for example, has been organized by ONAAC 

animators. As with the Damien eoployees, however, their involveoent generally 

occurs in the context of programs whose material support comes from else

where--HACHO in the case of the above-oentioned Anse Rouge activities. 
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One could view this situation in a ne~ativc light, taking it as a 

symbol of the continuing weakness of national soil conservation ins

titutions. There is some truth in this. But there is a progra~r--at:f.cally 

much more useful construal of this situation. Were it not for the 

presence of these other institutj_ons, the Damien technicians ~•ould have 

learned nothing, woul~ have accoMplished nothing. But the presence cf 

these :>ther projects, fun.Jed anc! adninistered by outsiders~ has bc2n a 

source of invaluable traininr: and firsthand field exr,erJence to a T'.unrer 

of Haitian technicians. The training that the technicians are receiving 

in this COP.text, training that involves not only technical ~atters, but 

organizational, motivational, and administrative problems as well, is far 

superior to the theoretical training which they would receive in Danien 

itself. 

Stated differently, we should consider the presence of these outside 

projects, not as a ola~ue and curse on the country, as some doctri:-.~.aire 

philosophers of ''institution building:' would have it, but rather as an 

invaluable source of training for GOH technicians who become involved, in 

ac1dition to the benefits which accrue to th£: comi."'.lunities. The ultimate 

objective is the strengtheninr, of governmental institutions. nut given the 

contemporary institutional reality of Haiti, an effective path to this 

goal might entail simultaneously the strengthening of these privately 

run projects and the incorporation at fielc. level of GOH personnel, in 

adcition to the assistance that is being given dire~tly to Da~ien. 
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International ryev0lopm€nt Agencies. 

The major international development agencies which have supported one 

or another tyµe of soil conservation activity have been the bilatscrai 

USAID and the multilateral United Nations, both with ce!'ltral offices i.:i 

Port-au-Prince. Neither of these agencies is, strictly spea~ing, an 

:'inplementing agency" in their current mocus operandi. That is, they do 

not have direct hire pers:inn1c:l living in the fiei<l working directly in 

the provision of technical or supervisory assistance to f',.()P countcr'I)arts er 

to cotll!:".unity grouns. They have become first and foremost fundi!'lg agencies 

for projects and to an i'Clpressive degre£, especially in the case of 'JSAID, 

serve as employ1:1ent agencies, carrying out the role of hroker in the 

search for foreign technicians, hired on a contract basis~ who will im

plement ?rejects in collaboration with GOH counterparts. 

The earliest systematic soil conservation efforts appear to have been 

carried out in the context of th~ U:~ESC0 supµorted Y..arbial project of 

the late forties and early fifties. In addition, the UN recently com

pleted a 10-year project involving soil conservation in the area around 

Aux Cayes, and is currently carrying out activities in an earli€r ~entioned 

project in Limbe. USAID 1 s ~ost direct involvements in soil conservation 

has been in the context of the PDAI project in the Acui ,mtershed of Aux 

Cayes. But in addition, USAID has been indirectly ir.volved in soil 

conservation through its suµport of various relief agencies s..ich as IL'~CHO 

and CARE (to be discussed below). 
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The radically non-implementing character of the U.N. and USAID is a 

product of recent institutional evolution. As recently as the early 

sixties, USAID (then called usmo had direct hire technicians living in 

the Artibonite working on a daily counterpart basis with GOH technicians 

involved in the construction of the Peligre dan. Such an arrangenerit 1,roul~ 

today be totally out of character with the Agencr the newly-arrived d:trect 

hire e::ir,loyec who insisted on living in a ;)roject reri~n would cone uncer 

quick fire from the ''nel-! professionals" and would undoubtedly soon find 

himself bc.:1ti •• "i the corridors in Washington looking for a new country 

assignment. The evolution of this trend appears to be picking u~ even 

more momentum. Counterpart relationships even at the ninisterial level 

now appear to be a quickly fading fiction. The eoployees who have GOH 

counterparts appear to meet them only sporadically and--in some recent cases-

only with markcc institutional and interpersonal strain. But an increasing 

number of Agency eI!lployees have been freed from the discomfort of such 

strains by their total involvement in ~eency-internal plan~ing, bookkeeping, 

and evaluation. 

The insulated character of these activities is viewed as a weakness 

only by a minority of direct-hire employees, generally the old~r t-2chnicians 

who look back with aporoval on the earlier field activities of the Agency, 

or younger employees with a Peace Corps or some other volunteer background 

who had envisioned a USAID career as a profcssionalization, perhaps at a 

somewhat higher level, of pernanent, direct developnental involvenent with 
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forei;-:_:n co:interparts and w:'..th the ..:!ay-to-d:1v nr0tl~;-,3 cf r:ro;:-r'l"", tr,-

cff ice•-bascd rol0 of the Ag'-!ncy as so':leho\! beL:'.'> tl-ic necessary -;:,rel•1dl:; 

to GOB "institution buildin~,H and which in sor:c cases ~vcn diSTT1isscs 

thE! l~arning of Crcoie anc. the ma}·ing of fre0uent fielC:. trips as pE:rhans 

suitable for lower-order techniciaus and oth2r tenDorary amateurs, but 

han~ly necessary ac.tivities for the true dev~lcp,,ental "pro. 11 

A dispassionate assessnent is needed of this issue~ because in di3-

cussing it we ar(; in reality c.iscussing what the nature. of GSH1 should 

be as a developmental agency. I will here restrict my CO!:lDE:nts to what 

I have observed in the course of my observation of soil conservation 

projects in Haiti, trying to arrive at a sense of the "strengths" and 

:'weaknesses" inherent in USAID' s currer.t operational style. 

Of all the developmental agencies observed, USAID is by far the 

most "powerful," by at least two definitions of the term. In the first 

place, the unparalleled amount of money it disburses places it•in a 

position of greater potential influence than agencies with fewer resources 

at their disposition. But secondly and more concretely, rTSAID has in 

fact been indirectly involved in ~ore soil conservation projects than any 

other institution by virtue of the direct and indirect support it has given 

to the various PVO' s in Haiti, the operations.l groul)s which have.:! actually 

ir1ple,.,:iented ryrojects. 
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Another source of potential strength is in the collective expertise 

of an organization whose employees have had develo 0;mcntal experience in 

all parts of the globe. This exnertise should be found not only in the 

minds of those walking ahout USAilJ corridors but also in the documentation 

availahle to ~he agency. 

It must be stated, however, that fro::i the y,oint of view of soil 

conservation ?rejects these potenticl strengths h3vc not r~~n exoloited. 

Ir. the first ;.1l<1ce, 1,St,ID has not yet helped steer its client l'VO' s 

in the direction of sound soil conservation practices, but has to some 

degree continued to mechanically pump resources into projects that have 

not only been poorly executed tut poorly conceived fror:i the start. r!any 

of the HACHO wall huilding projects in the Northwest, for exaMple, in 

which l'lany ''soil conservation'' structures are laboriously erected on 

barren hillsides that have seen few raindrops and have never felt the 

cultivator's hoc, show a lack of systematic planning. As a major funder 

of HACHO, USAID has, at not time, used its potential: influence to alter 

lL'\CHO policy in these specific matters. This failure, of course 1 stens 

from the absence within USAID itself of a coherent plan of attack on this 

issue. The theme of "agroforestation'; discussed in this report, in which soiJ 

conservation is planned in the context of profit-oriented peasant cul

tivation, could provide one such conceptu:c;l a:ichor. But the Agency needs 

some such anchor if it is tc exercise its potential influence over impleoenting 

agencie;:s. 
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In tcn::is of i~s collective 0xnertise, there is~ consp~cuous lack of 

documentation. Th2 recently estahlished lirrary in USAII'/ll:!iti is an 

invalual-ile resource which should l-e broadened and strengt!ic:-.ed. But in 

c:!iscussing soil-conservation~ for example., the country missi0n should 

have at :i.ts disposition .=1 vast imrentcry of !)rejects tlv~t h.-w0 1:-,ee:,. trier:! 

in other countries, by USAIP ann other ~iencies, with co~~ents on suc

cessful and ur.nuccessful approach~s. ~uch docu~entatior. is not curren~ly 

avP.ilahle and missions may find thffisE.lves reinvi-.:nting wheels. 

What of iP-herent "weaknesses·· jn the Ager,.cy, which might hanper its 

effectiveness in soil conservation practices? 

One weakness is to be found in a tendency to "over-bureaucratize" 

and liover-structure" its projects. To exe.'Tiplify concretely, current 

planning envisions the following possihlc approaci1 to soil conservation. 

USAI~ will contract with a private U.S. agency to provide technical 

assistance. This agE.:ncy will in turn s•ihcontract with available 

technicians (nany of whose availability nay stem fro, unemployr,ent or 

old age retirericnt). These technicians will, in turn, work y1ith Damien 

technicians. finally Damien techniciano will work directly with the 

con.~unity groups which will build the structures and plant the trees. Such 

planning is impeccably consistent with current agency procedures, but 

outsiders nay be oardoned for skepticism concerning the E:ventual outcome 

of this long chain. Current slogans er.iphasize reaching the poor~ but 

institutional practice coutinues to intcr~os0 res~urce-consuming structures 

which npnear to conplicate tremendously the flow of assistance to the 

areas where it is needed. 
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/,noth.:.!r uc<'!kness steMs frb"'1 nn institutionnl tenr:lcnc~r to Jiff:use 

responsfl,ility :ind to free e.mr,loyecs from the ncgattve: rcsuL.~£ of careleee; 

!',lanning. To exe:.plify concr.,')tely agair? L--. the car.text of pBst soil 

conservation, the p•\\I in i'ar11ien, -Funded \v USLIT', 0 comrne..-iced its waterr.hed 

~ctivities with the most a~bitious socio-Gcono~ic surv~y, entailing 

hu:i.dreds of thcusands of qucstio:maircs, ever undertakE:n in Haiti. The 

survey ,;,.,as poorly -.iesigr.;.;d and even more poorly supervised. T.nc survey 

has never ccen arn!lyzed or even coded; the questionnaires lie rotting 

in different cc-n:rrnunities around the country. Thousnnds upon thousands of 

dollars were wasted. 

If the employees of a private cor~oration had wasted money in this 

fashion, heads would have rolled. Fut the custodians of public r.1oney 

can commit such travesties with virtual inounity. The individuals in 

USAID responsible for this undertakinB have long since departed and it 

is unlikely that any negative sanctions were ever applied around this 

particular survey issue. In fact, it is unlik2ly that anybody in the 

mission even rcnemhers the survey. 

Such travesties y;\USt se seen, however, less as products of personal 

incompetence or i!'responsil,ility, th:m as the rcsul t of an institutional 

structure which raakes it difficult for an er.1ployee: to sink his or her 

teeth into a project with so~e ad~inistrative oowcr. When the goal 

o~ "institutional bui:!.ding" is interpreted as r1eaninG that "the host 

governraent car: do with the. money what it -:,leases Fithout our int(.rference", 

then US,H::::> is, in 2ffect, co!:.signing its employe:es to the pathetic role 

of facilitating the flow of money into hands that they know will not use 

it effectively. 
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It is clear that this phenomenon is a critical weakness; but 

unfortunately it is not clear what can be done to turn the process 

around. Even if USAID maj_ntains its role as a funding, non-implementing 

agency, it can hopefully devise formulas for giving its technicians 

and admir.istrators some genuine power in the disposition of the 

funding which the Agency so copiously supplies. It is tlOt being 

recommended here that USAID reverts to direct implementation, but 

merely that it finds so~e middle gorund to permit it to intervene 

with some clout in the soil conservation projects which it supports. 

II 
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5.1.3 tnternatian~l Relief A~encies 

!·fost of the vill.:i~e-levcl dcvQlopm.intal actio~ that ha~ occurred in 

H:dti during the past twc~nty-fivt:! years hc:.s proceeded en the r.nsis of 

assistance fror wcll-kno,;.,-n int~,rnational relief agencies, Loth rclie;ious 

and secular in character. Anong the more important agencies Church Horlc 

Service (CWS), C,\?~, Catholic Relief Service (CRS), and th<;: Haitian-· 

.~n2rican Corrr'.:unity Help Org,,mization (RACHQ). 'The first three of the 

above I!lentionec agencies are international in character. lL\CllO, in contrast, 

w"ts founded in the !%O's with U.S. foreign assistance funds ait,;!r th2. . r 

dete;riorad.on in diplonatic relations led to· the cessation·· of: 

Iormai assistance from the U.S. governnent. ..,.. '•r 

Each of these agencies has hecome involved in soil conservations as 

part of its developmental activities. But the character of the projects 

varies greatly. HA.CHO, for exa!!lple, has funded thirty disguised bUI:l~nitarian 

relief projects which have taken the form of the massive building of rock 

walls on barren, unclaimed land in the Northwest where the absence of both 

rainfall and crops technically reduces the need for erosion control measures. 

What was needed in these instances were projects which would justify the 

dishursal of large amounts of relief food during droughts and famines, and 

wall building stepped in to fill that need. But IIACHO has also funded 

reforestation activities of a more extended and serious nature in the Jean-

Rabel area. This project entailed contracting the services of two young 

foresters from Vir~inia Polytech.~-_ical Institute, each of vhom spent ap-

proximately a year in the Droject area. 



These internntion..~l relief ap,encies differ profoundly in their 

modus oper.1ndi fro!'! agencie:::. such as tJS,\ID and the U. N. In the f irnt 

pL1ce, most of them make :it least some attempt to he ;,operation:11. ,; 

Even Catholic 1',<?lief Service, one of whose administrators disclaimed the 

title of "oµera tional '", nonetheless h'ls full time Haitian e·"J.plcyees Pho 

!'nke regular visits to field operations. At the other extrene is Ht~CFO, 

whicP is hi?hlv operational in character. IL\CHO has extensive cnerations 

in four toi-ms of the Northwest ('i.:1se 'Rouge, JeD.n Rabel) ttole St .Nicholas, 

and Terre Neuve), operations which include hospitals, larp:e warehouses, 

irrigation and potable v~ter projects, and even "hotels" for lod:;ing the 

large nur.1Lers of visitors who have occ~sion to drop in on the activities. 

Secondly, these agencies often find theMselves in a position of 

substantial economic dependence on the international agencies. This is 

nost true of HACHO, whose very existence was threatened by the withdrawal 

of USAID funding. But it is also true of the other three agencies 

CTentioned, a substantial part of whose activities consist of the hum~nitarian 

or work-related distributions of enornous amounts of USAI9-~ediated food. 

These organizations wuld either have to close up shop or at least 

substantially curtail their activities if this food and other types of 

US1\In support were suddenly withdrawn. 

In many soil conservation projects, these agencies have l:,een the 

direct point of contact betweet: the outside world <ln::l the community 

~rouo implementinr:; the project. As will be seen helow, ~reject weaknesses 

and failures have frequently stel"'ll7ed cHrec tl v frora prob] CMS in these 

institutions. 
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5.i.4 Local Vissionary ~roups. 

,, 

Haiti is prob:it-ly unique in the West8rn Cenispherc, nncl perhnr,s in 

the -.rorld, in terns of its n~~ter of missionaries per souare nile. ,t 

large number of fly-by-night grou,:>S • including nu~erous lT. S. haseG. groupn 

who organize yearly suI!l!'ler excursions into the l!.':litian countryside, '!:c~';rict 

their activities tc preachi.~1g the ~?crd. But the lo:1?··st3nding gr.JuDs ti=nd, 

in addition to their religious activities, to mair.tain one or .:mother fo~ 

of nate'!:i~l project, generally (but not exclusively) entailing the delivery 

of nedic~l services. 

Such missionary grou~s have for years been involve<l in reforestrttion 

and erosion control activities. These activities vary froT. occasional, 

sporadic attempts, such as those of t!'le C.'1tholic OL!.ate Fathers in various 

cor:nunities of the Scuth, to the establish."'lent of laq;e nurseries which 

have been instrumental in supplying the trees for ~n entire region. IIere 

reference is beinp. made to the nursery established ty ?.onald Smith in 

conjunction with the IIopital Bon Samaritain in Limbe, and to the nursery 

estE.Hished by the Turnbulls. in the Baptist ~issinn of Permath. Long 

Lefore the establishMent of their nursery• thic' Turnhulls had also been 

instrUI:1ental in tenchin~ wall buildin~ and tcrracinP; techniques i.n their 

:::-egion. 

Unlike the international relief agencies, these missionary groups have 

maintained a total or almost total econonic ind,?.'.lendence fron US,\!') and 

other international ~gencies. In fact, in the course of ny resEarch as~ 

USLID consult:mt, I wqs the recipieI'!t of several courteous tongue-lashings 

concerning the k:ifkaesque, bureaucratic experiencee which certain of th~se 

groups had underF,one in their efforts to secure so~ething as straightforwarc 
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[!S c1 project vehicle from USAID. 

Because of their long-standing presence in the com~unity, nany of 

these groups have direct contact with the V3rious cor.inunity organiz~ticns 

in their regions c1,nc1 for this rc-"lson have been (and could, continue to ~d 

enong the most Effective internediaries in reforestation anc! terrs.cing 

projects that are channeled throu~h private 3g2ncies rath0r th~n through 

the GOH. 

5.1.5 U.S. Bqs0d Contrqct Agencies. 

The most recent arrival ano~g development groups is the priv~tc 

develop~ent cor.pany which specializes in the provision of short-term 

consultants ancl long-term contract technicians to USAID. The appearc1nce 

of these groups can be directly linked to the e-:i.rlier discussed evolution 

of USAID away fro~ field activities into full-tL~e planning, bookkeeping, 

and evaluation. Their appearance is sqid by sone to he the product of a 

decision taken under the Nixon adninistration to make overseas developmer.t 

a matter for private enterprise. ~his recent trend h?.s resulted in a 

decision by some TTlajor U.S. corpor.'ltions to enter tl-.c development field 

through the creation of special su!)units llJithin the corporation 

(Hestinghouse Health Syste,.--,: has 'llready carried out a two-year contract 

with USAID/llaiti). It has furthemore huttr2ssed the tendency of acadenic 

institutions to seek~ corporate foothold in this field. (Louisiana State 

University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute have alrc~dy supplied 

consultants and technician~ to USAID/:l~iti, and naeotiati<ms were recently 
" 

being held with Pichigan State University to provide services as well.) 
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But most fr1pressiv,:Jly this trend has triggered off the rapid 

prolif2ration of numerous privnt< .. : cor0orations • frequently sporting 

cntchy names (ExperiE:,nce, Inc., Fractical Concepts, Inc.), 

gern~rally havinr an office in Hashington, D.C. pernitting pro~:imity 

to the source of all funds. Thes2 outfits keep close vigilance on 

the appearance of new RFP's C1Requests for Proposals") from USAID and 

other public institutions a~d compete for the honor of filling these 

contracts. 

In at least two senses the institutionalization of this arrangement 

constitutes a dangerous tendency, not only £ram the point of soil 

conservation projects, put from a general developmental perspective 

as well. In the first place this particular use of "private 

enterprise," far from decreasing the cost of projects. baa caused 
I 

budgets to skyrocket by virtue of a number of debilitating "overhead" 

arrangements. The most i~pressive example concerns the winning of 

"IQC's" (Indefinite Quantity Cnntracts), in which conpany overhead 

may be computed as double the daily consultant fee. To the degree 

that such short-term inputs are technically necessary to soil 

conservation activities, a contract arrangement of this sort 

c•-r:.stitutes a overwheb1ing burden on project budgets. 

But more seriously, the contract arrangement is weakened by ten

dency of the com~anics (and the universities) to th~oselves rely on• 

subcontractin?, to outsiders. It is rare for the conpanies to provide 

the required services i~ith their own direct-hire: personnel. 
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R~ther, they naintain lists of consultants and technicians available 

on short notice. The result is a strong tendency for the experts to 

be individuals who are either unemployed or retired. It is, in short, 

not at all clear \Jlether these contract arrangements are in fact 

providing USAID with the cream of U.S. privatE: enterprise. 

USAID 1 s soil conservation efforts here have already relied on 

contract arranger::ents. A forester and a soils-conserv.:ition technician, 

hired under contract~ spent several years in the Acul watershed. And, 

• 
as mentioned earlier, Virginia Polytechnic Institute was contracted to 

supply HACHO with two forestry specialists for the Jean Rabel area. 

Host significantly current plan~ing in the Agricultural Development 

Office envisions reliance on the contract systen--probably with a firm 

such as Pacific Consultants--to supply Damien ~ith long-term technical 

support in soil conservation activities. That is, the strengths and 

weaknesses of these contract groups will in the future exert an 

even heavier imp~ct on the course of soil conservation in Haiti. 

The preceding pages have attempted to identifiy and briefly discuss 

the various types of agencies involved in the funding and implementation 

of soil conservation projects in ~1aiti. The research workscope requested 

observations on the strengths and i,eaknesses of such agencies, and 

the preceding comments have been a preliminary attenpt to distinguish 

between the differ~nt groups and to provide an overall sense of the 
" 

particular developmental niche which each occupies. 
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But strengths and weaknesses can be better assessed when we 

examine soil conservation projects in more detail. T:ie following 

sections will breal~ soil conservation proj~cts down into their 

constituent tas'i~s and analyze the manner in which these tasks have 

been neglected or poorly executed by the different types of i~plementing 

agencies. 

Project T.:isk Analysis: The Functions of the Inplenenting .Agencies 

In specifying the tasks which institutions must carry out, I 

believe we must distinguish between tTvO types of projects, each of 

which will have a somewhat different series of tasks, at least in the 

initial stages of the project. The first type of project entails 

what falls under the rubric of "cor.imunity development". According 

to the "classic" connnunity developnent philosophy which prevailed 

in the fifties and sixties, in this type of project communities 

chose their own objectives and i~plementing agencies help~d them 

reach these objectives. The initial tasks in this case entail 

preliminary research to learn what types of projects the communities 

,mnt and meetings to help the co!!llllunities plan t!~eir strategies for 

acquiring the necessary types of support to carry out the project. 

Soil conservation in Haiti has not, will not, and should not be 

treated as a community development project in the sense mentioned 

above. It belongs rather to a second major type of project, one 

whose necessity has beer. deternined outside the community. 
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If developMent agencies were to wait for the peasant communities of 

Haiti to spontaneously prioritize tree planting and earthwork 

construction, it is unlikely that soil conservation would ever be 

achieved. In removing soil conservation from the rubric of comnunity 

development, I a□ not suggesting that raany elements of community 

development strategy would not be useful and essential to the 

program. Without community participation in key operational decisions, 

the project is unlikely to succeed. But the initial tasks of a soil 

conservation project--the services which implementing agencies must 

provide--are of a somewhat different character. 

The major tasks of implementing agencies are as follows: 

1. Research and feasibility assessment. 

2. Planning. 

3. Community selection. 

4. Pre-project education and motivation. 

5. Organization of community groups. 

6. Technical training of skilled laborers and of the colilI!lunity 

at large. 

7. Supply of tools and seedlings. 

8. Supplies of money an<l/or food. 

9. Supervision of work. 

10. Fornative evaluation for mid-course corrections. 

11. Follow-up and maintenance support and services. 
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These tasks can b~ viewed as the major areas in which er1pler11:mting 

agencies can and should provide services to coul!'1unities targeted for 

soil conservation projects. This list, which is arranged in rough 

chronological order, provides us a paradigm for cxanining and assessing 

the perforr.1..-inc8 of the agencies .:md a consequent basis for making 

systematically derived recomnendations. 

Each of these tasks merits at least brief discussion. 

Research and Feasibility Assessment. 

This first task of the implementing agency entails gathering 

information, not only on the causes of soil erosion in the targeted 

region, but also information on the economy and social organization 

of the comrarmities of the region, as well as the previous exposure 

which these cornnunities have had with development projects of one 

sort or another. 

Preli~inary Project Planning 

This task entails the design of a prelimincry plan of attack 

subject substantial to flodification on the basis of preproject 

discussions with pnrticipating coD!!lunity groups and mid-course 

corrections made on the basis of ongoin~ assess~ents of project 

effectiveness. The preliraininary plan should not only contain the 

standard personnel and budget breakdowns, but should contain a precise 

" cost/benefit a~alysis of treated hillsides fron the viewpoint of the 

participating peasants·. That is, the prograf.1 planning should entail 

?recise nicro-economic analysis of the advantages to accrue to the 

peasants who participate in the project. 
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Community Selec~ion 

The general region irr which the project is to take place will 

probably have been made at the time the project was first conceptualized. 

But it will subsequently be necessary to choose snecific communities 

which will be affected by the ~reject and to decide the order in 

which the co!'lJllunities will be approached. Th-=: chnice should ideally 

be rrade on the basis cf sorae ecologically relevant criterion. For 

example if the project is a watershed restoration project, then 

standard procedure is to choose cornr:lunities furthest up into the watershed. 

Pre-project Education and Motivation 

As the first stage of the field component, project personnel must 

establish contact with the community and explain to them the nature 

and purpose of the intended interventions. The ideal situation would 

be one in which the project arrives with such an attractive package 

that the community spontaneously invites the project's presence. 

Experience has been, however, that in the domain of soil conservation 

this rarely occurs. The education process should be tHo-way, project 

personnel modifying certain aspects of their plan on the basis of 

feedback, suggestions~ or objections fron the cor.wnmity m8mbers. The 

end result of thin highly delicate phase will hopefully be a decision, 

more or less generally cons~nted to, to participnte in the soil 

conservation project. 
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Organization of Comr:unity Grou?S 

if there are nre-existing, functional community action groups, 

they may be the entities to implement the soil conservation project. 

If there are no groups, or the groups are non-functional or dominated 

by particular or alien interests, the project should use the service . 
of trained anin.J.t0rs to form neu r,roups. If new groups are being 

forned, ~here all possible the groups should be formed on the basis 

of land ownership on the treated hillsides. This would result in groups 

being constituted of members cropping contiguous plots of ground. 

Technical Training of Skilled Laborers and of 'the Community at Large 

As the project proceeds, the intent will be to instruct the 

community in heretofore unknown soil conservation and tree planting• 

techniques. This will entail training a small number of individuals 

in specialized tasks, such as use of the A-frame and planting of trees, 

and the general instruction of the community in more common conservation

related tasks such as the building of rock walls and the maintenance 

of trees. 

Supply of naterials 

The implementing agency ,dll generally have to supply tools of 

several types for the carrying out of different types of soil conser

vation activities. In addition the project will in all likelihood decide 

to supply the seedlings. This latter task entails not only the 

establishment of project nursery, but also the maintenance of one or 

more trucks. 
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Supply of Money nnd/or Food 

If the decision is made to systenutically remun£.:rnte individuals 

for labor on the project, the implementing agency will have to have 

a system for th0 regular disbursement of payroll funds or the 

regular (ct least mo~thly) shipment of food into the project region. 

Suncrvision of iJork 

By no neans will it suffice for the implementing agency to give 

initial technical instruction and then let the project unfold on its 

own. Technical supervision will have to be constant, and the ideal 

arrangement is one in which project technicians are out working on 

a daily basis along with the peasants themselves in the treatment of 

hillsides. Supprvision will further be required in the distribution 

of the money of food, this being an area where corruption has often 

entered, sabot~ging the morale of many a project. 

Forn~tive Evaluation for Hid-Course Corrections 

It would generally be disastrous for projects to mechanically 

barrel along following the plans that were for 6cd in the early stages 

of the project. The inplementing agency will have to co~bine a knack 

for systematic, tight planning with a simultaneous openness, flexibility, 

and--if possible--a sense of humour when it becomes obvious that 

nothing is working as planned. Mid-course corrections should be made, 

combining the use of ad-hoc, creative maneuvers with an underlying 

substratum of systematic planning. But these IT~d-course corrections 
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can be made only if project directors and adninistrators have ongoins 

direct contacts with field realities and a Yillingncss to receive 

feedback from project technicians and--cspecially--from community 

. 
members. Ideally project directors should have direct pipelines 

to the communities and not depend on their project subordinates as 

their sole ~y2s and ears into village realities. 

Follow-up and H.'.l.inten~nce Support and Services 

The fragility of young trees and of most erosion control structures 

creates a situation in which projects nust have some built-in 

strategy for encouragins the maintenance of proj,ect achievements.· 

It has not generally been the case that conmunities will, on 

completion of the work, spontaneously protect the trees and waintain 

the walls or canals. Projects must extend t~e~selvcs for a 

reasonable amount of time and distinguish between construction and 

maintenance phases, devising motivations and sanctions appropriate to 

each phase. 
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The successful execution of these tasks is not a sufficient 

prerequisite to project success. The key ingredient will be the 

presentation of objectives that are perceived as ~rofitable by 

the project participants. Without these objectives, even the most 

superlatively organized project will fail. But reforestation projects 

entail long-term inputs and follow-up for which there is no analogy 

in the case of the Furey vegetable planting. That is, even with 

profit-generating objectives, the project's success will hinge more 

heavily on the institutional services enumerated above. 

The final section of this chapter will briefly .,.Ciscuss the 

shortcomings which have been observed in these tasks during the 

course of the research. 

5.3 Major Operational Shortcomings 

5.3.1 

Using the previously constructed task list, it will be possible 

briefly ,to identify the major shortcomings which were observed in 

project implementations under each category of task. 

Research and Feasibility Assessment 

1. The one project which did systematic research never bothered 

to analyze the pre-project data. As a prelude to its general 

activities in four regions of the country, the USAID supported Projet 

de Developpement Agricole I .egre did an exhaustive socio-economic • 

survey covering hundreds of thousands of individuals. 
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This piece of research, in terms of its sheer quantity, was the largest 

piece of research ever done in Haiti besides the national c~nsus. But 

the reforestation projucts began in the Acul Watershed and in the Jean 

Rabel areas before the data were even analyzed. And in recent months 

the Damien technicians charged with the analysis of the data decided 

that the questionnaire had been so poorly designed and so poorly 

supervised that the data were probably valueless. The data will thus 

not be annlyzed, an open admission that vast quantities were wnst~d. 

2. Virtually no other project observed has initiated its activi

ties with even a brief study of the economy or social organization 

of the peasants in the project region. 

3. Quite surprisingly there appear to be virtually no· attempts 

made by project organizers even to learn about past soil conservation 

projects that have occurred in Haiti. In this sense each project to 

one degree or another attempts to reinvent the wheel. In their 

determination to avoid getting bogged down in "academic research" 

and move into immediate action, projects thus may neglect simple 

research that even common sense would dictate. 

Planning 

1. The main complaint heard was that planning tended to be 

centralized and authoritarian. We recognize that, by their very nature, 

soil conservation projects are decided on from without. But this dges 

not mean that important operational decisions cannot be worked out 

in conjunction with the connnunities. Thus, project t~chnicians were 
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in some cases ordered to plant trees on top of, instead of at the 

base of, rock walls, even though field experience had demonstrated 

disadvantages in this system. 

2. Ths planning tends to be larg~ly technical in nature--e.g. 

focusing on the nursery, or on the techniques of wall building. 

There is as a rule virtually no systematic planning that deals with 

the issue of integrating these activities into the economic life 

of the peasant, or even of seeking ways to at least avoid 

jeopardizing that life. On the contrary, more than one technician 

has been heard to say that soil conservation would be so much easier 

to achieve if we could simply remove the peasants from the hillsides 

to be treated. 

3. The timetable set up by projects tends to be rigid, and 

project directors may start sending out heated directives if matters 

fall behind schedule. What looks like good, strict administration 

from a bureaucratic perspective, however, turns out to be institutional 

folly from the perspective of the field. If the community has still 

not agreed to build walls, for example, then an administrative directive 

to get out and build walls will simply trigger off invasions of land 

by work gangs whipped together under the stimulus of Fooa for Work. 
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Community Selection 

The main drawback here is that projects may follow the path of 

least resistance and simply choose more conveniently located 

communities for restoration rather than the more distant communities 

in upper reaches of the wat:rshed which, from a technical point of 

view, should be the first to be treated. In the Jean Rabel project, 

for example, the watershed was eventually abandoned, as the project 

turned to the reforestation of the cemetery region contiguous to 

the town, a decieion which made little sense in terms of the water-

shed objectives of the project. When such retreats occur from earlier 
' 

objectives, it is frequently merely a symptom that, from the point 

of view of the participants, the project objective has become that 

of simply securing employment, so why not do it in a manner that does 

not entail arduous trips up into inaccessible hills. Thus in Jean 

Rabel the project reforested land contiguous to the town cemetery. 

Pre-Project Education and Motivation 

1. In view of the anxieties which reforestation projects may evoke 

with respect to possible eviction, this becomes one of the more 

important phases of the project. The objective should be the elicit

ation of an invitation from the corrnnunity. But projects have on 

occasion been in such a hurry to begin that this phase has been 

skimpily carried out. 
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2. QuitQ specifically it is important to emphasize the point that 

the trees belong to the peasants, not to the State or to the 

"Compagnie Blan". 

3. A very effective technique has been the bringing of peasants 

from one region to view soil conservation projects that have been 

implemented elsewhere in Haiti. A trip to Fort-Jacques not only 

taught the peasants of Aux Cayes to build walls» it also reassured 

them that the end result of projects was not eviction of the peasants. 

Organization of Community Groups 

1. The project administrators have generally given very little 

thought to the organization and internal s,tructure of the groups 

that will execute projects. They have either hoped that functional 

groups will already be there, or they will leave it up to subordinates 

to worry about the formation of groups. 

2. What has happened in too many cases has been the adoption of 

an organizational model that relies on the formation of simple work 

gangst which may not even be composed of members of the same 

community. Soil conservation projects could be used as a vehicle for 

creating and strengthening dynamic community groups whose members have 

genuine common interests beyond the securing of Food for Work. But 

the Food for Work is in many cases the only bond linking the members of 

the implementing work gangs. The presence of the work gang could be 

symptomatic that the project has taken the path of least resistance ~nd 

become a simple wage labor project. 
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Technical Training 

1. In some cases I have observed that project technicians have 

provided E£_ training when many peasants were literally clamoring for 

technical instruction. This was true of the coffee g~owing community 

of Baptiste. With the advent of fertilizer, many peasants want to 

expand their coffee gardens but want to do so using modern seedbed 

techniques. The agronomists in the colony were sinply not providing 

this information and peasants were going elsewhere. I saw one rather 

large coffee nursery whose owner had learned the technique from 

listening to Radio Soleil. 

2. In other cases the technicians supplied by the project may 

themselves not 'be qualified to teach the peasants the required 

techniques, One sees many young Damien agronomes who have no field 

experience. And the description of one of the project earlier in 

the report alluded to the foreign soil conservation advisor whose 

degree was in sociology and who had to learn wall-building fro~ the 

peasants of Fort Jacques. 

3. In yet other cases the technicians may try to peddle inap

propriate techniques which they may have seen work elsewhere but 

may be less suitable for mountain environments or may not take 

into account the technology and diversification habits of Haitian 

peasant agriculture. 
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Supplying of Project Inputs 

The most frequent complaint in end of service reports of technicians 

is that the implementing agencies either have not provided them with 

transportation or have not mad.a adequate ,allowances for the maintenance 

and repair of the vehicles. This matter almost let to the premature 

resignation of the first forestry technician working in _Jean Rabel 

under HACHO. The understanding had been that HACHO would supply 

the VPI technicians with transportation. But when the young forester, 

after several months of frustation, asked about his vehicle, he was 

told bluntly to get a horse. When he threatened resignation, he 

soon found himself in possession of a motorcycle--a rather unsatis

factory compromise from the point of view of facilitating the 

transportation of seedlings up into a watershed. 

Payment and Food 

1. These matters will be discussed on some detail in the following 

chapter. For present purposes it is important to point out that, 

when money is paid, it is generally several months late. This leads 

to forced debtor relationships between worker and foreman or work.er 

and local lender and opens the door to nuoerous sorts of maneuvers 

to separate the workers from a substantial part of their wages. 
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2. An argument will be made for supplying cash inputs. But there 

is no need to disburse this "encouragement" in the form of daily or 

pi2ccwork \/ages. Other models could be e:rr1ployed. One of the more 

creative models observed was that used by the Oriental Mis9ion 

Society outside cf Cap Haitien. Peasants enter into a contract 

relation with the coopcratiye and are paid so much per year for the 

r.aintenancc of each tree. This is construed as a loan. the peasant 

being obliged to shar~ part of the proceeds from the tree with the 

cooperative. One need not endorse the specifics of the plan but can 

still approve of the effort to disburse money in creative f~shions 

that go beyond the standard model of the traditional work gang 
' 

and its monthly payroll. It is not money or food itself which 

destroy community initiative, it is their use in unimaginative fashions. 

Properly pu.•11ped in, money could be used to strengthen local groups. 

Supervision 

So~e projects are careful in the supervision of delicate technical 

r.1:1tters, but others appear haphazard. It seer.1s that some nurseries 

give out trees without really knowing uhether the groups that will 

plant them have been properly trained in planting techniques. 

And it becaoe clear fron conversations in the coffee colilmunity of 

n.:1ptistc that raost peasants had been given only the scantiest 

instructions in the proper application of fertilizer. Ideally the 

first time a pcnsant applies fertilizer to a coffee tree, it should 

be done under the supervision of a trained technician. 
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1. V~~~~~~:y every project observed, but especially the longer 

projects, nanifested a tendency to change directions in rid-~trccn. 

Unfortunately the changes were frequently made as a result of the 

departure of one technician and his replacement by another, not as 

a result of intelligent self-corrections by project technicians in 

t.he course of their own work. The exceptions to this rule tended to 

be field technicians in contact with peasants. Foreign office-based 

technicians were frequently criticized for being rigid. 

?.. I have talked to creative field technicians who have good ideas 

but who literally feel it would be out of place to mention these ideas 

to their town-based supervisors, that it would be an implicit criticism, 

one that could jeopardize their jobs. This is obviously an unhealthy 

communications climate, and project directors should encourage 

feedback from their technicians and from community Bembers themselves. 

3. The very residence of project directors in Port-au-Prince or 

in towns militates against the field sensitivity which would permit 

creative mid-stream course corrections. Technicians in implementing 

agencies should get out to the field and stay in the field as long 

as possible .• 

4. By the same token field technicians, in evaluating their 

activities, should try to sensitize themselves to phenomena that 

fall outside the scope of their imc.ediate technical specialty. 
" 
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I asked one forest technician, who had been involved principally with 

the growing of nurseries, why the peasants didn't seem to want to 

plant the trees. His answer, given in all seriousness, was that 

there was too much inbreeding going on in the community, resulting 

in the emergence of an unusually high rate of mental retardation. 

This was one of the technicians who was advocating removal of peasant 

communities as a strategy for achieving soil conservation. In addition 

to biological systems, whose operation produces healthy nurseries, 

there are also social and economic systems, whose operation produces 

rational, coherent behavior on the part of participants. Community 

rejection of projects is frequently the result of technicians 

focusing exclusively on the biological systems with little interest 

in, or sympathy for, the social systems with which projects are 

supposed to mesh. If projects are not working, only intelligent 

analysis--not cracker--barrel theories of retardation--will permit 

the design of appropriate mid-course corrections. 

Maintenance of Trees and Structures 

1. The policy of most projects has been to wash their hands of 

responsibility once trees have been planted and walls have been 

built. The implicit hope is that the community will have been 

educated sufficiently to induce then to maintain the trees and struc

tures--a hope th~t is uncalled for in projects whose principal 

payoff has been Food for Work. 
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2. Projects have to begin systematically exploring the notion of 

a "maintenance" phase, a phase thatshould concentrate on the 

trees rather than .the walls. This phase must last at least the 

two or three years that will be necessary to see the trees beyond 

the stage where livestock can destroy them. The above oentioned 

OMS project has such a phase. 

3. Too many projects rely on simply threatening farmers with 

fines or incarceration if they intentionally destroy what the 

project has created. Thought should be given to the design of 

positive inducements. 

4. The implementation of a maintenance phase would entail the 

gathering of information on the ownership of the land and the trees. 

No record is generally kept of whose land trees are planted on and 

some project organizers have been quite honest about their total 

lack of information Oll' whose land their projects are being implemented. 

The design of a maintenance phase, in short, will force program 

implementers to start examining the generally ignored question of 

land tenure. 

In addition to discussing the different types of groups which 

become involved in soil-conservation projects, this chapter has 

attempted to analyze soil conservation projects into their major 

constituent tasks and to discuss the major shortcomings which have 

appeared at each link in the chain. This chapter has focused on the 

role of implementing agencies. The following chapter will examine 

projects from the viewpoint of the community groups themselves. 

• 
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CHAPT::R c-i.r 
L,., .......... 

ORGANIZATIONAL VARIABLES 

Soil Conservation and Community Groups 

The trust of this analysis has emphasized the desirability of searching 

out ecologically restorative strategies permitting individual peasants 

to generate self-sustaining profits as the best route to eventual 

soil conservation. The emphasis is on the profit-m.~king peasant 

household, not on the connnunity per-se. But even the most fanatic 

advocate of individual profit-making as the prime developmental goal 

will have to recognize the importance of groups for any development 

project. Even if one does not ascribe to the quasi-religious en~hasis 

placed by some developmental philosophies on community groups as the 

royal road to developraental salvation, one, is still forced to recognize 

the practical impossibility of having an agency deal individually 

with thousands of peasant households. Whether you view it as a 

necessary good or a necessary evil, local group formation is a central 

element in the developmental process. 

But if group structures can facilitate development, they can also 

effectively sabotage it. In this section I will analyze the role 

which different types of local groups have played in tree planting and 

wall blilding in rural Haiti, paying particular attention to the 
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dynamics which have shunted many projects off into directions that 

have little to do with long range soil conservation. 

C.11 Rise of Collector - Distributors 

One of the difficulties in understanding the dynamics of what has 

happened with groups in rural Haiti is the large gap which exists 

between the rhetoric--the stated ideals--of groups and the actual 

functions which groups have carried out. Developmentally oriented 

community groups--i.e. groups whose stated purpose has been 

"development"--have existed in rural Haiti for over 25 years. But the 

actual functioning of these groups has frequently departed from 

what most observers would call development. In their actual 

functioning they have frequently played the role of simple collector

distributors of food and other resources supplied by foreign 

developmental agencies. 

The major spurts of development assistance in Haiti have been 

associated with one or another famine-producing ecological crisis, 

generally a hurricane. From the point of view of Haitian community 

groups, hurricane Hazel of the early fifties can be viewed as an 

important starting point. Hurricanes have triggered off the shipment 

of vast amounts of food and other resources from abroad. In-country 

agencies such as CWS, CARE, HACHO and others then have the very 

practical task of distributing these perishable goods, hopefully 

into areas where they will reach those who most need them. 
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Back in the 19S0's before HACHO had come into existence, and when 

CWS was probably the major food distributing organization in the 

country, there was as yet little adherence to the now doninant theme 

of "institution building"--th2 tendency to view the ma'jor development 
. 

task as that of "supporting" and "strengthening" whatever government 

happens to be in poliler. The e~phasis, rather, was still on the 

practical, humanitarian task of distributing emergency resources. 

It is in this context that "community development e;~or.,s" began,., 

forming among the Haitian peasants, and it is this dynamic which 

continues to dominate the genesis and functioning of many community 

groups in rural Haiti, including those which have been used to carry 

out soil conservation activities. 

The groups came into existence, not of spontaneous community 

dynamics, but as a result of the logistical difficulties which 

prevented relief agencies from dealing individually with thousands 

of peasant households. The agencies called for community groups as 

a prerequisite to receiving aid--and the connnunities responded with 

an alacrity born of genuine material distress. From a small number 

of "conseils Comnunautaires" formed in the Fort-Jacques area in the 

fifties, rural Haiti has witnessed the burgeoning of thousands of 

groups across the entire rural landscape. 

But the character of most of the groups th-::i.t have been formed has 

been determined by the conditions of their birth; the original groups 

were formed in it:1poverished and/or disaster-ridden communities as 
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vehicles for attracting and distributing the food and money of the 

suddenly ubiquitous blancs. This must be perceived clearly. Whatever 

the developmental rhetoric, the actual major function of these groups 

has been to attract, to collect, and to distribute. 

This is not meant as a criticism of the groups. Such groups can serve 

certain essential functions. From the viewpoint of relief agencies, they 

have facilitated the unloading of enormous quantities of food and other 

resources. From the point of view of the communities, they have been the 

vehicle which has successfully attracted the attention of food-bearing blan 

and have thus been a major mechanism for the infusion of truly needed resources. 

In labeling these groups as collector-distributor units, I am not dismissing 

them as useless. In a country such as Haiti, especially after hurricanes, 

they may be precisely what is needed. 

The problem arises when the collecting-distributing function reasserts 

itself and comes to dominate in projects whose success depends on a different 

type of dynamic. I must allude to a distinction which I made earlier between 

two types of profit seeking that occur in the context of development programs. 

There is first of all the self-sustained profit making that is introduced 

and perpetuated in a region such as Furey, in which new profit-making 

techniques are incorporated into the agrarian repertoire of the peasant 

community. And there is the second form of profit-seeking which restricts 

itself to the opportunistic collection and distribution of outside resources, 

which entails no permanent, profit-generating changes in the economic behavior· 

of the peasants. 
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In designing (and evaluating) soil consefvation projects, we are 

primarily interested in the first type of change. Restoration of the 

environment cannot take place through one-shot interventions; it presupposes, 

rather, permanent changes in local agrarian technology. And I have argued 

that such changes will occur only if they are associated with visible, self

sustaining profit-making of the first type mentioned above. 

It is here that ~any reforestation and terracing projects have foundered. 

The project organizers have not succeeded in introducing tree planting 

and wall building in a manner that renders them clearly profitable to the 

peasant. On the contrary. In some instances, projects have barreled in 

and proceeded in a fashion that the peasant has perceived as detrimental 

to his interests. 

But because these projects have also come with enormous infusions of 

food and other resources, the collecting-distributing function has as

serted itself, and communities have accepted or at least tolerated the 

projects. The groups that have carried out the projects have, in many 

cases, not been the type of group that can generate self-sustaining profits 

of the first type, but that simply channel the short-term flow of project 

food and money. 
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The Community Council: Occasional Agent of Reforestation 

The most common type of group found throughout rural Haiti is 

the Konscy Kominote, the Community Council. These groups, although 

they have no juridical status in Haitian law analogous to that, for 

example, of cooperatives, they tend to have a well-elaborated 

formal internal structure--president, secretary, treasurer, and 

other formalized roles. Membership in these councils is based on 

residence in a com.~unity; leadership roles almost invariably fall 

to better off members of the community, in many cases members whose 

occupation may place them in a different social class from the mass 

of the peasants. 

In some cases of reforestation--including much of the reforestation 

stemming from the Fermathe nursery--the community councils are the 

active units. The president or some other leader will communicate 

with the nursery administrators and an arrangement will be made for 

~embers of the council to pick up a specified number of plants and 

transport the.~--generally on their heads--back to the community. 
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These councils are among the few that have ever been observed to 

plant trees without the stimulus of food for work. 

The Ekip: Ephemeral Work Gang 

But most of the tree planting (and wall building) has entailed 

food for work. And the presence of this stimulus generally triggers 

off fierce competition for the privilege of entering the payroll. 

This dynamic has led in many cases to the formation and utilization 

of groups that have already been alluded to in this report: the 

work gang (Ekip). 

The work-gang can be characterized as a group with the following 

characteristics: 

1. A fixed number of members, generally rigidly adhered to. 

2. No internal organization except for the differentiation 

between forman and worker. 

3. Ephemeral existence, in some projects the groups being 

dissolved and reconstituted at the end of each month work. 

4. No residential requirement, total outsiders frequently 

being incorporated into the group. 

5. No tasks which extend beyond the specific task fo~ 

which payment is being made. 

It must be pointed out that the ekip is probably the most convenient 

form of work unit to utilize from the point of view of the disburse

ment of wages, be they in the form of food or cash. 
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Its convenience probably accounts for the large number of projects 

that have ev8ntually adopted it as their organizational model. But 

froo a develop~ental point of view, the work gang oust be seen as 

defective. The inclusion of outsiders who have no local interest in 

the lend, the ephemerality of the group, its constitution for one 

sole purposea, will eventually leave the project community without 

any functioning units to carry out the long-range surveillance and 

mnintcnance functions required by soil conservation projects. 

Planners who ascribe to the desirability of forning functional 

cor.:ununity groups as an integral part of any development project will 

be particularly dissatisfied with the work gang. One is justified in 

suspecting that the project which utilizes the work-gang as the prin

cipal action unit is a project which has bypassed the task of 

conununity organization in a rush to start the work rolling and the 

Food for Work flowing. 

Characteristics of the Ideal Group 

There is no one single group model which can be enthroned as 

superior. but we can insist that the groups have at least certain 

characteristics. 

1. Membershio based on some common interest. This could be 

residence in the same cornnunity or--perhaps even nore promising

ownership or cropping interest in contiguous plots of ground that 

will be treated as a physical unit by the erosion control project. 
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2. Smallness of size. Common participation in decisions will be 

more likely in groups of ten or fifteen than in unwieldy comnunity 

councils of sixty or seventy. 

3. Operational decision making power. Ideally the groups would 

have sone autonomy in planning certain aspects of their work, rather 

tht:in b2ing simple followers of orders, as is th8 case with the work 

gang. They nay perhaps be able to schedule their own work days, 

choose the particular complex of erosion control devices which they 

prefer (in consult:1tion with technicians, of course)·, have eom.a say, 

as to the timing of the disbursement of remuneration, if the latter 

is used, and so on. 

4. Hultiple functions. These groups should be organized in such 

a fashion that they might be ~ble to carry out other tasks as well, 

besides th£! tasks for w~tich they were first organized. 

5. Longevity. The groups should be able to last for several years, 

during the entire "maintenance phase" of the project. One of the 

defects of must current and past projects has b2en the ~bsence of 

naintenancc provisions. But in order for these provisions to be 

built in, the groupn for.aed must be stable. 
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Payment vs. Voluntary Participation. 

Perhaps the most important operational decioion to be made--the 

dectsion that will most deeply affect the course of the project-

is the decision as to whether to pay people in one fon1 er another 

for any lnbor which they clo as.part of the ~roject. Tho2 baslc 

chnracter of the project ~,ill be affected by the decision \lhich 

~roject lenders mnke in this regard. The project in which 

people are consistently volunteering time and labor will in the 

long run turn out to be quite a different type of project from one 

in which participation is elicited and sustained via the payment of 

overt or disguised wages. 

I have found this issue to be the mostly hotly debated bone of 

contention among planners and organizers of development projects in 

rural Raiti--Haitian technicians, international agencies~ and private 

volunteer and missionary groups alike. The nost vigorous and most 

articulate argunents tend to be those thcit advise against paying_ 

people for participation in reforestntion or terrace building 

:1ctivitics. Of the dozens of argunents against p,1yr.ient the following 

ar~ prob3bly the most frequently heard: 

1. Most reforestation ~nd w:ill building projects are done on the 

land belonging to the participnnts themselves, and the crces are 

ordin.::irily supplied frcs of cost. Hhy in the world should people 

be paid for r:iaking improvements on their own land? 
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2. Payment is in direct opposition to the spirit of self-help 

volunteerisn that is s~pposed to imbue all true community development 

projects. 

3. Payment can lead to the mechanical, obedient carrying out by 

the conmunity of useless projects for which there is no genuine local 

felt need and in uhich the community's only stake is the money that 

will b~ received in the form of wages. 

4. Payment has been found to open the doors to intrusion by 

outsiders who buy their way onto the project's payroll, creating the 

developmentally absurb situation in which community members stand 

angrily and helplessly by as strangers receive wages for carrying out 

projects in the community. 

5. Payment for participation will almost guarantee that the 

project will subsequently not be sustained by the community. 

6. Payment may even lead to intentional sabotage of the projects 

by wage-hungry individuals who hope that they will thus induce the 

project organizers to return with more money to pny people to repair 

the damage. 

7. Payment conplet~ly muddies the water for those local projects 

which have succeeded in opernting on a voluntary basis. Once the 

work gets out, everyone will demand to be paid by any would-be orga

nizer of develop~ent activiti~s. 
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8. Paywent of wages may raise the cost of projects to levels 

beyond the reach of many otherwise effective local private voluntary 

agenci:::s. 

Of the persons contacted jn this reseGrch, the most articulate. 

opponents of payment for reforestation were the Turnbulls in Fernathe. 

As a result of tacir long-stanging presence in the community, they 

have been able to organize r.iany (though not all) of their projects, 

including recent reforestation activities, on the basis of completely 

voluntary labor by local Col1lr.1.unity Councils. I visited the cornI!lunity 

of Mndlen, across the ravine that separates the Kenscoff road from 

the neighboring ridge b~naath Fermathe and did in fact see large 

numbers of trees (mostly Eucalyptus) uhich had been voluntarily 

planted by the Community Council. 

~ut as of about two years ago, CARE has begun pumping into the 

region substantial amounts of Food for Work directly earoarked for 

reforestation activities. The principal organizers of the planting 

of the trees and thG distribution of th2 food are two local 

Damien-hired forestry agents, whose reforestation projects have been 

given new vigor by this sudden infusion of food, so easily convertible 

into cash. Not all comraunities have as yet received this food. But 

in my conversations with the villagtrS of Mndlen--those sane villagers 

who have voluntarily planted trees--it was clear that work had reached 

thel'l of the fact that menbers of other coomunities are being paid in 

food for carrying out activities which they had done for free. 
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Some among them made no bones about the feet that they also would 

like to cash in on the food and w~re wondering when their turn would 

come. 

Indeed on i'l,:my occasions •I have come away convinced that a 

Cor.ununity Council has undertaken a voluntary, unre:,unerated activity 

in some part of rural Haiti principally as a way of de~onstrating to 

the blan the: Cornr:mni ty 1 s good will in hop•~s that the blan will 

respond bv pouring in a little ti-ankourajman (best translated as 

"Food for Work"). The Turnbulls are undoubtedly ..correct in their 

assessment that it will henceforth be much more difficult to organize 

voluntary self-help tree planting in the Fermathe region. 

The arguBents against payment are logical, articulate, and strongly. 

felt; and those who make them are in m,~ny cases knowledgeable 

individuals with a longstanding track record of significant development 

activities in rural Haiti. But they are swimming against a tide 

whose momentum can now probably not be turned back. Paradoxically, 

the Kenscoff forestry agents who are reforesting the hills with 

CA'::l.E food get perhaps 90% of their trees from th12 Turnbull's nursery. 

It would be counterproductive to refuse the trees, since perhaps 

as much as 50% of the Fermathe annual stock is moved by precisely 

these two agents and their Food for Work. 
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The handwriting on the wall appears clear. Of the nineteen 

projects on which information was gathered in this research, at least 

fourteen employ or hav~ employed some fom of systeoatic r~muneration 

of project participants. 

Can no valid arguments be made in favor of payment? Is payment 

of project participants simply a capitulation to a bad habit with 

wh!f.ch certain development groups h::ve now irreversibly infested the 

country? Absolutely not. The arguments have been heard against 

wages. In the case of reforestation and development projects, a 

number of arguments can be made in favor as well. 

1. Certain reforestation projects, such as the Jean Rabel and 

Acul Watershed projects, have as their main goal the protection 

of lowland irrigation systems. The structures and trees being 

used are of little immediate value to the ~illside farmers, 

may in fact be perceived as short-term detriments. Why should 

they not receive financial support for time and labor 

expended in activities whose major beneficiaries live down

stream? 

2. Haitian peasants are the poorest group in the Western Hemisphere. 

Underemployment notwithstanding, they more than any other group 

can justifiably dedicate all th2ir timQ to the pursuit of 
• 

remunerative activities; they less than others can be expected 

to participate in projects whose benefits are off in the 

distance somewhere. 
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Projects wish to restore hillsides in as brief a 

pericd of time as possible. Where possible it is 

better to have project participants labor' five or 

six mornings~a week than one. But t~is obvioasly 

de~ands the payment of some form of wages. 

4. In the U.S.A. soil conservatio!1 efforts amoni farrr..ers 

have generally involved not only technical assistance: 

but various forms of cash subsidies. The restoration 

of the Great Plains Dustbowl in the 1930's under the 

U.S. Soil Conservation service 1 and the subsequent 

interventions, in the wake of droughts in the early SO's, 

made ample provision for the provision of direct financia~ 

assistance to farmers willing to impleraent conservation 

measures. In terms of U.S. overseas assistance policy 1 it would 

be most unusual for the U.S. Government to deny in principle to 

Haitian farmers the cypes of cash subsidies that have been found 

necessary to elicit farmer cooperation in the U.S. 

5. If subsidies in the form of cash payments ca.n be justified in 

principle--and they most certainly can, as argued above--they 

simultaneously provide an excellent practical route for channelling 

large amounts of reso0rces directly to rural communities, 

complying thus with t~e recently revived official USAID intqest 

in the "poorest of the poor." 
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6. Fron the point of view of the Haitian peasant, the benefits 

from soil conservation activities (including the ones to be 

proposed in this report) are still a natter of faith. The 

beni::fits have simply not yet been prov:en and project participants 

ar2 exo0sing themselves to risks that nrc l:oth financial and 

socil!l. (Hore will be snid of the latter below.) It vould 

appear eminently suitable tc giv~ som8 for of direct support 

to th2 risk takers in different parts of the country. 

This latter point of view corresponds to whst one will hear from 

farmers as well. During a conversation with sev2ral farmers, in which 

we all agreed as to th~ economic value that could b.:;: derived from 

planting trees as a crop. I confronted them with the following question. 

If trees are liks a crop, why should people here want to receive 

payment for planting them? You don't have anybody pay you to plant 

beans .or corn. Why should you get paid to plant tr:}es on your land? 

.. . k ,; The answer was iI!l!Tlediate and right to the point: peyizan po ow~ 

kob lap tire•nan py~ bw~-~- (the peasant still hasn't set eyes on 

the money he;ll get from the trees. When tree planting has proven 

its economic value beyond a doubt, we may expect it to become as 

L1uch a part of the econor.1ic behavior of the pee.sant as is the 

fertilizer buying and terrace building of the peasants of Furey. 

But during the interin, financial support will be needed. 

' 
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In short, even taking into careful account the: nany dang~rs creat:..!d 

by the introduction of .;1 wnge el~nent into dc.v..::1opmcnt projects. 

US.AID and the GOH should build such nrrangcn(mts into the henrt of 

any planned soil conservation activities. A compromise schcne has be~n . , .. 
developed b;r the USAID fund Froj cct de DevE:lop"()eaent Agricole Int.::;sre 

combinir..g th.a r..eed for wages with the desirability of a self-help 

philosophy. Project participants in the Acul Wntershed and the Jean 

Rabel areas have t,zen paid on a "3-4-5" scheme. The workers receive 

payment for the first three days of work. The payment for the fourth 

day goes into the treasury of the local councils. And the fifth day 

of work is volunteered to the Community. Though this plan has run 

into snap (e.g. the money for the council treasuries has in general 

not materialized, meaning that workers are in effect ~olunteering 

two out of five days), some modified version oay be found to be 

a suitable compromise to the question of paynent vs. voluntary labor. 

6.3 Money for Work vs. Food for Work 

We find ourselves now, having recommended the incorporation of some 

form of reouneration scheme into soil conservation projects. In the 

absurd position of having to ask what would strike most 20th century 

observers as a ridiculous follow-up qu8stion: should the people be 

paid in money or in sane other wny? But the question is 413.de 

necessary by virtue of the past 25 years of development history in 

Haiti. Hurricane Hazel in the early SO's can probably be taken as 

the starting point for the massive importation into Haiti of various 

types of foodstuffs. In their original intent, and indeed in much 
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of their current functioning, these foodstuffs wcr~ Jcstined for 

projects of :1n 0v1.:rtly humanitarian nature; enerp-.:mcy food, school 

lunch programs, hospitnl and clinic food, olcl age hm'les, and the 

like. 

But in addition to thesC! ov@rtly cl1aritable uses of food, program 

planners have for more than two decades engag0d in the practice of 

dispensing food in the cont~xt of conr.iunity devclopnent programs. 

Those who worked on roads, buildings, hillsides, or whatever would 

receive rations of food to help t3em through the day. From this 

it was but a short step to providing the workiers with enough food 
\ 

to feed not only themselves, but also their families. Since the 

amount of food an individual received depended , however, not on the 

size of his family, but on the number of days he worked, this Food 

for Work strategy came to be perceived by recipients quite accurately 

for what it was: a form of simple wage labor in which the medium of 

exchange was not the Haitian gourde, but the sack of cornneal, wheat, 

or bulgur, the can of oil, and the tin of sardines. 

During the past twenty five years, the use of this Food for Work 

has put wind in the sails of p~rhaps thousands of local developncnt 

efforts whict wnuld otherwise have been hard pressed to elicit the 

cooperation of cor.n:iunity members. The rural poor of Haiti, though 

the vast majority wo~ld ?refer cash, hnve shovm thens~lv~s highly 

willing to labnr for this mediun of exchange. 
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Though the origins of this practice fall outside the scope of this 

research, the prolifer.:ition of Food for Work projects is due not 

only to an eagerness on the part of the recipient cor:tr!lunities. Th~re 
. 

have also existed strong pressures frc~ abroad to utilize the available 

foodstuffs, and .:inecdotes abound in which local Food for Pe.'.lcc cfficcrs 

cajole the various relief agencies into acceptinz larger and larger 

amounts of food. Though the institutional background to this food 

pushing is now different from what it was in the 'SO's, by now local 

development agencies such Church World Service, Catholic Relief 

Service, CARE, CARITAS, and HACHO have adapted, have evolved in this 

direction, and to a frighteningly large degree have become simple 

intermediaries facilitating the flow of food. So essential has the 

"food pushing" role become that were the food to disappear, more 

than one of these agencies would undoubtedly find themselves without 

a role in life. 

The relevance of the Food for Work issue to tliis research resides 

in the tremendous impact which this food has exerted on the course 

of most soil conservation efforts in Hniti. Though hard data are 

lacking, I am convinced that nore than 8 out of every 10 trees that 

have been planted, and more than 9 our of every 10 linear kilometer 

of walls and terraces constructed in Haiti, owe their existence to 

one or another Food for Work program. Of the fourte.\c!n projects which 

I found using payment in their soil conservation efforts, ten used " 

food rather than cash. And the projects that ~s~d cash tended on the 

whole to be much snaller in scope than projects run by Food for Work. 
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Thi;: containers in which the food is sent--heavily stamped with the 

admonitionto.: neither sell nor exchange the contcnts--try to p~rpctuate 

a version of events th.'.lt everybody in H::iiti knows to be a total 

fiction: the fiction that the recipients of the food consume rother 

thon s~ll the food. As a matter of fact, there is n vigorous 

market for most of the foods~ especially the wheat, cornmeal, and 

oil. Huch of th0 economic life of towns of the arid Northwest 

could well be syMbolized by two photos: one would show sacks of 

charcoal piled outside of peasant houses, the other would show sacks 

of HACHO-endowed Food for Work piled in the town marketplace. 

Unfortunately, the food is sold not only by its legal recipients. 

There is a widespread conviction heard throughout Haiti that an 

unspecified but hefty percentage of the food is siphoned off by 

administrators long before it reaches the hands of the workers. The 

mountains surrounding Limbe and Plaisance have been lined with 

hundred of linear kilometers of vcgetal barriers to combat erosion; 

but the belief of people queried is that only part of the food 

which the 11Cor.ipany11 ~i.e. FAO) mad~ available for this purpose 

actually reached the communities. An administrator in an irrigation 

project in Croix de Fer expressed relief that people were being 

paid in cash. Where Food for Work is involved, there is automatic 

suspicion that the administrators are selling off large amounis of it. 



The suspicions are t:1er~ e:v-..:n when the behaviors ,'.lre not. I 

personally know of project ad:ninistrators who regularly sell large 

anounts of f8o<l to finance legitit~~te develc?,ent activities; but 

whcr~ sales by adninistrators take place, thiG creative use of th~ 

food is probably the exception in a system where self-enrichment 

appears to be th~ norm. 

Hhatever abuses have come to surround Food for Work, its use 

has become so institutionalized in rural Haiti that we must seriously 

entertain what could otherwise be dismissed as a ridiculous question: 

should soil conservation projects be based on payment with money or on 

payment with food? 

In view of the widespread market for the food, the choice being 

proffered is not one between cash and nourishment, but rather between 

real money and make believe money that the recipient has to first 

transact to convert into hard cash. It is true that sooe of the 

food is consumed. But in the absence of hard data~ one must go on 

impressions; and my impression is that more than 80% of the food 

received by workers is sold. Furthermore~ perhaps as much as 

40% of the food receiv2d has already been con~itted by the worker 

to one or another forn of creditor--an arrangc.:ment that also exists 

where wages are paid in T:loney. That is, Food for Work in rural 

Haiti has becone another form of currency. 
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I have h~ard some defenses of food for work in soil conservation 

projects. The use of food guarantees that the fanilies of_ the 

workers will receive at least some nourishment, that the entire monthly 

earr1ings will not be squandered in the gaguere (cockfights). A 
•. 

knowledgeable technician faMiliar with differ'ent renun12rntion arranr,e-

nents has assured me that the physical condition of the; workers 

being paid in food is superior to that of workers receiving cash 

wages. ':'hey work longer and harder. 

But these reasons carry little weight in making the decision 

between the two types of currency to be used in payment. There 

would be something distastefully paternalistic in a decision to 

continue Food for Work out of a fear that the workers will misuse 

their money. 

If there is total administrative freedo!i', to choose between the 

two types of currency,! ~trongly recommend the use; of money rather 

than food. It may be the case, however, that leeway in this matter 

is limited, that there are strong institutional pressures from 

abroad which would render very difficult a prior conversion of the 

available food into cash. If this is the case, that is, if it is a 

choice between food or no remun2ration at all, then the food should 

be used. It may be an inferior currency, but, after all, it still is 

a currency. And in deciding which currency to use, we should keep 

in mind that we are eventually aiming for the design of reforestation, 
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nnd terrucing projects in which the major payoff is not the 

ti-ankourajman which the people receive during the project~ but 

rather the enhanced annual domestic income thnt they will hopefully 

come to enjoy as a result of their transfornation into growers and 

harvesters of trees. 

How should the currency be distributed? 

Whatever th0 currency used in projects, the task is to adoinister 

it in such a way that it effectively reaches the hands of the workers. 

In the case of food, the strategy adopted by the FAO project 

in Aux Cayes seems reasonable. The food was stored in a central 

depot in the town of Aux Cayes. Payment was made on the basis of 

a 24 day work nonth, each worker receiving for that period of time two 

sncks of cornmeal (each containing 50 lbs.), a bottle of oil, and 

18 cans of sardines. The payroll was prepared once a month. The 

person in charge of delivering the food made every attempt to distribute it 

directly. The payroll was prepared and sent ciown once a month, and 

a truck with the correct amount of food would be dispatched to 

a centrally located village. There the food would immediately be 

distributed to the workers, every att;:,npt being mad,2 to avoid 

storing the food in th2 rural ar~as. It is in this context of 

rural storage that much food is reported to have been pilfered. 
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(Ther3 3re an equal number of anecdotes, however; in which town 

~dministrators have be~n caught unloading entire trucks at the homes 

of friends or relatives in towns.) Th8 work month was arranged in. 

such a way that the workers received entire saci0 s. TI1.::. project 

tried to avoid ::i situation where sacks h:id to b,: open2d and dol,.1d 

out in smaller quantities. 

Using this systcwi the peasants thensclvcs convcrt2d the food 

into cash. The cornmeal could be sold for about $6.00 a sack, 

the oil for $5.0C, and the sardines for about 20¢ a can, giving the 

worker an approximate effective wage of about 4!2 gourdes a day. 

Two inter0sting patterns emerged in this regard. In the first 

place, there may fr2quently be a difference of opinion between 

Port-au-Prince adr.iinistrators of agencies such as Catholic Relief 

Service and local field t8canicians in terms of the quantities of 

food that should be given for a day's work. The Port-au-Prince 

personnel, perhaps still assuming that people eat the food, calcu

late daily consumption of each item in arrivinp at their payment 

lGvels and gener3lly come out low. Field techniciens, fully aware 

that the food is sold, is in fact a poorly disr,uiscd wngef aim for 

a level that Yill give the worker the equivalent of R local daily 

wage if the food were to be sold locally. The m3rkGt price, not 

the daily consur:iption quota, is the deterr!lining criterion. 
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s~condly, local field ndmir.istrators appear to fix their quotas 

in terms of the un6i.:!s prevailing in the region. Th.:; administr.:itors 

of Af-2 Neg Kournbit in the Furey area set a substantb.lly higher 

daily quotu of cornmeal than is given in th~ FAO projects in either 

Aux CQyes or Limb2 ( 7-3 lbs. a day as upuosed to 4-5 lbs. a day). 

This also may be ::! reflectio? of differences in ung,.!s between 

Furey c:nd other regions of the country. 

But in cithor case we have the interesting pattern whereby the 

Food for Work is in fact being treated as a market commodity, few 

people even re.fl~cting any more on the irrelevant injunction 

printed on the sacks prohibiting the sale or exchange of the contents. 

I have alrendy mentioned thnt a handful of projects paid the 

workers, not in food, but in money. In at least some cases reported 

around rural Haiti, communities have been known to refuse to work for 

food. But the cash-paying projects observed in this res~arch chose 

this option, not fro~ local pressure, but from project principle. 

The use of money appears to trigger off even ~ore agressive 

maneuvers on the part of the workers to secure and maintain a job, 

increasing the difficulty of ~dninistr~tion and supervision. One of 

the grandfathers of Haitian development projects--the famous Marbial 

project of the late forties and early fifties- opted fer cash stra

tegies. Peasants were pnid, for exnmple, to supply and plant sisal 

and bananas as erosion control barri2rs. B0c3use these items were 

in short local supply at the times peasants would line a hillside 

with the proper quantiti~s of plants,collect their wages, and 
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fortwith di~ un the sis~l and bananas to replant them on another 

hillsi<lc., wh8re they would collect anot".1er round of \Jagcs. 

But the m0st serious problems created by war,e labor arrangements 

concern the loss of income which h.'.'ls been observed to occur. In the 

first place the foremen and supervisors find themselves in positions 

of great local power, and it is common knowleJge that you generally 

have to buy your way into the payroll of a Project, forfeiting at 

least a month's wages to the supervisor who deigns to include you in 

the list of workers. 

But secondly, and more seriously, long delays ip the arrival of 

payrolls cause individuals to enter into debt arrangements by which 

they may forfeit as much as 50% of their income. Unlike regular state 

employees, who receive a monthly check, participants in development 

projects are Placed on a monthly payroll. The payroll has to be 

composed by the foreman, verified, sent to Port-au-Prince, and make 

its way through a large number of ministries. It is standard practice 

to expect a two or three month delay. 

However very reliable information gathered and crosschecked in the 

Belladere region indicates that the delays are in fact longer, in the 

order of four or five months, giving rise to tne suspicion that 

local foremen may somehow be contributing to the delays. Why should 

they do this? Faced with delays, a large percentage of workers 

resort to the strategy of vann r.rwa travay-yo (selling their month's 

wages). The approach either the foreman or a local lender and sell 
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their monthly salary of 130 gourdes for 70 or 80 gourd~s. The 

lender gives them the 70 gourdes. When the payroll comes through, 

the foreman or other lender simply pockets th2 borrower's 130 gourdes. 

Thus the problems associated with the distribution of cash wages 

are quite different from those which surround t~1e distribution of 

Food for Fork. Soil conservation projects (any type of !)ro_ject~ for 

that matter) will be seriously jeopardized unless institutional 

arrangements are devised which ensure the prompt flow of the cash to 

its proper recipients. This entire question will be discussed in 

a later section of the report. 

Day Labor vs. Contract Labor 

Having made the decision to remunerate, projects have been forced 

to decide on the specif unit that would serve as the basis for payment. 

Two major options have been utilized by different projects--or by 

the same project at different stages. The first is the standard 

practice of paying by the day. The second option entails paying by 

the unit of work accomplished--which was generally referred to as a 

'!contract" system by the Projects utilizing them. 

The day labor system is by far the most comm:m, :me. is a simpler 

system to administer. There is no ner.,d t() clwck up on the quantity 

of work done by an individual (or a te:i;n) in :i given day. All that 

is needed is a list of the persons present. But though it is simpler, 

it has been found to produce inferior results in the projects studied. 
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Two of the projects--the FAO project in Aux Cayes a~d the HACHO 

project in J..:;an Rabel--switched in midstream to a syste:n whereby 

people were paid by the amount of work> claining that th~re was 

intentional foot-dragging on the part of i:-.any workGrs beir..r, paid 

under the day-labor'systeru. 

In its revamped version, the payment system in Am: Cayes worked 

as follows • .A team of two men would be expected to build 20 linear 

ncters of rock wali per day. If r.rlni terraces were being built, 

a man was expected to do 20 linear meters in a day. In the case of 

digging holes for trees an individual was expected to dig 40 holes 

per day if the holes were 30 cubic centimeters, 30 holes per day 

if the holes were 40 cubic centimeters. (Fruit trees and forest trees 

have different size requirements for transplanting.) In effect the 

contract system reverted to a type of day-labor system, because in 

fact most individuals managed to do a day's quota before going home. 

All that was added was the expectation that a person had to do so 

much work in a day. 

At first the far.:iers objected to the contract system, but after a 

brief period of tine the majority reportedly cane to prefer it. 

Individuals would start early in the morning and would have terminated 

their day's work by as early as 10:00 t~.H., leaving ther.1 free to go 

home and tend to their own gardens. Some complnints were heard that 

perhaps th~ contract system produced sloppier work. But the general 
• 
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feeling in three regions where I observed it was that it was superior 

to the day-labor system. The most dramatic effects of a contract 

system were to be seen in an irrigation project visited in Croix Fer. 

Groups of men are being paid to dig canals at the rate of three and 

a half gourdes per cubic meter. The adoption of this system has 

accelerated the construction of the canal in a oanner that is truly 

inpressive. 

Where contract labor of this sort is used, some flexibility is 

called for. In the case of building rock walls, for example, in 

some spots rocks have to be dug up and the construction is more 

difficult. Adjustments in the rate have to be made. But on the 

Whole positive responses to contract arrangements should lead us 

to adopt some form of a contract system in soil conservation projects, 

at least for some tasks. 

A major innovation that is in addition called for is the design of 

a strategy for maintaining the trees during their vulnerable early 

years. It must be remembered that, even if a project successfully 

induces peasants to plant trees as a crop~ the outcome will be in 

doubt until one or two harvests are in. But if trees with a short 

rotation are used, it will be programmatically feasible to usher 

participating families through at least the first rotation witr- some 

form of financial aid, preferably based on the number of trees 

that "escape" (chape')--a term which succinctly captures one dimension 

of Haitian peasant orientation toward the survival of trees. That 

is, the strategy should entail, not the use of watchmen or marschalls, 
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~~~ cf oodest cash inducements. And such maintenance 

strategies should be seen, not as perr.umcr.t fcatu:rcn of t!.'"' I:.::iti~u 

l~ndsc~pe, but as interim measures until the fast growing trees 

have proven their economic value to the participating connunities. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TECHNICAL VARIABLES 

There are a series of important technical decisions to be made 

in the course of any reforestation or soil conservntion project. 

Even assuming the presence of n viable, profit-generating objective, 

improper choices on these decisions could hamper the success of the 

project. As will be seen below, however, the deciding factor--even 

on a technical chbice--may be a non-technical consideration. For 

example, the choice of the spacing used between trees may hinge less 

on the particular growth needs of the trees than on the need to 

provide the cultivator sufficient space to continue grazing his ani

mals. The present section of the report will deal with factors such 

as these. 

7.1 Reforestation vs. the Use of Structures 

If the prime consideration in a project is the most effective 

way of halting erosion, then most projects will undoubtedly opt for 

a combination of tree planting techniques and terrace or wall 

building techniques. Paradoxically, however, in the case of erosion

control projects among small-growing cultivators, the choice of 

emphasis or combination may be deten:iined less by the erosion control 

efficiency of the particular measure than by the ability of the 

measure to contribute to the profit making objectives of the peasant. 
" 
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That is, whatever their relative erosion control efficiency, certain 

types of measures may be inherently more contributive than others to 

the orofit motive of the peasant. A project that depends on eliciting 

peasant cooperation will be forced, all other things being equal, 

to give as much veight to the profit characteristics of the measure 

as to their erosion control characteristics. 

A general principle which appears to emerge from the research 

is that terracing and wall building can be profitable to the peasants 

only in certain special types of economic contexts, whereas tree 

planting holds more general promise for the mountain peasant of Haiti 

as an economic type. 

The only context in which terracing and wall building have been 

found to be truly profitable has been the context of the hillside 

planting of cash crops using fertilizer. In this case the erosion 

control structures are necessary to protect the peasant's investment 

in fertilizer. Even where some households have moved away from 

commercial fertilizer to the use of homemade compost~ as appears 

to have happened in the Fort-Jacques area, the terraces and walls are 

still sufficiently important to merit maintenance. 

But it would appear that in those mountain regions where the 

peasants are not yet using fertilizer of compost, they will not on 

their own undertake the construction and maintenance of these structures. 
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The difference between fertilizer assisted yield:, and trri<liti.:,n.'11 

yields is large enough to motivate erosion control investment. In 

contrast, the difference between the yield from a dry-walled, · • 

unfertilized mountain bean plot and an unprotected nountnin bean plot 

is probably not dramntic enough to warrant investment on the peasant '_s 

part. 

It would seem therefore that the most promising avenue to pursue 

is a program strategy which places emphasis on helping peasants make 

quick profits from the growth of different types of trees. That is, 

an emphasis on reforestation would appear more likely to succeed 

than the emphasis that many projects have tried to place on wall 

building or vegetative barrier. 

It is true, one can point out to the peasant the marginal economic 

benefits to be had from vegetative barriers. But it should be 

recalled that, to be successful, erosion control measures cannot be 

associated only with marginal benefits. They have to somehow be 

meshed with visible, preferably dramatic, increases in annual profits. 

Except for those regions where cash cropping fertilizer use has come 

to prevail, trees seem to offer the most likely avenue toward this goal. 
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Combining Reforestation with Wall-Building 

Why not simply combine the two? That is, it would be possible to 

design a project emphasizing the growing of quick yield trees, but 

to organize the project in such a way that the hillsides to receive 

the trees will first be treated with other erosion control structures. 

This is precisely what the FAO project in the Aux Cayes area did. All 

trees that were planted,were planted either in conjunction with 

dry-walls (where there were rocks) or mini-terraces (where there 

were no rocks). 

The technician who directed this project justified this by claiming 

that the walls and terraces were beneficial to the trees themselves. 

But on the other hand, other important reforestation projects, such 

as that of the Turnbulls in Fermathe and that of Smith in Limbe, have 

simply planted trees without insisting that they be in conjunction 

with other erosion control structures. The matter warrants more 

technical research, but at this point it would appear over-restrictive, 

and might perhaps raise the cost of projects innecessarily, to 

insist on a marriage bet~en the two general types of strategy. There 

may be regions where tree planting by itself would make wore economic 

sense. 

Where the decision is made to combine the two, the question then 

arises as to where to place the trees in relation to the structures. 

The most common erosion control structure in Haiti has been and will 
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probably continue to be, the dry wall. I have heard arguments as to 

whether the tree should be planted on top, near the edge of the wall, 

or down below, near the base of the wall. Experience in the Aux 

Cayes area would indicate that planting the trees on top of the walls 

not only leads to quick root-damage to the wall structure, but also 

deprives the young tree of sdme of th~ moisture it would receive if 

planted at the base of the wall. 

7.3. Species - Sele~tion Decisions 

7.31 Consulting the Farmers 

Most community development experts would assune that farmers should 

be consulted as to the trees that will be planted on their land. This 

is true, but the matter is not as simple as doctrinaire community 

development philosophy would have us believe. 

Standard community development philosophy insists that the only 

type of valid project is one that springs from the spontaneous 

"felt needs" of the comr.1unity. The render should be aware by now, 

however, that the erosion control projects being discussed here 

have not sprung, and in the near future will probably not spring, 

from the spontnneous felt needs of the Haitian peasant community. 

They are projects that initiate from without. To state it sonewhat 

differently, what is being proposed here are tree planting and 

wall building projects for which the peasants may feel absolutely 
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no need whatsoever. The strategy is one, not of learning what the 

felt needs of the community are, but of learning what is the most 

profitabl~ way to introduce projects that the coJll!ilunity may never 

have thought of, may in fact initially resist. To repeat, the 

project is initiated from outside the connunity. 

Should the peas::mts then have the final say in what types of 

trees will be planted? Probably. But project organizers should 

enter with a de-romanticized vision of the wise old peasant and 

accept the possibility that popular community opinion may be misin

formed. Recall: it is simply not part of Haitian peasant economy, 

tradition, or culture to plant wood trees. A wodd tree is something 

that l~ve pou ko-1, that grows by itself. If asked about what 

trees they would like to plant, nine out of ten peasants will start 

reciting a list of fruit trees, be~ause in fact the only type of 

systematic tree planting that has been found throughout Haiti is the 

planting of a small nu~ber of intermixed fruit trees around the 

family home. But one of the most revolutionary and profitable 

innovations that a project could introduce is the large scale planting 

of fast growing wood trees, a concept that is unheard of in 

traditional Haiti. 

Therefore, in answer to the question, yes, project organizers should 

consult with the peasants, ~ho will have very practical insights into 

what trees have succeeded and have not succeeded in the region. But 

at the same time project organizers should be prepared to argue a new 

point of view as well. That is the whole point of the project. 
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There is no special sense in which peasants should absolutely be 

consulted; this concerns the specific trees that will be planted 

on their property. Most reforestation projects h~ve made at least 

some superficial efforts to elicit peasant preferences. But this 

ordinarily takes the form of general questions about "~-,,hat type 

of tr~es would people in this region prefer." It was surprising to 

learn, however, that at the moment of tree planting the peasant 

himself frequently had no choice in the natter. Wi.1en the day came 

for his plot to be covered with trees, the work teams would plant 

whatever trees happened to be sent up from the nursery on that day. 

It turned out to be a game of chance, some peasants getting well 

known fruit trees and others being saddled with exotic wood trees 

whose names they could not even pronounce. Projects should eliminate 

this practice and, where poesible,move toward the other extreme of 

permitting peasant to specify precisely the particular combination 

of trees they would prefer on their land. 

7.32 Wood Trees vs. Frtiit Trees 

When asked as to whether they would prefer a hillside planted in 

fruit trees or a hillside filled with wood trees, 0ost peasants would 

tell me that they would prefer a hillside planted with a combination 

of both types. Traditional Haitian peasant agriculture is built on 

the principle of risk-minimizing diversification. The peasant will 

not only strive for the acquisition of different types of land in 

his holding; he will in addition systematically intercr9p different• 

cultivates within th~ very same plot. 
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The principle of diversification should be taken into account by 

or~~nizers of reforestation projects. It is easy for a technician 

to become enamoured of a particular species; the"miracle tree" 

Leucaena, for example, appears to evoke quasi-religious devotion 

among many of its adherents. ~ut reforestation projects predicnted 

on the allocation of land by peasants should be prepared to accept and 

facilitate intra-holding deversification. The peasant will no more 

allocate all of his tree land to leucaena than he would allocate all 

of his cropping ground to cabbage. 

In most of the reforestation projects which I visited, the fruit 

trees were on the whole faring much more poorly than the wood trees. 

But long habituation to the concept of planting a fruit tree will 

lead the peasant to insist that at least half of the trees planted 

be fruit trees. This is problematic in regions of high altitude, 

where in fact the fruit will either not grow, or produce such poor 

specimens as to be unable to compete in the marketplace with the 

higher quality fruit produced at lower altitudes. Largely because of 

this problem, for example, the Fermathe nursery is specializing in the 

production of wood trees, especially eucalyptus. 

But even in those regions where fruit will n0t grow well, some 

attempt should bz made to supply at least moderately appropriate fruit 

trees, to permit the peasant to inten:rop his trees in the sam~ 

I"lanner that he is used to intercropping his traditional crops. 
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Peasant Taxonomy of Wood Trees. 

But the principle of intcrcropping can be applied ~ven in regions 

where wood trees come to predominate. During the course of this 

research I have come upon a folk-taxonomy of wood trees that appears 

to prevail in different parts of the country. P2asants corrected 
. 

me in my own attempts to distinguish sinply between "wood trees" 

and "fruit trees". Within rny own taxon of "wood trees" the peasants 

distinguish at least three sub-categories, constituted on the basis, 

not of botanical characteristics, but of practical uses. 

1. Bwa pou siye. (Trees to saw). These are the true lumber 

trees, such as pine and mahogany, which,if left to maturity, can be 

used to fe planch, to make boards. (The creole term planch generally 

refers to the wide, thin board. The thicker and narrower two-by-four, 

though called a board in English, is called in Creole by the term 

trave, not planch.) 

2. Bwa pou fe kay. ("Trees to build houses".) Except for the 

doors, the rural house in Haiti generally does not use boards. The 

walls will be constructed of blocks (kay block) or rock masonry 

(Kay miraye) in the case of better off houses, or of thin lattice 

and mudplaster in the case of poorer houses (kay klisej. But other 

types of wood are employed in constructing the roof rafters and the 

major uprights. There are some lumber trees, such as the popular 

bwa ple', whose fibrous characteristics render them unsuitable for the 

making of thin boards, but which can still be used in the construction 
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of these other parts of the house. These trees are placed by the 

peasants in a different category from the somer,rhat more valuable 

"sawing trees. 11 

3. Bwa pou fe chabon. Last and to some degree least are those 

trees, such as gavak and bayaond, whose wood is unsuitable for any 

type of construction but which have been found suitable for charcoal 

making. The income derived from the individual charcoal tree is 

substantially less than that produced by either of the two types 

of lumber trees mentioned above. But the new availability and 

prominence. of certain fast growing "miracle trees" such as leucaena 

and akasya endow these charcoal trees with an incalculably important 

' potential for transforming the economy of the mountain peasant. 

We can expect that, where tree growing becomes a conD.on practice, 

farmers will attempt to intercrop different types of wood trees, 

using as their distinguishing criterion some variant of the above 

described taxonomy. But projects should give special emphasis to 

the third type of tree, charcoal trees. Their fast rotation could 

qualify them as the principal entry way to introducing the practice 

of planting trees as a cash crop. They have the further advantage that, 

being resistant to drought and unfavorable soil conditions, they can 

flourish or at least survive where other types of trees, especially 

fruit trees, would almost certainly perish. 
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Site-Selection Decisions 

A number of important decisions concerning the location of the trees 

will have to be made. 

Trees can grow, of course, both on nountain and lowland plots. But 

there are a number of reasons which s!-iould incline projects to choose 

highland regions for reforestation projects. There is first of all 

the fact that, in addition to the profit considerations mentioned 

earlier, a prime objective of reforestation is erosion control. It 

would make no sense, from the point of view of this goal, to concen

trate planting in the lowlands. 

But the same caveat enters even where profit Gonsiderations are 

taken lnto account. It would probably be unwise to induce lowland 

peasants to plant trees. The project will succeed to the degree that 

the profits from tree planting are substantially higher t~an profits 

to be made froo other plots. But lowland own the whole tends to 

support more profitable agriculture than mountain soil, and the 

opportunity costs of planting trees would consequently be higher. 

Peasants may end up regretting take up valuable s,ace with trees. 

This is precisely what has happened to the project of the Oriental 

Mission Society in Limbe;. An ingenuous cash remuneration scheme was 

devised, which succeeded in motivating widespread tree planting among 

the members of the nission's cooperative. But the trees planted were 

sloY growing trees. and they were first planted on lowland plots out

side of Cap Haitien. As the trees have grown larrer, p~asants find 
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that they are losing money because of the valuable space that the 

trees are taking up. 

One tactic is to plant the trees on land that is less valuable--
., 

i.e. mountain land. The task is to choose the sites in such a way 

that the cost/benefit calculus will come out in favor of the treed 

plot rather than the treeless plot. 

But caution must be taken not to go to the other extreme and 

dump all of the trees on the absolutely worst land unsuited for 

agriculture. This appears to be what is happening to oany of the 

trees that are being planted in the Kenscoff/Fort Jacques region. 

The Community Councils seek out the worst plots of ground--i.e. those 

plots where the absence of cultivation means that landowners will be 

less likely to object. 

But it is on this type of land that livestock are grazed, thus 

exposing the trees to destruction from that quarter. It would appear 

that the best solution is to plant the trees on plots where oountain 

agriculture is practiced. Fron an erosion control point of view, 

those are the plots at highest risk. And froM a ~~intenance 

perspective, if the trees can be planted at the beginning of the 

cropping cycle, they will not only not interfere with traditional 

cultivation, but they will also be freed fron the danger of animals, 

since peasants take strong precautions against the entry of animals • 
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into such garden land. I have seen dramatic demonstrations of this 

principle in several regions of the country. The survival rate of 

trees planted on oountain garden land appeared to be four or five 

tiraes greater than that of trees planted on marginal pasture land. 

/.:.; Private Woodlots vs. Conu,,unal Forests. 

In this same vein we can ask whether reforestation projects should 

not aim for coD~unal forests on State land rather than the private 

woodlots being envisioned in this report. This is a very complex issue. 

In the first place it should be stated that there is clearly '.roon 

in Haiti for "public reforestation projects," massive tree planting 

projects of a public works character which hire large nurr..bers of 

people to reforest currently abandoned tract of State land or unclaimed 

land. But it is quite significant that virtually all reforestation 

projects have avoided this practic~, have concentrated rather on 

reforesting private 13ndholdings. The dynanics of a public works 

project--the challenges of planting and maintaining trees on land 

owned by nobody-- are of different character from the problems 

associated with attempts to get peasants to reforest their own holdings. 

Rdorestation proj2cts have, in my O!)inion, wisely opted for the 

strategy of approaching the peasant landowners, for all the difficulties 

that this ent!ils. 
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USAID should, in my opinion, orient the bulk of its reforestation 

assistance to projects involving the property of the small private 

landowner. 

In the first place, the treas stand a much greater chance of 

survival. Public reforestation projects have been successfully 

carried out in Algeria, for e~ample. But they presuppose the 

existence of an institutional apparatus and a public sector committment 

which is simply non-existent in contemporary Haiti. The trees 

simply would not survive. 

But secondly, and more importantly, the concept of growing trees as 

a cash crop is an increasingly feasible option which would not only 

help reforest treeless hillsides, but in so doing would open the 

doors to a profound, positive transformation of the economy of the 

mountain peasant. There is a market for charcoal and lumber. 

USAID's mandate to help the poorest of the poor would be directly 

fulfilled by any program which made the breakthrough of having 

peasants plant trees as a crop rather than mine them as a finite 

resource, as has been the case up till the present. If USAID is 

to becone involved in reforestation activities, it should select 

that model which is most consistent with its mandate to assist 

the poorer sectors of Haitian society. 
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But the benefits to the peasants of having them plant trees on 

State land would be limited to the w:1ges which they receive. W:,at 

is being proposed here, however, is a much more important benefit: 

the breakthrough into a self-sustained microeconomy of tree cropping, 

analogous to the ve?ctable cropping of the Furey farmers. This 

breakthrough will be made only on land over which th~ peasant has 

strong proprietary rights. In short, USAID should emphasize the 

route of the private woodlot, not that of the public forest. 

7 , 
• , t> Nursery Decisions 

One deci3ion to be taken early in projects concerns the source 

of the trees. Two of the most important nurseries in the country 

are run by individuals associated with mission groups: the nursery 

located in the Hopital Bon Samaritain in Limbe and nursery of the 

Baptist mission in Fennath. Both of these nurseries have been 

important supply sources for the tree planting that has occured in 

their respective regions. 

But public sector planning for reforestation projects cannot 

allow itself to rely on these private voluntary supply sources. 

A responsible project must build in its own solution to the supply 

problem. Two competing arrangements have been observed. One 

arrangement entails the establishment of a regional nursery, such 

as that at Levy~ near Aux Cayes, that supplies the trees for a large 

number of connnunities. Another arrangement attenpts to set up 
• 
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nurseriea in the specific mountain cor.ununities where the planting 

occurs. Such community nurs~ries have been attempted in the cot!lI!lunity 

of Cassis, near Maniche, as part of the FAO project. Another such 

nursery was created in the community of Mare Rouge, beyond Jean Rabel, 

as part of an HACHO supported reforestation program. 

In the case of the r~gionnl nursery, the seedlings are planted 

and cared for by nursery soeciolists. The pensants merely receive 

the shipments of plants when they are ready to treat a hillside. 

In the case of the community nursery, the peasants are responsible 

for the entire process, sowing, watering, and caring for their own 

nursery, and perhaps even searching out their o~m plants. 

Each arrangement has advantages. The personal involvement of the 

peasants in their own community nursery, the independence w~ich this 

gives them from outside supply sources, will make this option attractive 

to believers in "community developraent". Furthermore I have observed 

case wher~ the establishment of their own nursery permitted the 

peasants of a conmunity to begin planting certain popular trees which 

the project nursery had refused to send. 

But in the long run I believe that tae large regional nursery run 

by paid prof~ssionals w!ll be the most efficient solution. Commu

nity nurseries are essantially voluntary in character, and the 

technical skills of the participants may be rudimentary. 

... 
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Purthcrnore they retain dependence on the outside for the bags in 

which the se~<ls will be planted. The production of well-watered, 

disease free trees should be a task allocated to rerional professionals. 

Just as p2as~nts a~c not expected to synthesize their own fertilizer-

they receive it ready made--pcrhaps we should also accept the 

~xistcncc of regional nurseries run by experts as a necessary feature 

of a modern reforestation project. 

The danger is this approach resides in the tendencies of regional 

nurseries to dictate to the peasants what they will plant. The 

hills around Kenscoff and Fermathe are slowly filling up with 

eucalyptus trees as a result of decisions made, not by the peasants, 

but by the organizers of the nursery. The decision is probably an 

ecologically wise one, but advocated of peasant involvement in 

decision making will feel uncomfortable with any arrangement that 

leaves the coIIl1!lunity fundamentally powerless in terms of this 

important decision. 

The solution, however, probably does not lie in the direction of 

cor.nnunity nurseries, but in the design of institutional arrangements 

by which local cor:tMunities can in fact influence the content of the 

regional nursery t;1at will supply t!lem with trees. 
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Timing of Nursery Activities with Corranunity Extension. 

One of the most serious defects observed in many of the refores

tation projects observed stems from the tendency of project orga-

''· 
nizers to define the establishment of a nursery as the principal 

and most problematic task of the project. The i~plicit assumption 

is: if we can supply the tr~es, the peasants will eagerly grab 

them up. This has resulted, in certain instances, in the planting 

of 100,000 bags before anybody knew exactly where the trees will 

be planted. 

Both the Ferraathe nursery and the Limbe nursery appear to have 

solved this problem. There is a CARE supplied Food for \~ork program 

which moves a substar.tial percentage of the Fcrl'1athe plants, and 

Ronald Smith in Lirnbe has managed to find buyers (mostly niddle or 

large landowners) to take the plants from his nursery at subsidized 

prices. But certain other projects have found themselves with 

rapidly maturing nurseries before the project had decided who the 

beneficiaries of the nursery would be. 

As indicated earlier in the report, this triggers off panic 

behavior in which project administrators may pressure project field 

technicians, who in turn may find themselves obliged to literally 

invade fields to plant the trees. 

ti 
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I have been told that the proble:il of peasant indi.ff erence 

(or resistance) to trees does not exist in the Fermathe area. This 

may be true, and one is in fact inpressed by the large number of 

trees that are being planted by local connnunity councils even in the 

absence of Food for Work. But this situation is not chnrncteristic of 

the country as a whole. Organizers of projects should be aware 

that, throughout much of Haiti, the major task is not the technical 

one of establishing a nursery, but the organizational/motivational 

task of inducing peasant communities to plant and maintain the trees. 

Until the project has a handle on this problem, it should go easy at 

the nursery end. 

7.7 Planting Decisions 

7.71 Timing of the Planting 

The nursery has to be tioed in such a manner that the seedlings will 

be ready to transplant at a time when there will be rainfall in ·the 

recipient comnunity. The need for coordinating nursery activities 

and shipments with the climate of the recipient connnunities seems 

obvious, but at least one project neglected it, to the detriment of 

the dispatched trees. The nursery in this case was located on a 

plain beneath the watershed. This is a region of sharp microclimatic 

differences between plain and mountain, and between one valley and 

the next. The seedlings were ready, it rained on the Plain, and 

the foresters assumed that it was also raining on the mountains. • 
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fore..:~ to :,l:mt ther.: in dry :;round. The r~sult was t!1c destruction 

of all the traes. 

If possibl~, the planting of the seedlings sho~ld occur as closely 

as pcssible to the planting of th~ crops in the fields where the 

trees will stand. As was mentioned earlier, trees that are inter

cropped with traditional cultivates stand a substantially higher 

probability of survival than trees that are not integrated into 

agricultural activities. 

Spacing of the Trees 

The proper spacing of the trees is essential to their survival 

if the trees are being planted on uncultivated ground. In this 

latter case, they stand a high chance of being exposed to animals. 

Experience ~n the FAO project in Aux Cayea indicates that peasants 

are more likely to take care of the trees if: 

1. the trees in a row are planted closely together; 

2. several rows are planted closely to each other to form a 

mini-lot within the field; and 

3. each mini-lot is separated fro~ the next by about 15 meters 

of open field in which the peasant will hnve space to tie 

his livestock. 
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Seedlings should be planted close together in the sa~c row. For 

exanple, wood trees could be planted about a meter apart. Eventually 

they will be thinned to two meters. But the initial tight spacing of 

each row, and the juxtaposition of several rows to form a mini-lot, 

creates an impressive visual package which the peasant will be less 

likely to carelessly expose to an animal. The interspersing of 

open· spaces of 15 meters furthermore rives the peasant nnple room 

to tie cattle. 

This deploymont of trees is appropriate for non-cultivated plots. 

If the peasant, however, i~ intercropping fast growing wood trees 

with his traditional crops, there is no need to leave large open 

tracts. The land will presumably have crops for at least a year and 

a half. By the time the land goes into fallow, the trees will be 

large enough to withstand animals. In fact, with some species, the 

trees will be so large that animals can be tied to them. The 

branches of these trees will undoubtedly have been thinned to pemit 

cropping, and there should be enough vegetation to permit grazing. 

Selecting Ecologically Appropriate Trees 

In certain projects not enough attention was given to selecting 

the right spot on the plot for the right tree. In his traditional 

agriculture, the peasant knows precisely where he should plant the 

beans, the corn, the bananas, and the other items that form the 

crop inventory on his garden. But the organizers of tree planting 
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have not always shown the same sagacity. I have s.~er. r.~fors~t:?c 

hillsides on which fragile fruit trees have been planted on the 

denuded crests and hardy wood trees have been planted on the richer 

bottom land. Sound agronomy would call for just the opposite pattern. 

The problem is frequently organizational, rather than technical, 

in nature. In the first place, the foreman 1 not the peasant proprie

tor, organizes the planting. He may have less stake in showing tender 

loving care for the proper deployment of the trees. But it may 

also be the case that, on the day the top, ~f the ridge is being 

reforested, the nursery happened to send up lemon trees. But when 

the bottom was being planted, the trees were wood bearing bwa blan. 

The foremen conscientiously follows the directive to start at the 

top of the hill, with the result that the trees are planted in 

inappropriate locations. Once again we see the need for closer 

coordination between nursery activities and planting activities. 

The Organization of Tree Planting 

The question to be discussed here is: should the planting of the 

trees be the task of the landowner, or should it be the task of a 

community group of some sort? In most of the projects studied, tree 

planting was done strictly through groups of one sort or another. 

Nurseries did not, as a rule, give out trees to individual farmers. 
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Trees were dispatched en masse to a Connnunity Council· or ~o a· 

groupman. And the planting itself was the responsibility of these 

groups. The landower himself was simply one more member of the 

group, and in sonie cases the landowner was not even contacted. 

If we r~flect on this matter, we see tha~ such a use of groups 

can have certain important consequences for the nanncr in which the 

trees will be perceived. Community development philosophers will 

laud the group spirit to which such an arrangement gives rise. But 

it gives rise simultaneously to a number of problems as well. The 

most serious disadvantage of this practice is thaD it creates the 

impression that the trees really do not belong to the landowner. And 

in • certain regions peasants are in fact told that these are~ 

bwa leta, the government's trees. Such a definition may be mildly 

effective as a deterrent to careless or willful destruction, but it 

certainly militates against the development of a proprietary concern 

on the part of the peasant. The arrangement that is being advocated 

in this report is one in which the owner views the trees as his own 

cash crop. In this sense the widespread practice of making tree 

planting a "community project" may be counterproductive. 

The alternative to this is not to have a lone peasant all by him

self l.bgging the trees, digging the holes, and planting the seedlings. 

On the contrary, the planting of trees will hav~ to be physically 

carried out by a group. The most effective division of labor is 

one in which some people carry the trees up, others dig the holes. 
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and yet others do the actual planting. The planting itwelf is a 

skilled task that perhaps should be left in the hands of specially. 

trained community members. 

The decision to be made is whether the peasant proprietor will 

have the responsibility of organizing the group, much as he organizes 

collective labor for other facets of his agriculture, or whether he 

will be the passive recipient of the group's activity on his land. 

If some arrangement could be devised by which the chef bwa. -the 

peasant rowner of the trees-- had a certain organizational responsi

bility for the planting of the trees on his land, we could help 

combat the undesirable situation in which the peasants feel that 

somehow the government or the blan are filling his property with 

their trees. 

Surveillance and Protection of Newly Planted Trees 

If trees were truly perceived by the peasant as a source of 

imminent wealth, as a cash harvest from which they could expect a 

substantial cash yield, projects would not have to make special 

provisions for the protection and maintenance of the newly planted 

trees. The peasants themselves would watch over them, in the same 

manner that they protect their beans and manioc. But in virtually 

none of the reforestation programs studied here had.the peasants 

come to view trees as a true cash crop. In many cases they merely 

permitted the project to plant trees on their land--and in a few. 

cases they found that the project had planted trees there without 
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their permission. Under such conditions, treen are in great danger 

during the first year or two of their lives in rural Haiti. 

To the degree that reforestation programs find themselves obliged 

to "push" trees on to unconvinced or reluctant peasants, then these 

projects had better build some systematic surveillance measures into 

the program design. Yet for the most part, the projects researched 

here made virtually no serious provision for the protection of the 

trees. 

7.81 Livestock: Main Source of Danger 

In the words of one peasant: se· pyi bet ki kraz/. se' bouch bet ki 

manje: (The animal's foot knocks down, the animal's mouth gobbles up.) 

Livestock constitute by far the most serious threat to the survival 

of newly transplanted trees. To understand the precise nature of the 

danger, a few brief comments should be made on the contemporary 

livestock economy in rural Haiti. 

One way of dividing up the livestock kingdom in rural Haiti is to 

distinguish beti.een those animals for which peasants search out 

decent pastures (even to the point of renting or otherwise paying) 

and those animals are more or less left to fend for themselves. 

Into the former category we can place cows, horses and mules. The 
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latter category is made up of pigs, goats, sheep and other lesser 

anir:mls. Though pigs may receive special care in the weeks before their 

sale, they and the other lesser animals are for the most part left to 

fend for themselves in the lakou, at the roadsides, on the barren 

edges of former gardens. 

But cows, horses, and mules require more elegant feeding. In most 

of the regions visited, horses are fast vanishing, and mules are 

playing a decreasingly important role. The magor enemy of the 

reforested hillside in rural Haiti, then, is the picketed cow. 

The problem stems from the nature of the feeding system. The 

contemporary pasturage system in rµral Haiti is a midway compromise 

between the traditional patterns of bygone years and more modern 

systems found in economically more advanced contexts. In the 

traditional system, the Haitian peasant branded his cows and set 

them out to wander freely within a large region. The cow would adopt 

a territory within which it would range (and bear offspring). With 

some effort, the peasant could always retrieve the animal when the 

need arose. 

This type of free grazing has been effectively outlawed throughout 

most of Haiti at least as early as the 1940's. It is incompatible 

• 
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with population pressure and the demand for garden land. When this 

~ype of free grazing prevails, cultivators are obliged to construct 

wooden fences around their gardens, a luxury that is simply not 

possible in a deforested country such as Haiti. 

The most common alternative to free grazing is the modern practice 

of fencing in a ~asture and allowing animals to wander and graze within 

the confines of that pasture. But even this system demands the 

construction of fences, and--except for the well known living fences 

of Haiti--fences demand either wood or the money to purchase wire. To 

get around these demands, the Haitian peasant has adopted the 

practice of picketing animals as his major pasturage strategy. A 

long rope is tied around the animal's neck and at the other end is 

fastened to a stake which is driven into the ground. In this way 

no fence is needed. Someone from the household--generally male 

children--are assigned the daily task of changing the animal's position, 

as fodder is terminated, and of bringing the animal once a day to 

drink water. 

The mortal enmity that has arisen between the cow and the young 

tree stems from the fact that the vast majority of trees have been 

planted on agriculturally marginal land. The peasant has generally 

tried to comply with the desires of reforestation planners in a way 

that entails as little interference as possible '11th his agricultural 

cycle. Furthermore land that is removed from agriculture generally 

tends to be the steeper land, where the perceived danger of erosion 
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is greater• and whe.re ,Comznnni ty Councils w:tll ~i:etancla•l,. ,.._ 

to plant the trees. This use of marginal land for tree planting can 

be viewed as a convenient arrangement by which peasant cdmmunities 

can secure the advantages of project intervention (i.e. Food for Work) 

with as little risk as possible to their own agrarian economy. 

But it is on precisely this type of land that the cows are also 

picketed. The peasant has removed the threatening trees from his 

garden, but he has introduced a competitor to his cow. The dilemma 

is complicated by the truly essential role that the cow plays in 

the Haitian peasant economy. Virtually no peasant eats the meat 

from his cow, and few drink the milk. The value of the cow is rather 

in'terms of its func~ion as a-self-perpetuating bank to be used to 

purchase land or to help see the owner through some crisis. In the 

current state of aff~irs, the picketed cow is worth a lot more to 

the peasant .than the newly planted row of trees, especially if they 

are exotic trees whose use he may not understand, and whose name he 

may not even be able to pronounce. 

The result of this situation has been·the destruction of-perhaps 

hundreds of thousands of newly planted trees. Their principal 

function had been served--Food for Work--and there may be little 

stake in their preservation. 
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Precisely how does the destruction take pl.a:c:e~ There are several 

possible sequence of events that surfaced during the investigation. 

1. The farI!ler himself may be simply hostile to the trees, especial

ly if he was not allowed to participate in the wage labor to plant 

them or--as has happened--his land was simply invaded in the name 

of kansevasyon-di-sol. 

2. The farmer may simply be careless and leave the animal too 

much rope, permitting it to munch on or trample a young sapling. 

3. It may be the farmer's child who pickets the animal and 

accidentally places it within reach of the tree. (Farmers generally 

would blame their children when questioned as to why animals 

destroyed the trees on their own land. 

4. The farner may not be the sole owner of the land. It may be 

undivided inheritance land communally held. This is particularly 

frequent in the case of the type of agriculturally marginal land 

that has been the object of tree planting. In such a situation 

there may be competition among siblings for the scarce pasturage 

and there will be an understandable tendency to ignore the young 

trees. 

' 
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S. In certain regions it may be a neighbor's cow who kills the 

trees. In many communities one can graze his animals on the land 

of a friend or neighbor without asking permission. Though this 

traditional permissiveness is fast disappearing in more prosperous 

rcgio~s subject to land pressures, it still prevails on the type of 

marginal land that has been relegated to refor~station projects. 

6. The farmer may have rented out his pastureland. The practice 

of renting is associated with the long cord. The person renting the 

land for a given period of time has only one objective: To have 

his animal get as much of the fodder as possible. This means using 

a long cord, which in turn leads to the picketing of animals in a 

way that will allow them to reach newly planted trees. 

In short, where the trees are not viewed as a valued crop and 

where they have been relegated to marginal land used only for pasture, 

they will almost certainly succumb to their mortal enemy the cow. 

Other Sources of Danger 

Though cows are the principal source of danger, they are not the 

only source. H.any trees have succumbed simply because they were 

planted in the absence of sufficient rainfall. This type of untimely 

planting frequently occurs because of pressure from the nursery 

directors, who want to clear out their stock come what may, and who 

may order the planting of such and such number of trees. I have also 

observed trees in their second or third year damaged by the peeling 
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off of bark don~ purposely by people who are making a cord of one 

sort or another. This was observed particularly in the case of the. 

taveno tree. 

Project Measures Against Destruction 

Most projects studied had sin.ply made no provision for the 

protection of the trees. It was simply a matter cf plante'pyl bwa, 

viri do-ou (plant the tree, turn your back). The record keeping 

systems are indicative of a general attitude. Those projects 

which kept records restricted the archives to simply listing the 
. . 

number of each species of tree planted and the date of the planting. 

I found no records being kept of the locations of the plantings or 

of the owners of the land where the planting occurred. 

One exception to this was the FAO project in the Aux Cayes area. 

This project hired special watchman (gadyin) to patrol the treated 

hillside and report destruction to the trees. If an animal was 

found destroying the trees, the animal could be impounded and the 

owner made to pay a fine--even though the anim.~l was on his own land. 

The peasant in addition might be ordered to replant the trees at his 

own expense. 

This system was not very effective. The watchmen were generally 

local people who would come under strong local sanctions if they 

actually went ahead and took a peasant's animal from his own land. 
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Projects are ephemeral: residence in a community will be longstanding. 

The watchmen were understandably reluctant to make a nuisance of 

themselves among the neighbors upon whon they would one day have to ., ' 

count again. It is unlikely that the project ever successfully· 

elicited the cooperation of the watchmen, despite the modest salary 

that was being paid. 

An even more unsettling practice was observed in Kcnscoff. There 

the peasants are being told that the trees that are being planted 

are pye-bwa-l~ta, government trees, and that they will be punished 

if they destroy this governmental property. This may be an effective 

threat but it militates directly against the growth of proprietary 

feelings on the part of peasants. 

If the objective is to create new bonds between peasants and trees. 

This construal of the trees as alien property sabotages the central 

part of the project. 

Certain projects have less of a problem with raaintenance. The 

0}1S project in Cap-Haitien simply pays the peasants so much per tree 

per year. The survival rate of the trees is apparently very high. 

The Smith nursery in Limbe supplies trees principally to larger 

landholders who pay a modest price for the trees, and who have both 

the land and the motivation to take care of the trees once they are. 

planted. There is little need for project intervention in such 

circumstances. 
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7.10 Other Erosion Control Structures 

7.10.1 Bench Terraces and the Haitian Peasant 

From the point of erosion control effficiency, the bench terrace 

is superior to all other erosion control structures. It entails a 

permanent change in the topography of a hillside. Standard bench 

terraces, which may be used on slopes up to 35% of gradient, 

frequently have a slight reverse incline and a ditch at the rear of 

the terrace to carry run-off water out to a protected outlet. In 

the course of this research, bench terraces were observed in Furey. 

Fort-Jacques, Madlen (near Fermath), the Acul Watershed (near Aux 

Cayes). The bench terraces were all in a state of good repair. With 

the exception of the terraces in Furey, which had been built by an 

urban landowner who tried his hand at flower growing (and did not 

succeed), the bench terraces were all built in the context of one 

or another soil conservation project. 

The only area where bench terraces had been incorporated into the 

agricultural practices of the peasants was the Fort-Jacques/Fermathe 

area. In Furey the peasants did not try to imitate the terraces· 

of t~e urban landcwner. And;in the Laborde area even those terraces 

which had been built by the project were being used by the pP.asant 

for extraneous ends. On one of them a peasant constructed his house. 

On others only livestock were being grazed. In general the bench 

terraces I have seen did not appear to excite the interest of the 

local peasants. 
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The main drawback is the tremendous amount of time and labor that 

must be expended in the construction of a bench terrace. The dry 

wall, for example, entails the digging of a simple foundation and 

the laying of rocks. But the bench terrace in addition entails the 

laborious removal of topsoil, the levelling of the slope into step

like surfaces, the construction of risers, and the replacement of 

the topsoil. 

The failure of bench terraces (outside of the Fort-Jacques area) 

to excite peasant interest· 8tems from the fact that they have not 

been built in association with any profit-producing change in local 

agriculture. In the Laborde area, for example, the terraces were 

built on agriculturally marginal land, that is the land which the 

peasants were willing to lend the blan for their bizarre experiments. 

To this day the terraces are still not used for agriculture. The 

terraces were built as a demonstration. But what has been demonstrated 

is that the demonstration of a technical trick will not activate 

peasant behavior, unless it is accompanied by a clear demonstration 

that the investment will result in substantial otherwise unavailable 

profits. 

But even despite its failure to catch on, the bench terrace continues 

to excite several soil conservationists who have worked in Haiti. 

Others--generally in a position of higher authority--have stepped 

in to curtail their construction in at least one project, claiming 
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that they were too expensive. This assessment is unfortunately 

correct from the point of view, not of their erosion control function, 

but of their ability to reward investors with increased returns. 

Until a soil conservationist arrives who can integrate the bench 

terrace into a b~oader web of innovations that produce profits for 

the peasant, the bench terrace will remain the device of project 

technicians and of city and town dwelling l3ndowners who have the 

capital to obtain returns from these structur.;s. Despite its 

unparalleled capacity to arrest erosion, I cannot reconnnend its use 

in projects in Haiti simply because it stands little chance of 

becoming incorporated into the economic repertoire of the peasant. 

Dry Walls and the Haitian Peasant 

, 
The dry wall (mi sek) and the rock barrier (kodon pye) are probably 

the two most common erosion control structures found throughout Haiti. 

The dividing line between the two is hard to draw, and terminological 

practices are not consistent from one part of the country to the other. 

The peasants use the term mi sek to refer as well to the bench terrace, 

since the Creole term teras means, not terrace, but road. 

But despite terminological ambiguity, one sees throughout rural 

Haiti mountainsides with long rows of (generally crumbling) rocks. 

Some of these structures are fairly high (up to four feet) and are 

more carefully constructed. These are the dry walls. Others are 

lower and less elaborately constructed. These are· Tib.a~ are 
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generally ~~fcrred to as kodon_gye, 

Their erosion ~ontrol efficiency, even when well built', is felt 

by most soil conservationists to be relatively low. Theoretically, 

with time and some luck, the dry wall can eventually transform itself 

into type of bench terrace. As soil piles up behind the ~all, the 

landowner Yill pile on more rocks. Xore enrth will then pile up. 

And more rocks will be added. The end result would be a level 

layer of topsoil supported by the wall--i.e. a bench terrace and 

its riser. 

Unfortunately this sequence of events does not generally occur in 

Rural Haiti. With the exception of the Fort-Jacques area, any walls 

which I had observed had had as their main function the securing of 

Food for Work for those who constructed them. The charade is par

ticularly dramatic in the Northwest. As part of its emergency food 

distribution program, HACHO has paid peasants to construct kilometer 

after kilometer of rock wall on barren land that could not possibly 

be used for agriculture. The absence of agriculture and the absence 

of rainfall drastically reduce the danger of erosion. When such 

hillsides are lined with rock walls, it does not take a detective 

to infer the presence of project busy work. When the rock walls 

begin to crumble, few landowners take the trouble to repair them. • 
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A skeptic ~ould erect a monument to th~ ro~k wall as a symbol of the 

labor mobilizing power of Food for Work in projects which may be 

completely useless to all concerned. 

The Spacing of Erosion Control Structures 

will 
It may be that one day the rock wall).forrn part of a complex from 

which the peasant will draw profits. To some degree the rock walls 

of Fort-Jacques may have served this function. In such cases 

measures should be taken, not only to ensure their repair, but to 

construct them in such a way that repairs will be less frequent. 

Paradoxically the skill with which the rocks are placed, or the 

dedication with which the builders stay on the contour of the slope, 

may be of less importance than the size of the wall and the vertical 

spacing of the wall from its nearest neighbor. The importance of 

size and spacing stems from the fact that the major enemy of the 

rural Haitian walls is probably the cow. If the walls are low, cows 

will attempt to climb over them. And if the walls are closely spaced, 

landowners will tie cows in such a wey that they will be able to 

reach the walls. Walls that are high, in cont~ast. ~ill frighten 

away most cows. And walls that are spaced from 12 to 15 meters 

fro~ each other leave ample room to tie animls in such a fashion 

that they are out of reach of the walls. In short, one cannot be 
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optimistic about the rock wall, but if they are constructed, they 

shoulci be constructed in such a way as to discourage destruction 

from the picketed cow. 

Trentoent of Ravines 

In the Aux Caycs area, the use of well built check-dams has 

transformed the face of large numbers of (privately owned) ravines. 

Whereas formerly water used to rush down these once naked gullies, 

transporting soil downhill_, the check dams have succeeded in 

capturing the soil. The ravines have been transformed from naked 

ditches into the most lush, verdant features of the landscape. Trees 

of all sorts are now planted there. The presence of the newly formed 

layers of thick soil, and the fast growing crops which this soil now 

supports (where there was formerly nothing) have induced most owners 

to take very good care of their check-dams. They have yielded 

payoffs in a way the the rock walls have not. 

To briefly summarize the preceding section: many of the technical 

recommendations that have been mde here ste~ from factors extraneous 

to the question of eroai~n control per se. The success or failure 

of many devices will be affected less by their technical ability to 

control erosion than by their ability to integrat2 themselv~s into 

the agricultural and livestock economy of the peasant. 
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PART FOUR 

SOCIOCULTURAL ANTECEDENTS OF EROSION CotlTROL 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

LAND TENURE AND SOIL CONSERVATION 

Several observers have indicated their conviction that the pre

vailin~ lar.d tenure system in Haiti has not only been one of the major 

contributina factors to soil erosion in the past, but also continues to 

be a major obstacle to the success of soil conserJation practices in the 

a~rarian repertoire of the Haitian ~easant sterns largely from the absence 

of a true proprietary relationship to the land which he crops. This has 

led to the emergence of a totally extractive, grab··while-you can approach 

to agriculture whose direct consequence has been the destruction of the 

nation's forest. This extractive orientation furthermore, according to 

the model, inhibits the spread of the ecologically protective behaviors 

which soil conservation technicians have tried to impart. In view of the 

frequency with which these assertions have been made, I gathered general 

information on the prevailing land tenure patterns in the various project 

regions, as well as more specific information from project organizers 

and participants concernin~ the manner in which different land tenure 

arrangements appeared to impinge on the success or failure of the project. 

8.1 overview of Haitian Peasant Land Tenure. 

Haitian agriculture unfolds in the context of a private property land 

tenure system whose institutional:underpinnings ste~ largely from French 

law and whose actual functioning is informed by a number of folk-adapta

tions which have emerged in the context of Haitian peasant society. A great 
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~~al--uhdoubtediy most--of the land is under the control of private 

owners, though large tracts of land (never yet measured) also belong 

to the State. The intergenerational movement of land is governed by 

a bilateral, partible inheritance systeM in which all children (with 

certain ~inor exceptions) receive equal shares of th0 land of both 

parents. The preponderance of extralegal conjugal arrangements in the 

rural areas leads to a situation in which the land of both parents 

tends to be kept legally separated, creating a situation in which chil

dren generally frecruently two separate sources of inheritance land. 

In addition to the intergenerational movement of land via inheritance, 

there is an impressively vigorous land market in which peasants buy 

and sell land. 

The situation of deeds is one of the more obscure features of the 

land tenure system. It is probably the case that most of the privately 

claimed land in Haiti is covered by some form of deed. These deeds 

have arisen either in the context of 19th century governmental land 

grants or of more recent purchases which were followed by surveys and 

the preparation of new deeds. But though most private land is covered 

by deeds, there has never been a total cadastral survey of Haitian 

peasant holdings, leading to the emergence of competing deeds. Further

more it is a rare peasant who has deeds for all of the plots in his 

holding, even for thosa plots of which he is the owner. Recent genera

tions have seen the e~crgence of informal land division procedures in 

which siblings, resting in the knowledge that their father or grandfather 
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had a valid deed to the land (which is still preserved in many cases), 

avoid the expenses of a legal survey by in~o1:m.ally dividing the land 

among themselves. The plots created by this subdivision do not have 

separate deeds:but the land is nonetheless frequently covered by a 

master deed. In most regions of Haiti these inforrtal su.½divisions; 

frequently made in the presence of corrmunity witnesses, have the force 

of law. In fact a sibling may, if necessary, sell his plot and the 

purchaser may elect to come in and survey the purchased piece of ground 

even though the seller had not yet taken out his own separate deed to 

the plot. However in the case of many, perhaps most, purchases, the 

' buyer hirnsel~ will not undertake the expense of a formal survey, but 

will rest his security on the notarized record of the transaction that 

is prepared at the Moment of a sale. 

In addition to the circulation of land via inheritance and purchase, 

many peasants gain access to land through one or another tenancy route, 

the principal variants being sharecropping and rentinq, vJhen dealing 

with mountain peasants, most of this tenancy is of an intraclass nature-

both landlord and tenant are peasants from the same general region. The 

landlord himself may continue to crop his o~m plots of ground and may 

even simultaneously be a sharecropper or renter on somebody else's land. 

There is some degree of regional variation ~ith respect to land tenu

re patterns. For exanple, in the rural areas north of Aux Cayes, the 

informal subdivision process does not unfold as described above. In the 

case of valuable land, siblings will call in a surveyor and pay the $20.00 
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or $25.00 recruired to 1raw U? each separate deed. Where the land is 

too s~all, siblinas will crop it in rotation, a practice which I have 

not found to be corn.~on in other parts of the country. 

The case of: State land presents another variant. In rnan!' parts of 
. 

the country State land is used for the qrowth of traditional domestically 

important crops such as corn and millet and traditional cash crops such 

as beans. In such cases the prevailing arrangement is for t~e peasant 

to pay rent in the Tax Bureau of the nearest town. But in the case of 

more valuable State land, a frequent arran~ement, which I have observed 

' in both Aux Caves and Jean Pabel, for example, is for wealthy townspeople 

to rent the land at a low price from the Tax Bureau and to sublet it at 

hiqher prices to individual peasants. 

But even State land has its reaional variations. All of the coffee 

grown in the Baptiste region in the mountains south of Belladere is grown 

on State land. But in this region the practice of payins rents to the 

State was eliminated durinq the late forties when an a~ricultural colony 

was established in the regions and peasants who had been affected earlier 

slaughter and by the ejection of Haitians from the Dominican Republic 

were given plots of ground. Today th€ farri.ers treat this land as though 

it were their own, with the exception that thev do not notarize land 

transactions, pref.erring to avoid any involve~en~ ~•ith the State in 

matters cf. land. 

2.2 The Issue of Land Tenure Insecurity 

~"hen reference is nade to the land tenure insecurity of the Haitian 
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peasant, the assumption generally is that the general absence of legal 

deeds for the individual plots in his hol<lina creates a s•anse of insecu

rity that militates aqainst lon9 term investrr.ent in the land. There 

are some possible errors in this model. 

Earlier information presented in this report incicates the presence 

of a generalized fear that invoh·ernent with the State or blan could lea:! 

to eventual loss of land. One need only rec~ll th~ reluctance o~ ~any 

farmers to have trees planted on their land for this reason to grasp 

the fundarnental insecurity of the Haitian peasant. However this insecu

~ity has nothing to do with the land tenure system. That is, tha fear of 

possible expropriation was as strong anong those proprietors who had 

purchased and deeded their land as it was a"T!ong those who had no separate 

deeds. If anything, the purchasers of land, who had invested cash in 

their land, had ~ore to lose. Had each and every peasant had a deed for 

each and every plot in his holding, the fear would have been e<TUnlly 

great. The insecurity ste~s fro~ a basic ambivalence about the intentions 

of public institutions. 

There is a second type of insecurity which focuses around the danger 
( 

of losing land to powerful individuals who take a sucden interest in the 

land. The peasants of a coI!lI".unity near Anse Rou~c participated actively 

in a HACHO-sponsored irrigation project to bring a laroe tract of •·public 

land" under cultivation. No socner had the syster.1. beer. installed than a 

powerful townswoman showed up with a deed indicatinq that the land was in 

fact part of her ov.rn personal patrimony. Such occurrences tend to focus 

an irriqc1tion projects and do not a9penr to play a I!lajor role in those 
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marginal uphill lands of interest to soil conservation projects. 

A third type of insecurity is to be found in the situation of the 

tenant or sharecropper. His access to the land is determined by the 

landlord and can be removed onc0 the cr~pping cycle is finished or the 

rental period has expired. This insecurity is a built-in fen.ture ot an~• 

tenancy arrangement and is not du& to any particul~r weclkness of the 

Haitia.~ lnnd tenure system, except inscfar as these tenancy relationships 

are prevalent in certain regions. 

A fourth type of insecurity that is characteristic of Haitian peasant 

land tenure: in a way that is apparently not so cor.imon in other parts of 

the Americas involves potential conflict between close or distant relativ€~ 

The informal divisions may eliminate certain absent relatives, or they may 

be on property which, in an earlier subdivision, had elL~inated a relative. 

A common theme in rural Haiti is that of intrafarnilial litigation over 

plots of ground. Probably most land conflicts in Haiti involve conflict, 

not between a peasant and an outsider, but between a peasant and a relative. 

In what ways have these land tenure dynamics affected the course of 

erosion control projects? 

One of the more paradoxical findings from this research entails the 

apparent pattErn whereby the arsentee owners and large landlord!,--the 

"bad guys" in the books of some analysts of Haitian society--take substan

tially better care of their 1,md than t.l-1€ smallholding :neaszmt •·good quys." 

In the aroa of Furey, for example, well to do ci tya,-~ellcrs have been buying 
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ur mountain land for decades. The land purchases have been made, not 

with a vie,;.• to putting the 1 a."'ld to product! ve use, but with tr::e int~:-;t5.r, 

of creatinq vacatiC'n residences ~.nd bucolic stm'.r-ier retreats from the hel'.t 

and noise of Port-au-Prince. Many e-f th~se ~~j~·a have taken srrcat !'?i:'~ 

tc protect the rernaininq pines on their land, and to reforest portions of 

thGir property that have already been denuded. Th€ir refusal to let loc0l 

peasants clear and work their land has in many cases earned the~ negative 

local reputations. One does not need to ask informants to learn which 

hillsides belong to local oeasants and which belong to outsiders. If a 

hillside or ridge has abundant trees, it is te moun lavil (the land of city 

people): if it is denuded and barren, it is tr! abitan (oeasant land). 

A somewhat similar pattern car. be seen in the case of Smith's nur-

sery in Limbe~ Despite early attempts to involve peasants in tree planting, 

in recent years the project has had to rely almost exclusively on pur

chases from Middle and large landowners who are willing and able to set 

apart sections of their property for the lonq terr.i reqeneration of forests. 

These patterns are not surprising. The wealthy tree planters are for 

the most :oart individuals who generat.s their ,-,eal th from non· -aqrarian 

pursuits. The destruction of Eaitian forests and hillsides has come 

about through the action of those whose livelihood depG~ds on the soil. 

The elite landowner can afford to leave his land in unproductive or 

semiproductive trees, and his behavior in this respect is ocolo~ically 

positive, But his holdings account for only a fraction of potentially 

productive the land in Hai ti, most of ,.,.hich is in the hands of people 

who must make a living froM it. In d€signing refortstation prograrris, 
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~olicy m:kers must devise schemes by which this latter productive group 

can integrate tree growing into an agrarian economy which up until now 

has been predicated lar~ely on the cutting of trees. 

S.3 Land Tenure, Contour Mounds, and Rock Walls 

In the first section of the report a description was qiven of the rnounc 

terraces of Furey. These were seen tc be E:ffective erosion control 

structures, not only frol'l the point cf view of their nhvsical erosion 

control efficiency, but also from the point of view of their effective 

incorporation into the agricultural technology of the ~easants of the 

region. 

The r.mestion to be answerec in this section is: does the land 

tenure relationship between the far.:"l2r and the sarden at all affect the 

farMer's willin~ness to use these devices? Tc pose the auestion concre

tely, will an owner-operator be more willing to invest time, labor, and 

money in the construction of mound terraces than a renter er sharecropper? 

One of the ~ost interestinq aspects of the Furcv ~ound terraces is 

that they are virtually free of influence fron the dcT!li'\in cf land tenure. 

That is, the teriant will construct the?" with thE: sa.J11e willinqness as the 

owner o~erator. The reason for this is twofold: 

1. The rnound terrace is absolutely essential to pr~tcctina the• 

farmer's investr'!ent in fertilizer. 

2. The mound terrace is a temporary structure ¥hich is de~olished 

at each hnrvest and which nust be rebuilt for each cropping cycle. 
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This 1.::-c-te:: chnracteristic sterns from the fact that vegetable 

growing entails a deep turning up cf the cn::-th (:::.:-bour: •.:~) :-or -::~ch 

cycle. It is i~nossible to reuse a ~ounc terrace. Phrased another 

way: th€ t€nant constructinq a r:tound terr nee is in no way Maki!!_<: c1 l~nq_ 

term improvement on the landlord's property. It is the te~por~ry charac-

ter cf the mounc1 terrace which frees it froI!l anv impact ster.ll!'ing fror 

land tenure considerations. 

The sa~e is not true of structures such as rock walls. The rock wall 

is by its very nature designed to be a long term improvement on the land. 

It is true that most rock walls have fallen down. But in those exceptional 

regions where certain farmers have taken care to• ,I!laintain and repair rock 

walls, it has in most cases been the cwner-operator. 

Rut these farmers rer.,ain exceptional. Even owneroperators generally 

allow their rock walls to crumble. This indifference stems, not fro~ land 

tenure, but fror:t the earlier mentioned fa.ct that rock walls are for the 

most part simply devices for securing Fcod for Work rather than profit-

9enerating innovations in the farmer's technology. Leng-term erosion cnn-

trol structures will fall heavily under land tcr.ure dynamics only when they 

are in the interest of owner operators. If they arc of little value, they 

will be neclected, not only by tenants, hut also by Clmers themselves. 

8.4 Manaoers, Tenants, and Trees 
' 

Common S8nse \o1ould suqaest th2.t the owner--cnerntor of a plot is much 

r.tore likely to plant and protec-:t trees than a nianager or tenant, who could 
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be expected to be indifferent to the fate of plants whose benefits he 

himself will not re~p. Ccmmon sense is right or.ly up to a point. In 

many instances there is a somewhat More nggressive dyncll"'lic. Peasants who 

~anage land for absentee owners, and tenants who crop land belonqinq tc 

others, may not only be indifferent, but may c.ctuc1lly be hostile, to the 

planting of trees on t.11e plot of ground under their tcrn~ornry contrcl. 

The hostility ste~s less froM interf~rence with their earicultural acti

vities them fro~ possible complications in their futur€: plc:.ns. v1i th great 

frequency, when an owner sells a plct of ground, he will sell it tc a mnna

qer or a longstanding tenant. But the presence of trees on the ground could 

either raise the value of the land beyond the capacity of the manager or 

tenant to buy, or endow the land with sn much worth that the owner decides 

not to sell. Indeed the trees themselves could conceivably provide the 

owner with the cash to meet the crisis for which he would otherwise have 

had to sell the land. Tenants and trees tend to be natural enemies. 

8.5 Undivided Inheritance Land: ~he M3jor Project Feadache 

The tenure arrangement that has been mcst cetrimental to the soil con

servation projects exa.IT'ined in this study is the tenure mode that dominates 

a9riculturally marginal privcte land throu~hout Haiti. Holdings will b~ 

subdivided by siblings into discrete eubunits only if the land is ngricul·· 

turally valuable:. But if the Vmcl has deteriorated to the point where 

croppincr is not possible, whEarG the only use that can: be made of the•land 

is the grazinq of livestock, ther. sibling~ will not sencrally subdivide it 

among themselves, not even informally. They will rather leave it in an 
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undivided block, each sibling havin~ the right to graze any and all ~f 

his animals in the land. ~en this arran~e~ent persist through two or 

three qenerations, a very co?!lplex tenure si tu21.ti.cn nrises in Which the 

land is owned ccllectively by a vast cohort' of siblin~s, cc,usine, :-..nd 

the seC?:"nd cousins. Each plot of crc~ping grcund that has been subdivided 

has a discrete owner. But this undivided land, commonly referred to as 

t~ eri t,:•.; 0r· - in ccnsuses--te~ indi vise, presents a complex tangle of -----~ -----
fr~auently hostile co-owners. 

It takes little imagination to ~nvision the fate of a row of young 

trees planted on this type of land. It is unlikely that all co-cwn~rs 

will have been involved in the plantino of the trees, at least not in view 

of the way projects have been organized up till present. Pressures for 

grazing space will lead co-owners to tie their animals indiscri~inately. 

And if hy chance some of the trees should survive, there will be a quite 

probably race to cut them down and sell t..~em before some other relative 

does. t•1hon trees are on the land of a single owner who is 2ssured of 

eventual use of the trees, there is a hiaher probability that they will 

be taken care of. Eut when trees arc on lane d0rninated bv ar.,bigous 

ownership patterns, the ownership of the trees is also ambiguous. 

This problem would not be serious if only a fraction of the trees 

were beina planted on this collectively owned land. Unfortunately a very 

high percentage of project trees-perhaps 50% in some communi t.i.es--·gc!' 

precisely on this type of land. 'l>lh.y? SiI'.'!Ply because there is a tendencv 

to plant project trees on land that is severely eroded, on the one hand, 
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and marginal to agricultural activities on the other. Tc avoid where 

possible confrontation with gardening landowners, aqronomes and foreJl'\en 

will head straight for the high hills--litcrally--seekinq out land where 

they will receive a ~inirnum of flack from concerned lando~'!l~rs. The 

offshoot is the planting of large nu.n,bers of trees on t~ 6rit~; and the 

nost co~.!'\on denou€rnent to th~ storv is the total d~struction 0f. th~ trscs. 

Solution l· ~ostcr Corporately ~'!led ~oodlots 

One solution might consist of accepting this com:"lunal tenure pattern 

~s an unalterable feature of the Haitian landscape and devising educational 

and motivational inputs which encourage peasant co-owners to protect the 

trees, to usher the~ into maturity, and to split the proceeds in a collective 

equitable fashion. In addition to protectin~ the envj_ronrn.ent, this would 

also lead to the creation of corporate units based, not on residence in a 

co~.munity, but on membership in a cornIIlon kin group. 

Such a scheme has never been tried in Haiti to my knowledge, and I siITtply 

doubt that it would work. I am acquainted ~rith some kin groups a.~ong whom 

such a scheme has a small chance of success. But in ~ost of the kin groups 

with which I am familiar, there are inevitably subaroups of relatives ~he 

dislike each other with an intensity scarcely cc~prehcnsible to an outsidGr. 

It would be an unwise decision to saddle a project vith the taskr net only 

of reforestin~ hills, but also of creating fraternal love among individuGls 
• 

who may be actively c,,.sting spells on each other. 

The peasant econorr.y of Haiti is fundamentally ~tomistic, at least in tem.: 
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of wealth generatin~ property. Peasants pool labor, rut they rarely pc~l 

property. Soneday community development experts may succeed in transforming 

th0 orientation of the peasant, into one of collective, coMnion endeavour. 

But soil conservation projects should not saddle t.~emselves with this task, 

or reduce their chances of success by adopting models based on co~~u.~al 

orientations which at present simply do n0t exist. 

Solution 2: Individualize Land Tenure Patterns 

An alternate solution might be for the project to facilitate the 

partitioning of these plots of land in such a fashion that each rne~..ber 

of the kin group would get an individualized deed to a specific sub-plot 

within the larger block. In that way each tree would have a particular 

owner. 

There are situations in which projects should envision some sort of 

regularization of land tenure arrangements in a project region. But such 

interventions should probably restrict the~selves to validating master deed~ 

and ensuring aqainst the sudden encroachment of outsiders. It would be both 

cumbersome and unwise for outside agencies to beqin tinkering with the int~rn. 

tenure relations on plots of ground coiraT\unally held by c group of relatives. 

There are some cans ~f worms that are best left unopened. 

Solution 3: Individualizing Ownership of the Trees 

Perhaps the simplest and most appropriate solution would be to organize 

the distribution of the trees in such a fashion that the trees pass from tr.e 

control of the recipient community organization to the hands of specific 
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individuals. That is, the trees are assigned to specific owners who, 

under the incentive of some project input, make themselves respcnsible 

for the protection of the tree and nre the sole recipients of the prc.fits 

from the tree \'lhen it is read}• to be used. 

Recall: the current manner in which the trees are planted in most 
when 

projects leaves ambiguous the ownership of the tree. Even~the tree is 

planted on private property, the landowners are sonetimes told tc take care 

of the "State=s trees." I have heard peasants disclaim ownership of trees 

that have been planted on their land--not because they would not like to 

be the owners, but because they were still not ~onvinced that the project 

intended them to be the owners of the trees. The ownership of trees on 

cornrnunal land is even more ambiguous: if the land itself doesn't have a 

specific owner, the status of the trees is even less clear. 

If an individual were given 200 trees, for example: and if he were 

convinced that in four or five years those trees would generate sub

stantial income: and if he were in addition qiven some other project

supplied •·encouraqement" to usher those trees through their early years, 

then t~e situation would be totally clear. Under current customs he could 

argue that he has the riqht to plant these trees on a block of land in 

which he has communal rights, in the s~.J!'!e ~anner that he could plant a 

garden there. He is not establishing pernanent ownership rights in the 

plot of ground; but he does h~ve ownership rinhts in the crops--in this cas4 

trees-which he has temporarily planted there. 
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It is here that we see the importance of a cultural construct in 

determining the behavior of comm.unity members. If a co-owner were to 

plant a manioc garden on undivided land, other relatives ~ith ri~hts in 

the plot would be obliged to tie their animals elsewhere. If thev tied 

their animals in the manio~ garden, the gardener could takt them to cou~t 

and would be paid an indemnity. But if the same Person were to plant 

sc::veral rows cf trees on this ground, rather than z,,anioc, the other kin 

would si~ply continue to tie aniMals, since trees arc not defined as a 

crop in the sarne fashion as other cultivates. 

But once the trees have come to be defined locally as a ''crop''--and this 

would constitute a revolutionary triwn~h for any project--thcn other rela

tives could not tie aniMals in a position that could destroy them, anVN'l~e 

than they could tie t.~eir animals in a manioc garden. Of the various solu

tions discussed here, this strateoy of clarifying and specifying ownership 

rights in trees stands the hiqhGstchance of integrating itself successfully 

into the realities of contemporary Haitian peasant land tenure. 
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0-IAPF.R NINF. 

aJL'JlJ'RE A~D CCJl~IO-i 

9 .1 Formula ti on of the Question 

One of the hypothesis envision(3':l_ in th£ ,-.iorkscope concerns the 

fOSSiblc iMpact of a rn.mlher of cultural issues on the success or 

failure of erosion control project£. Are there sane features of the 

general cultllral orientations, or forms of autochth:mous social 

organization, fouoc arnorg Haitian peasants whicr. either facilitate 

or hirrlcr the success of soil conservation projects? It should he 

oroicus by now that the results of this study suggest the primacy of 

econanic arrl institutional detenninants, rather than the traditions 

anc attitudinal patterns popularly llF.lped under the rubric 

''culture''. Put if Haitian peasant culture is not th€ major cctcr

rn.i.nc'"l.Ilt of project success or failure, nonetheless it sets up 

possibilities am. constraints which should be ta'ken into ncccunt in 

the; organization of projects. 

~-~ culture am Dcforcr;tation 

The observer ·wtx:, stares in horror at ridge after ridge of tree

less, barren 'u.llsides cut with savage gullies arrl strippe:l of al!. 

tut a t.l-iin ranainder of now in-fertile topsoil can be parc!oncrl for 

\ii'01rlerin;J abcut the c:ultllre which ras enccuragai., or at least per

rnitterl, its mare.rs to destroy the cnvirorment whicr sur:P()rts t"1cir 

• 
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life. I have hearu mere than one hc:mcsr,un analysis of the "c,,::t:J:ac

tivc'' nature of the orientation of the !iaitian peasant, or dfi the 

abserce of the r"isciplina:l •·future orientation" w.ich prcsu:nably 

rclps the ta;r.rola3'i.c;,I.J.ly advan::Erl ruro--1'..~ican to "delay gratifi

cation'' arrl plan for the future. 

Before la.l.."lcl-..inj into tirades a;;ainst IJaitian peasant culture, 

how£.vcr., it is uscr..tl. to recall that cnvirornents had alreany been 

ultcre:1 by hlr.lan cultivators l.cn:'J rofore h.lrnan !->ein:Js even 1:N:lljJht 

of settll.D3" the l'.ntilles sane 7, <'00 years ago. Furt.hen!Drc t:l-•e deser

tif ication of vast expanses within l.a?:ge re:Jials such as the Afric:an 

Sahcl., largely as a result of ov~tensive tillage practices, hav-e 

prcx:luced larrlscapes even :r.a:-e barren than trose generally fourrl in 

F..aiti. Nonetheless the destl::uction of the Yaitian ernnroment 

correctly strikes observers as reirry <lisastrously trorcu;"' C\ren in 

c~ison, for example, w.i.tr. tre milder types of enviromental 

degradation whicr. have affl.ictai Pai ti's neightors in t"'e Grea.tcr 

AntiJJe.s. 

Only the l'!X)St lctrargic ~ cculd refrain frcn entcrtainiri3 

at least a mild curiosity a-.rout t:re cause?s of Fai ti ' s un::;ues

tioned local lead in this tragic rl.owl'l',•intl race. 
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But hefore layinJ the rurden ort ~aitian culture, it is analytic-.ally 

heaithy to exaci.he rore prosaic material features s,1ch as fre pre

existing enviroment. Perhaps tl--ere 'l'Pa.S sanetring special about 

the ecolcxn' o:f: colonial arrl postcolonial Pai ti which made it !':\Ore 

prone than its neighbors to ecological ~estruction. n. case oouln he 

ma.de that indeoo the very t:opogra;rhy of ~•aiti :r:iade it likely tr.at 

if one caribhean nation -were to e-m ur, denunec.'l and eroc.Erl, raiti · 

WOJ.lc. be that nation. An unparallela:1 percentage of ti'€! nation's 

surface takes the fonn of hillsides. 75!il: of Paitian 1an:l has 

slopes greater than 2(1 de::,rees. Us.in:; starrlard international lard 

classification schemes, less than ?.0%--one observer µits the figure 

at 14i--of Haiti's larrl is truly arable, and eV"en most of~ 

arable lan1 constitutes slopes which ~ld require erosion oontrol 

measures far proper cultivation. In short the very physical 

errlownent of Haiti has rerrlere1 the corner of Fispaniola inhP...renUy 

more wlnerable to envirormental de:Jradation. ~,.'hatever his culture, 

tr..e Haitian peasant had the ecological cards stack~ against him 

fran the ootset. 

But ecolc:gy ecplains only part of the matter, ~ perhaps a 

small part at trat. ~-e antr.rorological literature of &e pa.3t 

two decades is replete with ~11 docunentro. exaMples of agrarian 

societies which have successfully~-frequently on tl'•eir own-deV"isErl 

envirornnent-protectinJ custa.\s arrl institutions which seen cons

picurusly absent in Haiti. 
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SUch agrarian strate;ies frequently take the guise of religious 

taboos, for example. It has rocently been arguerl, for example, 

that the nc,.,:, famcus Sacred Cow canplex in India can best be urrlers

toc:x:1 as a subtle fonn of econanic .i.'1.surance against the destniction 

of an invaluable local adjun::t to the local agrarian econany-the 

cow wrose droppi.n:Js provide t'he mos~ imr,ortant source of da::iestic 

fuel. It wculd appear t:J-,at r:aiti could hav~ t-enefitoc frcrn the 

ancrge.rce of vigorrus folJ::-·religio1s tai..."'<X>s against tre cuttirg of 

trees. t:!hy have these taboos not conveniently appeared? 

As a r.iatter of fact, they have. I '.i;avc live-'! in a village of 

the plain whose inhabitants are hard pressoo to firr fir8'.JC>C:rl. am 

wherc.--surprisinJly--there is a substantial number of trees still 

starrlirg which in other ra,Jions wculd have long ago fallen to the 

axes of the charcoal makers. In virtually every si.n]le case, these 

trees are bwa sevi, sacre::1 trees whose destruction \\Olld brirg 

pranpt retril:ution down on the hezd of the feller (or on t.'1e heads 

of his children). :eut these t.aloos are -weal~ .• certainly weaker than 

the nore p::,werful forces which have mane it neces&-.ry arrl/or pro

fitable to crop the trees down. Arrl for reasons ,-Thic.h fall J:::.eycml 

t."1e scope of tris discussion, rural Pai tian f elk religion has 

cane to focus on matters of sickness and healing rather than on 

matters 01Jertly connecterl with the local agrarian econany. 
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But other agrarian societies have successfully dcvism non

rcligirus, technolcgical solutions to prohlEMS of ooil erosion. One 

necl only point to the far.cus terraces conr:tructec by the InC".a-:

Sa:\e of thG!l still in use toaay--or the elaborate tillage practices 

of many tribal peoples which, in combination, with careful sys

t.rniatic falla.7irg practices have managro to preserve fragile envi

rormen.ts. 

t-:hy 1'..a.ve such environment-protecting agrarian practices appa

rently n...ver emerged as a feamre of Haitian peasant culture? 

As for the terraces, an examination of the ant."iropolcgical 

literamre will reveal that such labor danarrling innovations terrl 

to occur only within certain sociopolitical contexts. Probably the 

principal g01Jernirg factor is the preS€IlCc of either an advance:1 

chiefdan or a centralized state whicb has devclopo:i effective ins

titutions of carmunal labor roobilization. It is true t.l-..at P.aiti 

has been a nation-state wift a centralize::!. g01Jcrrrncnt fran the 

earliest days of the Re?iblic. But the g01Jernnent has heen, 

tr.ro.ighoot its history, conspicuoosly inefficient in tr.e MOhili-

zation of camunal labor for camru.nal errls. ~he most <Jlorious 

exception-~-Henry Christop~c.--m=,biliza:.! tis St1:"1jects, not for the 

ruilaing of hillside benc1" terraces, rut for the constru.ction of 

an enonno..is mc:untain Cita<'lel, a not unrcasonal::le choice in view 
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of the then irrrninent dancJer of a reirnrasion h.y t1i.E=; rece.T'ltly e:jcct:Erl 

French, arrl the raooteness of the problen of soil er9cion in a 

camtry that was then still hc--avily foresterl am und.erporulattrl. By 

t.he time soil erosion has becane a prohlem, I;aitian govcrrmental 

institutions hart long since lost roost vestiges of effective lator

mobilizing control c:»er the rural population. It is not unfair 

to point rut that r:ost recent Paitian gc:»errmcnts have been ITDlch 

more s.'d.llful in the organization of extraction tran in the O%ga

nization of prcrluction. Put the ~tant point here is that the 

absence of the irrpreseive terrace works t.lJ.at have characterized 

certain other agrarian rultures is more a reflection of the state 

of the lcx:::al institntional supergtructnre tr.an of the culblre of 

the peasants. 

But '\-.'hat of the simpler types of protective devices which less 

canple>c tribal scx:::iet.ies have r.it upon in t.he co.Jr~e of tlieir 01,m 

agrarian developnent? Why do so many Haitian peasant ccmnunities 

give the ar:pearance of takinJ oo precautions against Goil erosion? 

A rather same answer 'WCUld be to point out that there are at least 

a few ~oo cases of peasant ccmnunities sane of 'Whose rnern..~s 

erect different typee of V8Jetal barriers on steeper slopes in 

hopes of sl.c::Mirq down at le.a.st sane of the soil loss. An:'!. in sane 

camunities which I have visited, t'l-iese 'leviccs were r€p0rtcrl to 

be lol'l:3'stamin:J traditions in the camunity, rather tr.an innova

tions intrcx1uce:1 by an agroranist. 
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!'ut ruch cu!.tural devices cor..stitute fee-,lc exceptions in an 

agrarian systan that is frankly cl'-.aracterizec t,:,, t.he genr..:ral 

c:i"Js~ce of ~-Oil rµ:-otccti~ measures in p'tysical envirornents wnich 

appear to cry out for such measures. Pit"t ra.c:rcct to t.'his, it nust 

be pointe:d rut that t.lie major weapon in the connc.rvation r€<Jime of 

most 1-ighland ho.rtic:ulturalists has been t."":e maintaini..11<J of. a 

reaoonably lengt.1,y fallCM period which permits regrOflt.h of secondary 

v(.l(Jetation arrl the cancani.tant regeneration of the soil. Put popu

lation growtt, has been foorrl, wherever it occurs, to wreak havoc 

on highlarrl horticultural ~"Stans principally t."1rough a forced 

srortenin:J of the falla,.r period. Rather than lettinJ the larrl rest 

12 or 15 yea.rs, cultivators may be force:i to return to the plot 

aft.er only one or two years of brief pause-dur~ whicr. period they 

may even have been force:i to graze their animals on the plot, tru.s 

i,npeding the growth of even lo.•: brush V8=Jetation. This is the 

situation which characterizes perr.aps most of rural Hai ti. The 

current pop.ilation density creates a pressure on larrl that effec

tively precludes the application of necessary fallowin:J practices. 

The result has reen widesp.r~ destruction of even secorrlary forent 

e."1Vi.ronnents, ~ their replacanent i.11 many regions by treeless, 

brushless highlan::1 savannas, now forever hcyonr. t.nc rea~h of spon

t.anea.is forest regeneration even if by sane miracle t.ne land were 

to be left untoucherl. In short once again we find that it is an 

E!l(CXJenrus variable--pop.1lation pres..c:;ure-rather tran culture ,..+iich 

bears the causal hrunt in the procc!3s of ern.rirormental c.egradation. 
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But population pressure has exerta:1 its envirorrnentally des

tructive impact via aoother route as well. The rcsrx:,nse of most 

Eaitian pea:3cmts has been to coorten t.'1-ieir fallow. Put tl',e response 

of a growing number has been to give up the entire hopeless crrleavc::ur 

arrl seer. their fortune in Port-au-Prince or other waller tor.,"nS. 

But this has cre--atcrl rrarket far lumher arrl charcoal '1.h-ere pres,.r.arly 

sue!"- markets did not exi.st hefore. It sronlr1 J:x:: pointcl out tt>at 

the exportation of ltr.tber was one of tJ-ic major sources ct g01Tcrn

mental reverrue during parts of the nineteenth century arrl several 

documents allude to the existence of private lumr.cr canpanies that 

had arisen to meet this market. Put in recent da:::ades tre danan::l 

has focusel in the urban areas, ccribinin; with t~ sir:ul tal'lCQls 

danarrl for charcoal. These forces, which fran an environ:nental point 

of view constitute ne:rative pressures, fran the peasant's point of 

vie1·;r constitutes· s_new ecorx:rni.c opportunity to generate cash fran 

a proouct fonnerly devoid of camlercial value. The manner in 

\nu.ch the: peasants have leapt to fill this growi.rg de:ia.rrl has 

already been the subject of several professional reports. 
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In fillirg this danarrl, the Haitian peasant has been neither 

more nor less vigorrus than his counterparts across the Daninican · 

border. And yet there exist dramatic ecological difference between 

the o..o sides of the border. Durirg my researcr. in the mountains 
. 

sooth of the border town of Belladere; I ·was once again impressoo 

by the contrast ~tween the luxuriant pine forest visible on the 

nan.inican side arrl the barren, yellow savannas of the Paitian si~e. 

Tris contrast is best understood, not as a prdluct of Dani.nican 

Haitian cultural differen:es, tut of differeoccs in goverrmental 

institutions. For nearly o..o decades the naninican qovcrrment has 

vigaroosly enforced strin:Jent forestry kgislation irnposin3" heavy 

penalties on the cutting of trees, even trees that are on one's 

Ol.\n larrl. The rural agents of the ra:!. tian forestry sei:vice, in 

contrast, have adopte:1 a policy,. not of curtaili.n:;, rut of simply 

casru.n:; in on, the cut~ of trees by charging fees to peasants 

or professional lumber merer.ants. Once again, sound canparative 

analysis would be forced to explain contrasts in Haitian arrl 

D<r.linican ecology, less in terms of differences between the 

respe:tive cultures than in tenns of contrasts between t1ieir 

respective gOV'ernnents. 
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culture and Tree Plantin:J 

Is the only interaction t:etween the peasant arrl trees one of 

destruction? Do t~e traditional lifeways of Paiti make no· allowan:e 

for the planting of any trees l:y t'l-ie peasant to replace trose that 

are cut down? can tris not l::e seen as a lacuna ir. ~-ai tia,;. pcasa11t 

cultnre? 

!~o ohc'~er of traditional Eaitian life h.as CNcr rccordro. a 

systanatic OJ.Stan of replacin:J trees tr.at havG been f'UIT)C)Sely cut 

for one reason or another. The tree cutt:i.n; of the Bai ti.an peasant 

is truly eKtractive, am t.1-)e concept of sustaina:l yield harvestL"lJ 

is totally alien to his traditional lifc . .,a.ys. Put the same=: is true 

of virtually e.,er other agrarian groop that has depemoo on tre 

cutting of trees for larrl clearing purposes. The regeneration tr.at 

ruccessfully occurs on the fonncr garden plots of many tro:,ical 

horticulturists is always first arrl foranost a procuct of the 

spontanecus regr-C7.1t:h of secorrlary cover, not of deliberate. tree 

planting on the part of the cultivators. The principal <'liffcrence 

is that i,.,. scrne • settings larr1 is ahmdant enough to pennit lorq 

fallows, where in other regions such as naiti da-oqraphy arrl larrl 

press-..1re conspire to eli.nti.nate the practice of ~stena tic, lengthy 

fallow. 
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There have, however, been certain types of tree plantin:J in 

traditional rural Haiti. The most important type, especially 

prC1Talent in the mountain areas, has be--cn the custar. of surrou.'1-

ding one's hcuse arrl courtyard {lakru} with an orcr.ard a..n0/or 

coffee gram, ,,.nose principal functions, asi~c fra:1 tli.e harvestin;:r 

of the fruits, have been the provision of shade a..."rl t..he shel tcrin:J 

o:!: th0 hruse frcn the win:l. 

~ features of this custan are important. The first is its 

snallness of scale. The practice consists of plantin:J one or two 

trees of several varieties. It bas not.11ing to do, eitlier in scale 

or laycut, with the orchard-plan-tin; behavior e.'1Visioned by sane 

soil conservation specialists. Unformnately, WT'.en pre-·project 

q11estionin:J is done of tr.e peasants concerning "what trees waild 

you like to plant," the project technician posin:J t'be question is 

th.inkirq in terms of intercrorperl orc:rards, mt the peasant in 

in all likclihocrl trinkin:J in tenns of a snail I1l.lrnlxx of trees t.o 

supplement those ,mch he has arouro his halse. 

Sa:on:Uy this traditional tree plantin:J involves onlv fruit 

trees. The concept of plantin:J a w::x:rl. tree is t.otally alien to the 

traditional practices of the peasant. Irrlc-ed sane peasants consider 

the practice of plantin:J vmi trees such as bwa blan am. J:wa pl€ 

as the most revolutionary aspect of the reforestation projects 
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·with wJ:,.ich they are familiar. In traditional life, a wood tree is 
-

not sanet.11ing you plant€; it is sanethin:J that l.evf pou ~1L 

(grows by itself) • In short proje:cts which attempt to introc\ice 

systanatic tree plantin::J on a large scale, especially the plantin;:J . 
of \>ox! trees, are und.ertakirg sanethin; for wr.ich tr.eir is oo pre

cxistin:J C'.Jltural rrecErlent in rural Haiti. 

£·. 4 The short-Term Future~ Investment for Profits 

Soil conservation projects presuppose a concem for the future. 
I 

To ·what d~ee do rural Paitian value eystans arrl cultural orienta

tions SJUip their bearers to en::Jage in future oriental bar~1iors. 

I will discuss this issue by distinJuishin] amen; the srort-te:cn 

future, the intermeliate future,·arrl the distant future. 

In terms of the short-term future, the P.aitian peasant manifests 

an entreprenP-Urial spirit that has few parallels amoil:J ris camter

parts in other irrp:werishe:l rural settin:Js of the ~naricas. lbst · 

first-harrl obsavers ,;,o.ild agree in characterizing Eai:tian peasants 

as cash-croppers par-eccellerx::e, ,-ri.llirg to plant for the r.arket 

when there are realistic hopes of profits to be rnaae. In addition, 

their wives have the distinction of bein::J, as a groop, the m:>St 

active--an:1, for analysts, probably tre most respecW. arxJ 

studiErl--marketw::men in the \!estern hanisphe:re, willing to car.bine 

snall arncuntC3 of capital witli enonnais amounts of. la...'"or in hopes of 

makin; a mall cash prof it. 
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nut the investment behaviors of the peasant hooschold go bcyorrl 

the short-tern un:lcrtakin:JG tl-at tenninate at tl'e end of a cropping 

cycle or a marketing venture. In addition there oor:t :i.."7!pressive 

patterns of the saurization for future lam purchase which take 

tl-ic form prmcip:3.lly of sayin:Js in livestoc."< .• Porular stcrcocyy-2 

repeats t'"?.e story of the youIXJ peasant who sells some eggs to ruy 

small c.ltlckens, sells the chickens to buy a goat, sells tric goats 

to buy a pig, sells the pigs to ruy a cow, arrl finally--as the 

grarrl payoff--sells the cCM to purchase a plot of grourx:l. The 

frequency of sane variant of this process irrlieq.tes clearly the 

existence of an effective arrl practical future orientation in the 

behavior of the Haitian peasant. 

But the catch, fran the point of view of soil conservation 

projects, is that the errl result Im.1st generally entail sane sort 

of targible cas~eneratin:J payoff. If soil conservation schaoos 

have on occasion failerl to eccite peasant ccrnrunities, t}-le fault 

lies not wit."1 an absence of concern for the future in the orien

tation of the :r;,easant, tut with tre absence of realistic, oon

vincin:Jly presente1 material payoffs in the design of the project. 
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As :bas already been state1, and as will be rcstatc:rl in the 

recarrnerrlations section of the rq:;:ort, this is hy .Ear~ most 

important eeterr:wiant of the ruccess or failure of ooil.conscr

vation projects. Program design r.iust anr.>basize_ t;,c cas.1, r.a:yoffs· 

that will cane frCl"l trees, 1:ut must first have. oe,lore-'l different 

alternatives to produce an agroforestation model wr..;.ch, 1-oth on 

paper arrl "on the grow'rl", will produce higher profits for the 

peasant cultivator. With few ecceptions, projects up till no.,:, 

have neither p.1t to;Jether an oconanically viable agro-forestation 

rnicro-m:xiel, nor have they been particularly successful :in con-· 

vincin:J the peas.ant as to the l:enefits to l:e derived £ran the 

project· s implanentatio:i. Na.ny have s.irrply drone:1 on ar.out the 

need to protect one's soil. 

The Intermediate Future~ Preparation for Old .Age an:1 Deat..'li. 

Another antr.ropologically impressive elS"r.e.11t :in Haitian peasant 

culture is the preparation that is given for old age arrl death. As 

they enter their fifties anri their energies 'regin to -:lecline, 

peasants with at 1P~ sane me:t.nS will h:-g:in maying preparations 

for a gra:ltlcll ~tlth:lraW:11 fran t..'1-:i.e cqricnl trr21 cycle am for the 

sperrling of an old age in wt-ic!": t..11ey are free fran the nea'l for 

heavy field labor arrl are coocrerl in tenns of tr.cir focd, clothin:J, 

• 
an::1 illness necrls. In addition to givil:q out pre-m"'critance larrl 
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to his children (who will then 1:e obligro. to sttpport h:im) , the 

peasant will also try to retain at least sane lanl to be "'1m'k<rl by 

sliare-croi:pers, thus insur:inJ himself of n.irect Etakcs in as many 

gardens as possible, in addition to receiving rEXJUlar contr:ih).tions 

frcn his children. 

But prol:ahly the most imprcssive--am., for ootsidcrs, most 

bizarre--elonent of t."1e old-age preparation of tl"c Haitian peasant 

is to be fourrl in the elabarate·am costly pr<:parations whicli are 

made for death. The salient elanent in this preparation will re the 

consttuction of an ~ive tanb, the average one cos~ sane 

three or four hundre:1 dollars, 1:ut more elaborate ones costin:J 

un to several tix:,usarrl dollars. The hidden econcrnic rationale 

behirrl. this ai::parently "irrational" invcstment--tlie larrl-circula

tin:; n:u:ction carrioo oot by the rural Haitian mortuary canplex

falls beyon:! the scq,e of the present discussion. Hhat is inp:)r

tant here is the existence of a value · S'JStan \o:TJ.ch anphasizes 

preparation not only for the srort-rarge objectives mentioned 

earlier, tut for substantially more delayed objcctiv~ as well. 
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In the course of this research I r.ave hoard cxpErierr-ro field 

agents ecoort peasants to plant trees as a preparation far their 

old age. In fact the possession of a private wocdlot ~ld maJ,-.e 

perfe::t sense in terms of the a.irrent scheme of t..1-ri.ngs. The incane 

generated fran the trees 'might not only free a pc.asant fran th€': 

nc.-'01 to sc,11 land in sane future crisis; t~c.y '1.-xm.ld also assure 

him a st~y cash inca'lc, obtainfil'le wit'b.. a mininum of labor, in 

hl.s olil age. As one tcdmician exhortm: Plante pye h-ra., mon c~; 

It ou antre nan gran:iet, oua vann l:wa, ooa ~ h::luyon.~Je bwa, ~ 

tankou youn chek li ye. Pla11.t trees_, my friend. When you start 

getting old, yai' 11 sell the ~ arrl you' 11 he drir.kirx; ra.illion. 

Trees are like a !'X)nthly check. 

~.f The Lon;-Tem Future: Concern for Unl:orn Generations 

The payoffs of soil consE?XVation projects, particularly the 

reforestation canp:>nent, are froquently phrascrl in tenns of the 

welfare of future generations o-: Haitians. Is this future orien

tation canpatible wit}, t..~e thrust of ~'aitian peasant culture? 

In the first place, it rrust be rananbered that as is true of 

most ~ts of human culture suc:h concern with t'hc dis~it future, 

especially the future that will continue after one is dc:adr is the 

prcrluct of train.in;J fran parents. ?ut the parents of. the present 

day generation of Paitians have rad neither tr.e skills nor, 
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perhaps as a cX:>n5€r!Uerce, the concern to prevent the destruction 

of~ nation's trees arrl the erosion of the islan:l's soil. There 

is no reali::;tic basis for expectinJ the rrcscnt generation of • 

Eaitians to manifest a SIJ:ntaneous ocolo;ical concern vis~-a-vis 

the ernrirornent in which their own children or gran:.chilaren '(,,"ill 

have to live. 

Sa:::orrlly even in cross-cultllral perspective suer. concern is rare, 

especially whc,'"1. it entails unconfortable alterations in one's O!ffl 

behavior. One neErl only look to tlie teravior of tr.e man in tre 

street of irrlustria.lizErl nations in the face of the pctrolallt\ 

crisis--incrcaserl consumption, hoarding, arrl myopic, self-servirq 

denials that the crisis is genuine-to exanpt the Paitian !?easant 

tram cultural criticisr:i on th.e groonds of ecol.o;ical shortsig:t,

talness. 

Tm major cultural i.q:>erativc gOV'erning !-Taitian peasant parents 

with regard t;, their children is trat of leavin;J thcr.t lan:1. So ·· . 

stror:g is this i."nperative that a great deal of the feverish larrl

transact.i.D:J wrich characterizes ea:>n.anic life in irost part.,; of 

rural l!aiti shruld be understcx:rl rx>.re as an attanpt to secure 

l:md to leave to one• s childre.'1 than to augment one's own irrrncriate 

personal incane. :eoth motivations are pre!"..crit, rut the -frequency 

with which one hears t.l-e thane achte te pou pitit-yo ka leve-j~ 

t'hlyin_; 1arrl so that children will have sanethin:J to inherit'') 

suggests the primacy of the former. 
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'.t'}-l.is norm is sustained by patterns of very strong social pres

sure ecerted, not roly by the childrE>.n thanselve.s, hut also b,1 

neighr.ors ";m keep a keen lookout on t_i,e inheritance statns of 

each other's children. Far the obligation to give lam r.egins 

not only at one's death, rut when one's childrcn--cspccially one's 

male children-~are in their late teem; arrl will begin clamoring far 

larrl on which to grow gardens of their own. Trat is, the parent 

who scrambles to ac,quire 1arrl may be ol:eyin:J t:Pe ,.:kma.-rls of a 

cultural imt-'"'€rative, b.lt it is an i.~ative supported by the threat 

of very real and anbarrassin; negative social sanctions. It is 

effective en:,ugh to rrotivate maneuvering far larrl ac,quisition. 

But in its present functioning, the oonn to leave lam ar:pears 

to fa:us roore on the quantity than on the quality of the larrl. 

It is here that si..."tlple educational messages crulr inject a new 

din.ension imrolving trees. Projects cail<l prarulgate the thane that 

t'1e maintain p:1.rent ·wrx, le.aves his child half a carreau of fa:estoo. 

land is leaving a more valuable patrirrony than tl-'.c parent wl:o 

leaves a child a full carreau of denuderl, ercrle:'l l.ancl. Children 

shculd l:e encrurage:1 to erYJUire of their parents as to the pro

visions that are bein:J P.lade to provide than witi' trees as part of 

their patrimony. The thane of trees ·will be the unusual canponent 

of these educational messages. P.ut the thane of filial expectatiOl\S 

of :r_:arents is in perfect harm:my with expectations that are cur

rently central elements in the value systan of P.aitian peasants. 
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The prcx::Erlin:J pages have undertaken a brief discussion of 

certain aspects of Haitian culture as it relates to the success 

or failure of eoil conservation projo::ts. The bac;ic ~rust of the 

0iSC'-.2ssicn has been optimistic c:.s to the capacity of Haitian 

peasant culture to support soil conservation programs. I have 

argued that the destruction of the environment has cx:rne ahalt 

not principally as a result of Eaitian peasant culture:, rut as a 

result of the cCIT1Din€d iJ1teraction of environ:nental, econanic, 

institutional and political variables. Likewise tl'-e failure of 

projects to succco:l is due less to cultural factors than to a 

failure of the projects to present convincin:J material payoffs. 

If this neei for material payoffs is to be coru:;idercd. a "cultural 

weaknessa, then American culture 'WOUld have to be judgerl as 

extranely weak as well.. 

The thane of material payoffs sl'oulc. be at the center of 

projects. But in addition I have suggested adr'iitional arx::illary 

messages and thmes which should ft>rn part of. the educational 

ccrnponent of soil conservation rrograrns. The argument has ooe..""l, 
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in eff~t, that the success of soil conservation projects dcpcrrls, 

rot on char'Xjes in Haitian peasant culture, wt rather in positive 

cha-rqes in the cost/benefit calculus that surrouocG the tree 

planting econany. If peasant tree planting can be presente3 in 

a profitable fashion--an:1 this is rt:M tccl'-nically fcasible·•-the 

profit rrotive that is close to the core o:: Haitian peasant culture 

will at last find an ootlet that restores, instead of destroys, 

the Haitian envirorrnent. But the profit motive itself, as well 

as m:>st other inp,rtant features of Eaitian peasant culture, 

stould be viewei, rot as detriments, rut as assets • 
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APPENDIX A 

Obs~rvations on the Costs and Benefits of Different Tree Sozcies 

Ronald Smith 

The following paragraphs will discuss the comparative benefits of 

lumber vs. charcoal vs. fruit. I will begin with a few brief comments 

on the fruit industry in Haiti, and some of its implications as we think ~ 

of directions for reforestation. The fresh fruit industry in Haiti 

represents private enterprise at its worst. The extreme perishability 

of fruit commodities means that the buyer has all the cards, and the 

seller has none. When the middle man decides to buy a hundred sacks 

of mangos and take them to Port-au-Prince, he knows that he is taking 

a big risk. If he has not unloaded his merchandise within forty-eight 

hours, he stands to lose the whole investment. He must take this into 

account when he buys from the grower; risk, then,is translated into 

low prices. It is the de-centralization of this industry in Haiti 

that saves it from complete pillage. Each farmer has two or three 

fruit trees in his garden. In years when prices are good, he sacks 

them up and moves them to the marketplace; in years when prices are 

not good he lets them fall on the ground~ or feeds them to his animals. 

It is important to understand that it is precisely because he has 

not covered a great deal of his land space tdt1
1 fruit" trees, that 

the peasant is able to afford the occasional loss that he suffers 

when he can rt sell his fruit. If, for example, ·. half of his average 

were in fruit trees, the years of loss would be intolerable, and 
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he would soon be forced to reduce the number of fruit trees in favor 

of less perishable items. 

Bearing this in mind, I am preparing a chart comparing the production 

and income potential of the different fruit products, but with the · 

cautionary note that the information could not be projected out as the 

earning potential of peasant landholdings unless the marketing 

problems spoken of above were solved. The information contained in 

the chart is a combination of my own experience with the various 

fruits here in Haiti, and information contained in booklets published 

by CONSEJO DE BIENESTAR in Caracas, Venezuela • 

• • J. l Production I Price I cross · · Variety 
~ Spacing i Trees Production 

per hectare j I volumelper beet. l per tree per hectare per 

• I '. lper year 

I I 
I I i l I ' 

Orange 6 meters ' 275 5 sacks l3i5 sacks :$.40-sackt : $550.00 I 
! · I I 

t 
l 

$3.00-sack '. $3,300.00j Gr.:i.pcfruit , 6 meters 275 I 4 sacks 1100 sacks 
I . • 

I i 
! I 

.\vocado 8 meters 156 8 sacks 1248 . ' I sacks :$2.00-sack $2,496.0~ ~ 

I , 

Aango :12 meters 70 
' ., 

35 sacks 2/150 sacks $.20-sack ' $490.00 

It is my belief that the wise approach to planting fruit trees in Haiti is to 

them out a few here and a few there over a large land space owned 

by many independent farmers. This will help guard against scarcity while 

at the same time working within the same marketing framework described 

above. 
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LUI:lber 

The lumber trees can be divided into two grou~s; the moderate to 

slow ~rowing hardwoods, and the faster growing lirhtweight hardwoods. 

The first group would be represented by mahor,,::my (S,detenia m.ahogoni 

and Swietenia macrophyllrr), oak (Catalpa lonP,issi:·1~, _c 4'!dnr (ccderela 

odorata) and Tavernon (Lysiloma latisiliquc). These are the time 

tested first choice woods for everything from cabinet lumber to cement 

forms in Haiti. They are prized for their natural resistance to 

insects and warping which is rather important since they ara most 

commonly used without benefit of treatment or ,pafnt. The ri'econd 

group of lightweight hardwoods is represented by Bois Blanc (Simuraba 

glanca, Blue Mahos (Hibiscus elatus), Sablier (Mura crepitans), and 

Saman (Pathosolobium saman). These woods give a faster yield, but of 

inferior quality to the above mentioned hardwoods. 

Below is a comparison in outline of the two groups of hardwoods: 

Medium to Slow Growing P.ardwoods Lightweight Hardwoods 

Planting to harvest - 25 years 1. Planting to harvest - 15 years 

Average value per stem - $50.00 · 2. Average value per stem - $37.50 

Stems per hectare - 400 3. seems p2r h~ctare - 400 

Gross per hectare per year-$800.00 4. Gross per 1i'.:!Ct. per year - $1000.00 

The value per sten is based on the present price for which a twenty 

inch Diameter-Breast-Hight tree can be sold to the sawyer while it is 

still standing. The number of stems per hectare is based on a spacing 
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of five meters distance. As can be seen from the comparison, the time 

factor as well as the :!.ncome per hectare per year both t:ip the tables 

in favor of the lightweight hardwoods, 

However, the time involved in either of these approaches is a real 

problem to the Haitian peasant who must see continuous return~ from 

his land in order to survive. It is true that he can int2rcrop with 

his regular gardening practices for the first three or four years, 

but he is inevitably going to face n long period of time during which 

the forest canopy has been formed, and gardening is impossible. The 

other real drawback to the hardwood forest is t:hat it will be seen as 

a "one:-time-around" business; after one big harvest the likelihood 

of replanting and continuing forest rotations would seem to be quite 

slim. The pressure to use the land for immediate benefits will be 

too great. The worst that could possibly happen (and a phenomenon 

~hat has already been experienced by reforestation programs near city 

centers) is that the pressure for combustibles would become so great 

that precious wood forests would began to be turned into firewood 

and charcoal. I would emphasize that this is not the normal pattern 

of events in the Haitian countryside; the Haitian peasant is highly 

protective of precious woods, but when popul~tion pressures reach a 

certain point, he will find that he has no control over what happens 

to his own land. Scavengers will move in, and what they can't move 

off by day, they will move off by night. • 
That moves us quite logically into the question of charcoal plantations. 

I want to clearly stat~~ bias on this matter. After working for 

ten years in Haiti ~lmost exclusively with precious hardwoods, I have 
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been moved to the conclusion that the only reasonable ·approach to 

refor~station in Haiti is with charcoal forests. I will give the 

following reasons for that conclusion: 

1. It is presently estimated that 80% of the wood resourc2s of Haiti 

are being constEJ.ed in the form of co~bustibles. This mn.ssive cuttin~ 

of wood is presently turning the interior of th~ island into o 

desert. The only alternative presently in vi.;;;w to this rape of 

the land would seen to be a charcoal ~n~ustry that would syst~ma

tically plant and cut on an intensive scale. Such a program might 

finally produce charcoal at such a reasonable price that it would 

become uneconomical for the itinerant charcoal collector to continue 

scavenging over the interior in search of those last few scraps 

of wood. 

2. While precious wood forests take many years to bring into production, 

a charcoal forest can be in production in four years. Since most 

of the land space in Haiti is owned by small peasant landholders, 

this is a critical point. The small landholder cannot wait for 

ten to fifteen years for a precious wood forest to mature. But with 

charcoal, he can garden the first year or two while the forest is 

being established, and then with only a two year lapse he can 

be. in productian. 

3. Since the trees grow readily from the stump~ the harvest is continuous 

• for up to five or six cuttings (at four year intervals) without 

replanting. This makes a more or less permanent root system to 

continually protect the land surface from erosion. 
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4. The economics of charcoal production compare favorably with any 

other potential use of marginal mountainous land. ' Fast growing 

species such as Leucaena leucocephaln nnd Cassis siame:a should 

easily produce 500 sacks (eight ton) of charcoal per hectare per 

year. At the present price of $1.60 per sa~k, this would mean 

a gross of $800.00 per hectare per year. Considering the shortened 

time factor, this comparas quite favor11ble with the production of 

precious hardwoods. 

5. Cahrcoal production is a labor intensive industry. It can help 

to ease the unemployment crisis in areas where it is implemented. 

It is also a low level technology industry which means that it 

can be decentralized quite e3sily. 

In conclusion, terms of national energy and resource priorities, 

workability for the small landholder, an effective land reclaination 

program, and a valid economic alternative to present use of moun

tainous land, I believe that charcoal production deserves high 

consideration. 

• 
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APPENDIX B 

The Costs and Benefits of Different Type~ of Nurseri~s 

Ronald Sr.11th 

For all practical purposes, I would say that there a.re !about::l'aslre 

basic methods (uith many varintions) of getting from the seed to 

the planted forest. They are (1) bags, (2) Pots, (3) Root Trainers, 

(4) Bare-Root Planting, and (5) Direct Seeding. Each method has its 

strengths and its weaknesses, and one method may be applicable to 

certain circumstances while not to others. I will therefore take 

each method in turn and discuss its advantages and disadvantages. 

I will attempt to add to and summarize the discussion at the end of 

the report with a chart showing the cost breaidown of the different 

methoda. 

Plastic Bags 

Growing nursery seedlings in plastic bags and moving them to the 

planting site with the soil and roots intact has become a standard 

forestry procedure over the last twc decades. Using this system you 

can produce a healthy, vigorous•cighteen to twenty four inch 

seedling that will compete well uith the weeds, and that can be 

placed in the ground with little or no root damnge. Since the bags 

are only used once and then th=own away, there is not the administra

tive hassle of moving containers back to the nursery site. I have 

found that the smallest size of plastic sack that will produce 

healthy and uniform nursery stock is ·about three inches in diameter, 
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and eight inches deep (capacity approximately one quart). The eight 

inches dep~.'1 is sufficient to allow for the development of a straight 

tap-root, and the three inch diameter is the minimu."il space for the 

development of uniform leaves on all the plants. If this space is 

reduced by any significe~t margin, some plants will be crowded out 

while others take over. This means that you will end up with a lot 

of u~usable plants in the nursery. 

The main draw-back to the plastic bags is that they are expensive 

to handle. The trees with the balled earth intact weigh about 

tYo-and-one hald pounds each, so a thousand plants is a heavy pick

up load. If the trees have to be carried any distance from the 

road to the planting site, the labor can become very expensive. 

(A man can comfortably carry 12 to 15 plants). In comparison to the 

samll root trainers, the bags also take up a lot of nursery space, 

but inte.nns of the nursery operation they are really quite convenient, 

and I do not consider the space problem to be a great obstacle. 

Plastic Pots 

The use of the plastic pot is very similar to the use of the plastic 

bag_ The main difference is that the pot is a reusable container. Since 

they cost about ten cents a piec~ as compared to one cent for the 

plastic bag~ they nrust get ten uses with no loss or damage to compete 

with plastic bags. Beyond this improbability are all the problems 

of administration (counting pots_:) and storage. In actual nursery use, 
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the pots are much more subject ~o the washing away of soil than 

plastic bags. Since ~he pots (at least the ones that I have had< 

experience with) are not sufficiently deep to start with, this means 

that not infrequently the final proeuct i~ a cornpacted · two or three 

inch cake of soil with a taproot that curls around in several soils 

upon itself. While these trees may survive on the planting site, 

later in life they will be much more subject to wind da!Mge and falling. 

The one plus of the plastic pot in the nursery is that they give a 

little more leaf space above the ground. While I an sure that a pot 

can be (and may already be} produced that will overcome the technical 

problems spoken of above, I am not yet convinced that they will ever 

be as economical or as convenient as plastic bags. 

Root Trainers 

Root trainers are plastic, reusable containers that come in 

various sizes. Some hold as much earth as the plastic bags that 

we were speaking of above, while others are quite small. Those that 

we will be referring to in this paper are the no. 5 and no.6 ~ooc 

trainers. These are quite small, having an opening of about 

3/4" x 1" and a depth of about four inches. Root trainers, as the 

name implies, are scientifically designed to form a superior root 

system on the young seedling. This is done through a series of 

vertical grooves in the plastic liners that stinulate continuous 

division and subdivision of the root hairs, thus forming a much more 

efficient nutrient collecting system. In what little experience 
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I have had with this system, the results are quite dramatic. A 

eucalyptus tree started in a root trainer and then transplanted to 

a plastic bag uill attain a neter height in six weeks, while it 

takes three to four months to grow the same tree transplanted from 

the seed bed to the plastic sack. 

There has recently been some success with projects in the moun

tainous areas of Haiti that have planted directly out into the field 

from the soall root trainers. In the tropical lowlands I personally 

believe that these small whippy five and six inch plants are a bit 

small to compete with the lush tropical vegetation. If, however, 

planting patterns followed the gardening patterns (that is to say 

that the land was completely cleared and worked up), the more rapid 

growing species that are being talked about for charcoal production 

could probably be planted, and compete successfully with the 

incoming grass and weeds. The advantages would be that a Pick-up 

could carry about 8000 plants, and a worker could easily carry 

100 plants out into the field. Digging holes (which is a necessity 

with the pots and bags) could be reduced to merely sticking a dibble 

into the soil to open it up, and placing the plant in the hole. The 

ease of planting would be quite comparable to the bare root method, 

and yet you would not disturb the roots in transplanting. The initial 

cost for root trainers and carrying cases is !ligh, but they are 

reusable, and 1!IUch more convenient to carry and store than the pots. 
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If you will refer to the cha!:'t comparing the cost of containers, 

you will see that the root trainer, in terms of cost, is not an 

unreasonable alternative to the ot~er systens. 

Bare Roct Planting 

Bare root planting is not suitable to all species of trees, but 

since it is a possible alternative method for the faster growing 

charcoal species that we are dealing with, it is worth considering. 

Mr. Turkoz, the present Director of the United Nations forestry 

project in Limbe, Haiti,has much experience with this method (he 

bare-root planted over 2000 hectares of cassia siamea in the Upper 

Volta Region of Africa). He claims that the survival rate with this 

method is about 90%. The principle of the bare-root method is to 

get a healthy root stock. This is cone by growing a plant about one 

meter in height. When the rains come, the plnnt is stubbed back 

to about six inches and dug out of the ground very carefully so as 

not to damage any more of the roots than necessary. The tapri,ot is 

stubbed back, and the remaining stock is then placed in a basket in 

a moist medium (wet wood shavings or similar material) and transported 

to the planting site. The real plus for tt:is syste,t1 is the ease of 

transporting and planting. A pick-up truck can carry twenty or 

thirty tho~sand of the stubbed roots~ and a man can carry three or 

four hundred through th~ field at once. The bare-root method has an 

advantage over direct seeding in areas where it is undesirable or 
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inconvenient to work up the soil before planting. It is my belief 

(as yet untested by experience) that this system may be hardier in . 
terms of competing with weeds than the samll seedling pr~duced in · 

the root trainer. The delicate part of the operation is that (1) 

the roots must be kept moist at all times until the stock is planted, 

and (2) the planting must be done immediat8ly after a good rain 

(usually within 24 to 48 hours). Some care must also be exercised 

to make sure that the planters put the roots dm.m straight into the · 

soil rather than twisting or bending them. 

Direct Seeding 

The main advantage of diract seeding is cost. There are no nur

series, and no expensive transportation problems. The possibility of 

mechanizing and planting on a large scale is also one of the advan

tages of this method. In terms of the peasant farmer, the seed might 

actually be planted in his garden when it is being prepared. However, 

it should be remembered that these gardens must be weeded and it 

would be quite easy for a farm~r to inadvertently destroy these 

very small seedlings in the process. Other weaknesses of this 

method are the high probability of failure due to unforseen changes 

in the weather {unexpected dry periods) and the question of whether 

or not the plants will compete with the surrounding vegetation without 
• 

being weeded (an expensive proposition). This method is highly 

recommended by Michael Benge (USAID Agro-Forestry Consultant), and is 

definitely worth experimenting with. 
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COST PER 1,000 PLANTS FOR VARIOUS !IDRSERY CONTAINERS 

Container Preparing \Nursery Transport. 1 Planting 1 Tot~l ':' Type of 
Cost per Soil and ?L'.lintenance I Clearing j Container I 

Planting .• Filling not 

r- I Containers Inc:Juded 

I $10.00 *l $15.00 $7.00 $20.00 $40.00 $92.00 Plastic bag I 

$15.00 *2 
i 

$12.00 7.00 20.00 40.30 ~94.00 ! Pot 
: i • 
I I 

$7.00 *3 . $3.00 3.00 3.00 12.00 $25.00 Root Trainer! 
! 

·O 

I 
f 

I 
! $1.00 • 
I 

*l - <me use only 

*2 - Six uses 

*3 - Six uses 

i 

1.00 2.00 12.00 $16.00 Bare Root 

The cost of direct seeding done on a mechanized scale with 2,500. 
plants per hectare is $35.00 per 1,000 plants. This figure includes 
plowing and sub-soiling. 

Note: If clearing of the land were to be included in the above chart, 

$40.00 per· thousant would be added to the cost of the work when 

trees are planted at a density of 2,500 per hectare. 

I 

' 




